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Invitation to Make a Submission 

The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) invites l)e0Plc  to make a submission on this proposal. 

Apache Energy Ltd proposes to develop the Simpson fIeld. In accordance with the Environmental 

Protection Act, a PER has been prepared which describes this proposal and its likely effects on 

the environment. The PER is available for a public review period of 4 weeks from 23 April 2001 

closing on 21st May 2001. 

Comments from government agencics and from the public will help the EPA to prepare an 

assessment report in which it will make recommendations to government. 

Why write a submission? 

A submission is a way to provide information, express your opinion and put forward your 

suggested course of action - including any alternative approach. It is useful if you indicate any 

suggestions you have to improve the proposal. 

All submissions received by the EPA will be acknowledged. Submissions will be treated as public 

documents unless provided and received in confldence sul)ject to the requirements of the Freedom 

of Information Act, and may be quoted in full or in part in the EPA's report. 

Why not join a group? 

If you prefer not to write your own comments, it may be worthwhile joining with a group interested 

in making a submission on similar issues. Joint submissions may help to reduce the workload of 

an individual or group, as well as increase the poo1 of ideas and information. If you form a small 

group (up to 10 people) please indicate all the names of the participants. If your group is larger, 

please indicate how many people your submission represents. 

Developing a submission 

You may agree or disagree with, or comment on, the general issues discussed in the PER or the 

spccilic proposals. It helps if you give reasons for your conclusions, supported by relevant data. 

You may make an important contribution by suggesting ways to make the proposal more 

environmentally acceptable. 

When making comments on specific elements of the PER: 

Clearly state your point of view; 

Indicate the source of your information or argument if this is applicable; 

Suggest recommendations, safeguards or alternatives. 

Points to keep in mind 

By keeping the following points in mind, you will make it easier for your submission to be analysed: 

attempt to list points so that issues raised are clear. A summary of your submission is helpful; 

refer each point to the a)propriate section, chapter or recommendation in the PER; 

if you discuss different sections of the PER, keep them (Iistinct and separate, so there is no 

confusion as to which section you are considering; 

attach any factual information you wish to provide and give details of the source. Make sure 

your information is accurate. 

t 
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Remember to include: 

your name; 

addrcss; 

: 	whether you want your submission to be confidential. 

The closing date for submissions is: 21st May 2001. 

Submissions should be addressed to: 

The Environmental Protection Authority 

Wcstralia Square 

141 St GcorgcsTcrrace 

Perth WA 6000 

Attention: Peter Walkington 
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Executive Summary 

Project description 

This document is a Public Environmental Review (PER) submitted by Apache Energy Limited 

and the Joint Venture Participants to seek environmental approval to develop the Simpson field, 

located in Production Licences TI.! I and TL/6. 

Apache's operations are centred onVaranus Island, the largest of the Lowendal Islands. Apache 

is currently operating nine offshore oil and gas installations, ranging in distance from 5 - 63 

km away from Varanus Island. All of these installations are brought togethei-  onto Varanus Island 

into a central operations area referred to as the Varanus Island I lub. The proposed Simpson 

development will become an additional installation of the Varanus Hub operations. 

The proposed Simpson development proposal will consist of: 

- 	the Simpson Alpha offshore mini-platform located at theTanami-4 and ]nami-5 wells surface 

location; 

- 	the Simpson Bravo offshore mini-platform located at the Simpson-I and Simpson 3H well 

locations; and 

- 	a sub-sea pipeline bundle linking the two mini-platforms to each other and to existing facilities 

oil Varanus Island. 

The pipeline bundle will consist of: 

- 	a production pipeline transporting oil, produced formation water and natural gas; 

- 	a return water pipeline for disposal of produced formation water into a (led)  disposal well; 

- 	a return gas pipeline containing lift gas; and 

- 	an umbilical containing corrosion inhibitor chemicals and dry utilities gas. 

The proposed surface locations of Simpson Alpha and Simpson Bravo mini-platforms are 

approximately I ,000 in and I ,140 in respectively, from the southern tip ofVaranus Island and 

a minimum distance of 400 in to the east ofAbutilon Island, one of the smaller islands of the 

Lowendal group of islands. Water depth at the location is approximately 6 m LAT 

The two mini-platforms will be unmanned and will accommodate a minimal amount of 

equipment limited to the well heads, testing equipment and emergency shut-down facilities. 

The installation of the Simpson Alpha and Simpson Bravo mini-platforms, and the associated 

pipeline bundle will take approximately 2 weeks. Work on the project is scheduled to begin 

in late September 2001, following the necessary environmental approval. Installation of the 

onshore portion of the pipeline bundle will also take about two weeks and will be carried 

out concurrently with the offshore installation. 

The Simpson fIeld is expected to produce for a 10 year period. 

Resources of the area 

The marine ecological habitats found within the region of the Lowendal Islands are: macroalgal 

beds, limestone pavement with a sand veneer, fringing and patch coral reefs, rocky shores, 

sandy beaches and mangroves. The water column supports a range of marine mammals, rel)tiles, 

pelagic and benthic fish and plankton. The sea surface also supports some species of seabirds 

that feed at sea. 

There are at least 78 listed species that may potentially be found in the region. The majority 
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of these species are migratory shorebirds and resilient seabirds.'T here are no listed threatened 

ecological communities. 

Social, commercial and historical resources of the region include the towns of Onslow and 

Dampier, Onslow Prawn Fisheries Grounds, oil and gas industry, ix'l fishery, limited tourist 

activity and recreational fishing, four historic shipwrecks and historic nuclear testing sites. 

ihe lowendal Islands are classified as a C-Class reserve for the conservation of flora and fauna, 

and are vested in the Conservation Commission.] he area is presently going through the planning 

OCCSS for a 1)ro1)ose(l Montebello/Lowendal/Barrow Islands marine conservation reserve. 

The seabed in the vicinity of the proposed Simpson development location is mainly limestone 

pavement with variable cover of macroalgae and sand with intermittent patches of small coral 

colonies and sponges. 

Environmental risk assessment 

A detailed risk assessment was carried out to identify the sources of impact from installation 

activities, routine operations and accidental evcnts.Thi.s was carried out through a workshop 

krum that consisted of Apache personnel, and government and community participants. 

• The installation of the Simpson mini-platforms and pipeline bundle will cause a short-term, 

localised impact to the seabed, but will not cause a significant impact to the habitats, flora or 

fauna of the region. Installation will occur outside the peak turtle and seabird nesting period. 

It will also occur outside the whale migration period. 

Routine operations associated with producing oil from the Simpson field will not cause a 

significant impact to any of the habitats, flora or fauna found in the region. There will be no 

discharges from the Simpson development as produced formation water recovered from the 

field, along with process chemicals, will be disposed via a (ted)  disposal well. The Simpson 

development will not increase oil tanker traffic above historical frequencies. 

The chance of an incident occurring that resulted in the spill of oil into the marine environment 

has been assessed as being a 1ow probability event.]hc quantitative risk assessment indicated 

that the risk spill scenario is more likely to be a smaller volume leak associated with the pipeline 

than a potentially larger event associated with a production well. 

Should a spill occur offshore, there is a high probability that oil would reach a shoreline.The 

Lowendal Islands are at the greatest risk regardless of seasons and preailing winds. 

From the biological and human resources identified in the review, the following were 

considered to be potentially the most sensitive to the efkcts an oil spill: 

- 	turtles and seabirds (luring the summer breeding season; 

- 	shallow, subtidal algal beds; and 

- 	intertidal and shallow subticlal coral areas. 

Environmental management 

A number of mitigating factors will be put into place that will reduce the impact of the 

installation activities and routine activities. These include: 

- 	carrying out the installation of the facilities outside the peak turtle and seabird migration period; 

- 	providing detailed habitat maps and aerial photographs to the barge and support vessels to 

ensure anchoring will not damage corals; and 

- 	disposing pro(luced formation water and process chemicals into deep disposal wells and not 

the marine environment. 

I 	I puge ii 
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A number of engineering designs will be put into place that will reduce the risk of an oil spill 

from the mini-platforms and the pipeline bundle. I'hese include: 

putting into place a continuous corrosion control system; 

trcnching the pipeline where significant boat traffic occurs; 

using a hcavy walled pipe rated to the full well pressure possible from the production wells; 

installing an automatic shut-down system that will have the capacity to shut-down production 

in less than 60 seconds; and 

adhering to the relevant Australian and international engineering design standards. 

Apache will undertake the environmental guidelines, management and monitoring 

commitments given in this PER for the proposed Simpson development and will fulfil these 

commitments to the satisfaction of the appropriate statutory  authorities. 

Key Characteristics 

Element 	 Description 

Name d proposal 
	

Simpson development 

Name of proponent 
	

Apache Energy,  limited 

Life of the project 
	

10 years 

Location 
	

Lowendal Islands 

List of major components 	The Simpson Alpha offshore mini-platform located at the 

Tanami-4 and Fanami-5 wells surface location; 

The Simpson Bravo offshore mini-platform located at the 

Simpson-I and Simpson 3H well locations; and 

A sub-sea pipeline bundle linking the two mini-platforms to each 

other and to existing facilities on Varanus Island. 

Area of disturbance 	Temporary disturbance to about 1,800 m2  of shallow marine, 

macroalgal habitat and 200 m7  of terrestrial habitat with sparse 

vegetation. 

Estimated production 	Annual average production of 2,500 bbls per (lay at the 

commencement of the project in 2001. 

Peak annual average production of 8,037 bbls per (lay in 2002. 

Decrease in annual average production to 754 bbls per day by 2010. 

Waste management 	Produced formation water and production chemicals will be disposed 

of clown a dccl) disposal well. 

puse fl 



EPA Guidelines and Objectives and proposed management controls 

Environmental EPA Objective 	 Existing environment 	 Potential impact 	 Environmental management 	 Predicted outcome 	 Reference 
factor 	 Section in 

PER 

OIL SPILLS 

Spills from the Estimate the oil spill risk Oil and gas exploration and production Dependent on size of spill, season Ensure minimal risk of leakage by Risk of leakage reduced to Section 	6.1 
development of the development over have been undertaken in the immediate and winds. Light crude oil produced identifying and managing risks, as low as possible through (p.77) 
and pipeline its lifespan. Estimate: area since 1986. Apache operates at Simpson, evaporates quickly, with Put into place mitigating actions engineering design and 
bundle Probability of spill occurring nine offshore facilities, associated moderate to low toxicity. to reduce risk including: operating procedures. 

Probability of spill contacting pipelines, and onshore facilities Shallow, subtidal habitats may be continuous corrosion control program; The risk of a spill occurring 
sensitive areas on Varanus Island. affected by toxic components trenching the pipeline where large enough to cause a 
Probable ecological impacts of freshly spilled oil, boat traffic occurs; significant impact is 
in the event that a spill CALM approved lease to operate Sandy beaches, turtles, and seabirds using heavy walled pipe; moderate (i.e. risk of 1 0'). 
contacts sensitive areas on Varanus Island. most vulnerable in summer during installing an automatic shutdown Quantitative risk determined 
Probable time for, and Shallow water marine environment, breeding season. system with a shutdown capacity for a potential loss from 
implications of, predominantly macroalgae, exposed Impact to marine mammals would within 60 seconds; the wells requires multiple 
environmental recovery/ sand and limestone pavement, be negligible due to low populations complying with Australian and failures being 2.0 x 10.6. 
rehabilitation/clean-up. Corals constitute small percentage and transient nature, international engineering and Potential lots from the 

of habitat type. Seventy-eight design standards; and onshore or offshore pipeline 
- listed species found in region. 	- ongoing maintenance inspections. bundle quantified as 2.6 x 10. 

Investigate risk reduction options Hazard identification (hazid) Ongoing re-engineering and Section 6.2 
workshop on proposed project modifications to the (p.115) 
undertaken involving Apache as well development undertaken to 
as Government and Community address unacceptable ranked 
representatives, risks. 
Put into place mitigating actions to 
reduce risk including: 

continuous corrosion control program; 
trenching the pipeline where boat 
traffic occurs; 
using heavy walled pipe; 
installing an automatic shutdown 
system with a shutdown capacity 
within 60 seconds; 
complying with Australian and 
international engineering and 
design standards; and 
ongoing maintenance inspections. 

Update oil spill contingency 
plan (OSCP) to accommodate 
the Simpson development. 

Provide information as to 
whether there will be increased 
tanker traffic as a result of the 
project 

OSCP and Environmental Resource 
Atlas revised to include the Simpson 
development. 	 - 

Oil tanker traffic as a result of 
production from the Simpson 
development will not increase 
above historical levels associated 

with Varanus Island. 

Section 6.3 
(p.116) 

Section 

(p.73) 



EPA Guidelines and Objectives and proposed management controls (cont.) 

Environmental EPA Objective Existing environment Potential impact Environmental management Predicted Outcome Reference 

factor Section in 

PER 

Provide a summary of oil spill Pre-qualification questionnaire for No incident from the tanker Section 5.4.7 
risk management measures ships is used to assess suitability for loading facility resulting in an (p.73) 
(including pre-qualification of loading at Varanus Marine terminal, oil spill. 
ships) applied to shipping Procedures set out in the 
associated with the Apache International Safety Guide for Oil 
base at Varanus Island. Tankers & Terminals are followed. 

CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS 

Coral reefs Select pipeline route so as to Unconsolidated sand on limestone 1700 m' of impact to seabed. Detailed habitat maps and aerials Recovery of disturbed seabed Section 5.2 
avoid coral reefs and other pavement. Potential for: generated and provided to site within six months. No habitat (p.67) 
sensitive environments. Predominantly macroalgae, sparse - damage to macroalgae project manager. Selection of route fragmentation due to small 

epifauna. and epifauna. along soft bottom, algal seabed, pipeline bundle. 
Marine animals such as fish, turtles, - increased water turbidity. Pipeline bundle will be away from No impact to coral habitats. 
dolphins, invertebrates, coral habitats. 

Adopt procedure to prevent Unconsolidated sand on limestone 100 m2  of impact to seabed. Mooring/anchoring plan to be Recovery of disturbed seabed 

-- 

Section 5.6 
damage to corals and other pavement. Potential for: developed using detailed habitat within six months. No habitat (p.76) 
sensitive environments by Predominantly macroalgae, sparse - damage to macroalgae maps & aerial photos. fragmentation due to small 
work vessels and their anchor epifauna, and epifauna. pipeline bundle. 
chains. Patch coral reefs and bommies. - increased water turbidity. Anchoring guidelines issued to barge No impact to coral habitats. 

Marine animals such as fish, and support vessels. 
turtles, dolphins, invertebrates. 

Phase pipeline and platform Patch coral reefs and bommies Construction of mini-platforms and No construction during coral No interference with coral Section 5.6 
construction to avoid impacts located to west of proposed pipeline to take two weeks, spawning season (November). spawning. (p.76) 
during coral spawning time. mini-platforms. Corals scattered 

throughout macroalgal beds. 

Turtle and Phase pipeline and platform Three species of turtles use the Construction of mini-platforms and No construction during the peak No impact to turtle or seabird Section 5.6 
seabird construction so as to avoid sandy beaches for breeding. pipeline to take two weeks, turtle or seabird breeding season breeding cycle. No impact to (p.76) 
breeding interference with turtle and Important area for shearwater and (November - March). other listed endangered 

seabird breeding, where impacts tern breeding. species. 
are possible. 

Feral animals, Landings on Abutilon Island are Flora and fauna of islands. Trampling of vegetation. No access to any island except No disturbance to island flora Section 6.4.4 
weeds and other not permitted. Disturbance to birds, Varanus Island. If access required, and fauna. (p.12 1) 
exotic species Collection of shells, permission to be given by Field 

Superintendent. 

Approved quarantine procedures Island habitat, Disruption to plants and animals on Quarantine procedures updated. No introduction of feral Section 6.4.4 
to be implemented, the offshore islands. Procedures incorporated into animals, weeds or other (p.121) 

contract of construction contractor, exotic species. 
Inductions given to all contractors. 

Sand dunes and Shoreline crossing on Varanus Rock boulders and cement blocks. No vegetation as shoreline has Negligible impact as there is no No impact to shoreline. Section 5.2.3 
other coastal Island to be designed in been stabilised to ensure integrity vegetation or coastal dunes. (p.69) 
vegetation consultation with CALM. of existing east wharf. Pipeline bundle within CALM lease 

and previously disturbed area. 
CALM participation at hazid for 
the development. 



EPA Guidelines and Objectives and proposed management controls (cont.) 

Environmental EPA Objective Existing environment Potential impact Environmental management Predicted outcome Reference 

factor Section in 

PER 

Rehabilitation (where disturbance Rock boulders and cement blocks. No vegetation as shoreline has Negligible impact as there is no No impact to shoreline. Section 5.2.3 
is unavoidable) to be carried Out been previously stabilised to ensure vegetation or coastal dunes. (p.69) 
in consultation with CALM. integrity of existing east wharf. Pipeline bundle within CALM lease 

and previously disturbed area. 
CALM participation at hazid for 
the development. 

Shoreline stability in consultation with CALM, Rock boulders and cement blocks. Shoreline has been previously Crossing area already stabilised for No impact to shoreline. Section 5.2.3 
design Varanus Island shoreline stabilised to ensure integrity of erosion protection. (p.69) 
crossing to prevent shoreline from existing east wharf. This will be added to. 
erosion due to pipeline acting CALM participation at hazid for 
as groyne. the development. 

EMISSIONS 

Liquid emissions Develop a management plan Shallow water marine environment Introduce chemical contaminants No discharge into the marine No impact to the marine Section 5.4.1 
for disposal of pipeline test and terrestrial habitat, into the ocean, environment. Hydiotest water will be environment. (p.71) 
chemicals (hydrotest waters spillage of contaminants onto disposed into the Alkimos deep Section 5.4.2 
and pickle liquors), pipeline terrestrial habitat, disposal well. Pipeline treatment (p.71) 
treatment chemicals (biocides, chemicals (corrosion inhibitors) will Section 5.4.3 
corrosion inhibitors and be contained within the produced  
antifouling used to maintain formation water (PFW). PFW will be Section 5.4.5 
the pipeline) and produced discharged to either the Alkimos  
formation water, to ensure low or Tanami-5 deep disposal wells, 
impact on the environment, 
consistent with international 
best practice. 

Introduced Assess risk of introducing Tanker loading facility in 27 m of Introduction of marine species Reduce risk through compliance with No introduction of marine pest Section 6.4.4 
marine species exotic marine organisms via water. Shallow water marine which may outcompete native AOIS ballast water guidelines. species into the Varanus Island (p.121) 

ballast water or hull fouling, environment, species. Majority of tankers coming to the port. 
Varanus Island loading terminal 

Submit appropriate strategy to have already discharged ballast 
prevent introduction of such prior to entering the terminal, 
organisms. or have no need to discharge 

ballast once at the terminal. 

Greenhouse Assess the impact of the Atmosphere. Introduction of about 6,000 tonnes Engines to run at most efficient Negligible contribution to Section 5.4.6 
gases proposal on greenhouse of greenhouse gases from Simpson capacity and on natural gas. global greenhouse gases. (p.72) 

emissions, development. Reduction in Minimal sources of emissions. No 
greenhouse gases from other venting or flaring unless under 
Varanus operating fields which are an emergency. 
themselves declining. 

Develop a management plan Atmosphere. Introduction of about 6,000 tonnes Inclusion of Simpson development Strategy encompassing all Section 5.4.6 
to minimise greenhouse of greenhouse gases. into the greenhouse strategy for the operations associated with the (p.72) 
emissions. Varanus Hub operations. Varanus Island Hub. 

Light overspill Design lighting in consultation Island and marine environment. Only one pulsating navigational Maintenance visits to be undertaken No impact to the marine Section 5.4.4 
with CALM specialists, light to be installed on each during the day. No requirement to environment. (p.71) 

platform, No significant impact install lighting to the platforms. 
to fauna species. 

Decommissioning Decommissioning to be Marine environment Following the economic completion Following decommissioning Section 5.5 
considered at design phase of the Simpson field all wells will be disturbed habitats will return (p.75) 

plugged and casings cut lust  below to previous condition. 
Submit decommissioning the level of the seabed. Platforms 
strategy as part of PER and pipelines will be removed or as 
document, directed by the relevant Minister(s). 
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4 	Introduction 

	

1.1 	Background 

In March 2000, Apache Energy Limited (Apache), representing the Joint Venture Participants in 

Production Licencesl'L/ I and11/6, sought approval to drill two appraisal wells known asTanami-

4 and lananii-S into what was thought to be theTanami field. The surface locations of the 

and Thnami-5 appraisal wells were about one kilometre from the southern tip ofVaranus Island 

and 40) ni to the cast of Abutilon Island (Figure 1). Tanami-4 and Tanami-S were separate wells, 

drilled from surface locations immediately next to each other. 

The Environmental Protection Authority' (EPA) di(l not assess the drilling program as they 

considered the impact to be insignificant, and referred the matter to the relevant agency (the 

Department of Minerals and Energy, \Vesicrn Australia) to ensure the drilling program was carried 

out in an environmentally sound manner. 

The Department of Minerals and Energy (DME) granted approval to drill the two appraisal wells 

in May 2000. I'anami-S was drilled between 7-18 June and Tanami-4 was drilled between 18-28 

June 2000, both without incident. 

Tanami-5 was a dry well, butTanami-4 resulted in a hydrocarbon discovery in the Flag Sandstone. 

Electric logging indicated a 19.1 metre column of light crude oil. 

Apache initially believed that thei'anami-4 and S wells would penetrate the same oil accumulation 

as the original Tanami oil discovery made in 1991, and the wells were named accordingly. 

1-lowever, drilling showed that the Tanami-4 well was located within a different accumulation and 

the name was changed to the Simpson field to reflect this difference. 

Another appraisal well, Simpson-I, was submitted for approval to drill to help evaluate the extent 

of the Simpson field. Simpson-I was located 140 in south south-west of thcTanami-4 and -5 surface 

location (Figure 1). Simpson-I was not assessed by the EPA, but referred to the DME as with the 

Tanami-4 and -5 wells.The DME granted approval to drill Simpson-I on 12 January 2001.   Simpson-

I was drilled on 29 January - 13 February 2001 and confirmed an extension to the Simpson field. 

Logging indicated a column of 33 metres of light crude oil, of similar composition to'lnami-4. 

Two additional wells will be drilled in early' 2001 to further delineate the field: the Simpson-2 

appraisal well and the Simpson-31-1 development well. Simpson-31 I will only be drilled if 

hydrocarbons are encountered in the Simpson-2 well. Simpsons-311 will be used as a production 

well if it is drilled. These wells will be submitted to the DME for approval and drilling should be 

complete by mid-2001. 

	

1.2 	The Proposed Project 

The proposed Simpson development will consist of the following (Figure 2): 

the Simpson Alpha (Simpson 'A') offshore mini-platform located at thcTanami-4 andTanami-

S well surface location; 

the Simpson Bravo (Simpson 'B) offshore mini-platform located at the Simpson-] and 

Simpson- 3H development well surface locations approximately 140 m to the south-west of 

the Simpson 'A' mini-platform; and 
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a sub-sea pipeline bundle linking the Simpson 'A' and Simpson 'B' mini-platforms to each othcr 

and to existing facilities on Varanus lSIan(1. 

The two mint-platforms will be unmanned and will accommodate a minimal amount of equipment 

limited to the well head, testing equipment and emergency shut-down lacilit ics. The Simpson 'A' 

and Simpson 'B' mini-platforms will have dimensions of approximately 5 in x S m and will sit about 

10 in above the water surface (Figure 3). 

The pipeline bundle linking the Simpson 'A' and Simpson 'B' mini-platforms to the existing 

production facilities on Varanus Island will consist of: 

an 18" production pipeline (transporting the crude oil, produced formation water (PFW) and 

natural gas recovered from the Tanami-4 production well and the Simpson production wells 

to Varanus Island; 

a return water pipeline for disposal of PFW into a (lee,) disposal well; 

a return gas pipeline containing lift gas; and 

an umbilical containing corrosion inhibitor chemicals and dry,  utility gas. 

Existing processing equipment on Varanus Island will separate the oil, gas and PFW stream received 

from the incoming production pipeline. PFW will be reinjected either to an existing re-injection 

well (Alkimos) located on Varanus Island or l)u111Pl  via the return water pipeline to the lanami-

5 well for disposal. The separated natural gas from the Simpson (kvelopmcnt will be combined 

with the existing natural gas streams from other Apache gas fields and exported as (lOmestic sales 

gas. A small volume of this natural gas will be diverted from the collected gas streams into the 

Simpson return gas line where it will be used as lift gas for the Tanami-4 and Simpson wells. 

The Simpson field is expected to produce economically for a 10 year period 

1.3 	The Proponent 

Apache Energy Ltd is the proponent for the Simpson development on behalf of the Joint Venture 

Participants in Production LicenccsTL/ I and TL/6. 

The Joint Venture Participants in the project are: 

Apache Northwest Pty Ltd (Operator) 

Apache Harriet Pty. Ltd 

Apache Lowendal Pty Ltd 

Apache Miladin Pty Ltd 

Apache Nasrnah Pty Ltd 

Kufpec Australia Pty Ltd 

'lap (Harriet) l'ty  Ltd 

Apache Northwest Pty Ltd is a subsidiary of Apache Energy Ltd, an Australian operating subsidiary 

of Apache Corporation, an independent oil and gas company based in lIouston,Texas. Apache and 

its predecessors have been operating on the North Wcst Shelf since 1986. Apache Energy Ltd is 

the manager for Apache Northwest Pty Ltd. 

Currently, Apache is operating nine offshore oil and gas installations, ranging in distance from 

5- 63 km away from Varanus Island (Figure 4). All of these installations are brought together onto 

( I page4 
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Varanus Island into a central operations area referred to as the Varanus Island Hub. The Simpson 

development will become an additional installation of the Varanus Hub operations. 

The address for Apache is: 

Apache Energy.  Pty lid 

3rd Floor 

256 St George's ièrrace 

PERTH WA 6000 

The person nominated as representative of the l)roI)oIetst  and their contact details are as follows: 

Contact: 	Libby Howitt 

ilephone: (08) 9422 7481 

Fax: 	(08) 9422 7441 

e-mail: 	libby.howiu@aus.apaehecorp.com  

1.4 	Legislative Requirements and the Environmental Approval Process 

The development of offshore petroleum resources in Western Australia is undertaken subject to 

a number of State and Commonwealth Government Acts. The principle State Act, the Petroleum 

(Submerged Lands) Id 1982 (PSLA), as amended, applies to projects located in State waters. The 

Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Ics is administered by the DME. 

The review of the environmental impacts of developments in Western Australia State waters, 

including petroleum developments, is controlled by the Environmental Protection 'let, 1986 (EP Act). 

The EPA, acting under the provisions of the EP Act, determined that the Simpson development 

should be formally assessed under Part IV of the Act, and set the level of assessment at a PER, 

with a four week public review period.The EPA will proicIe a recommendation to the WA Minister 

for the Environment who is the final authority for granting environmental approval. 

Apache also submitted a referral to Environment Australia (EA) under the Environment Protection 

and Biodii'ersiry Conservation 'Ia 1999, Commonwealth (EPBC Act). Under section 71 of the EPBC 

Act, the Commonwealth Minister for the Environment and I leritage decided that the Simpson 

project was a controlled action, with the Controlling provisions being listed threatened species and 

communities as well as listed migratory species. 

On 18 April, the Western Australian PER assessment prO(:ess for the Simpson development was 

accredited under section 87 of the EPBC Act. Once the PER assessment process is complete, the 

WA Department of Environmental Protection will provide EA with a report on the environmental 

acceptability,  of the proposed development for approval by,  the Commonwealth Minister. 

Guidelines for the preparation of this PER have been provided by,  the \VA Department of 

Environmental Protection (l)EP) and are set out in Appendix I 

'11115 PER: 

provides a description of the Simpson project and its benefits; 

describes the environmental setting in which the proposed development will take place; 

assesses the environmental impact of installation and production activities; 

preseists a quantitative risk assessment of the project in relation to oil spills; and, 

details the management strategies to be adopted to minimise the actual and potential 

environmental effects arising from installation and production activities. 
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This document has been prepared in accordance with the guidelines proidcd by the I)EI' to facilitate 

the environmental review process and the issues raiscd.Ihc EI5A, DEP, Department of Conservation 

and [.and Management (CALM), Department of Fisheries, other agencies, community groups and 

individuals will also review this document. 

1.5 	Development Options 

The Thnami-4, Tanami-5 and the Simpson wells have been drilled and completed to access the 

Simpson hydrocarbon reserves and to allow a second deep water disposal well as baek-up for all 

of the Varanus Island production. in order to utilise these wells it is necessary to link them to the 

existing Varanus Island infrastructure. The proposed Simpson development accomplishes this 

while minimising offshore equipment as well as construction and maintenance activities, thereby 

reducing environmental and safety risks. 

Two options were investigated as alternatives to the proposal given in this PER: (leveloping the 

field from Varanus Island and moving the locations of the mini-platforms farther away from Abutilon 

Island. lhesc two options are discussed below. 

Onshore development 

The Rosette gas field and theTanami oil field are accessed via deviated wells originating from Varanus 

Island. These fields lie within 1.5 km of the Varanus Island lease area. Access to the Simpson field 

from Varanus Island would involve drilling a deviated well up to 4 km in length. Drilling (leviated 

wells from Varanus Island to access the Simpson field would entail (trilling new wells with 

significant technical risks, as well as having to abandon two existing offshore production wells. 

The Tanami-5 well would not be available for produced firmation water (PEW) disposal if the 

Simpson development were located on Varanus lsland.lhis disposal well is required as the Alkimos 

disposal well is reaching its capacity for receiving PEW. 

An onshore development would 1)reclude future tie-ins from satellite discoveries located south of 

Varanus Island. Ihe only economic way these discoveries can be developed is by tying them into 

an offshore installation. 

Moving the development location further offshore 

A larger platform would be required as the development would be in dcc1)er water and would 

therefore need a larger structure. Access to the Simpson field and satellite fields would probably 

be made using subsea tie-ins for each well.These subsea tie-ins entail a greater number of subsea 

flanges that may result in an increased risk of leakage. The tie-ins would be connected from the 

platform to each well surface location; these locations would be in shallow water. The additional 

pipelines and sub-sea locations would result in an increased overall risk of a leak occurring in the 

first instance and would not diminish the consequences of a leak. 

A longer pipeline, holding more gas and liquids, would be required to transport the gas and liquids 

from the platform to Varanus lsland.]his could potentially increase the risk of a leak occurring in 

the first instance. In addition, the longer pipeline would yield a greater pipeline volume and this 

may increase the consequences should a large leak occur. A l)igger platform would also result in 

more boat traffic for maintenance, longer installation time, and an increase in atmospheric 

emissions. 

page 7 1 ( 
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Present location 

The present location of the Simpson mini-platforms will provide the most efficient and economic 

extraction of the hydrocarbon resources in the Simpson ficld.The present proposal would also make 

satellite discoveries easier to access and would make extraction economically viable. 

Therefore, the two options investigated were not seen as viable alternatives that would allow access 

to the Simpson field wells. 

	

1.6 	Benefits of the Project 

Petroleum exploration and production is the most significant economic activity in Australia's marine 

environment.Thc gross production value from Australia's petroleum industry generated $8.3 billion 

in 1998-1999, representing 1.4% of Gross Domestic l'roduct. Of this, $2.4 billion was paid to 

thegovernment in royalties, resources rents and income tax. 

Oil and gas development on the North West Shelf of Australia is becoming increasingly important 

as the ,)ro(luetion from the Bass Strait fields continues to decline. Both the Australian Commonwealth 

and Western Australian Governments recognise the need for Australia to at least maintain present 

levels of self-sufficiency in oil and gas.ihe Western Australian Government regularly releases permit 

areas for tender to petroleum companies and consortiums to encourage both onshore and offshore 

hydrocarbon exploration. 

The Carnarvon Basin, within which the Simpson development is located, accounts for more than 

99% of the State's gas and condensate production and 98% of the total oil production. Production 

figures from Varanus Island to 1999 exceed 50 million barrels of oil and 4,000 million cubic metres 

of gas. The projects cornj)rising the Varanus Island Hub make an important contribution to State 

royalties. 

The proposal by theFL/ I and T1/6 Joint Venture Participants to develop the Simpson oil field is 

an integral component of Australia's commitment to develop its oil and gas reserves. The project 

will benefit the community through capital expenditure, payment of royalties and employment. 

A decision not to develop the hydrocarbon resource of Simpson would be inconsistent, with State 

policy for the development of its natural resources and would reduce revenue to the State and 

diminish project economics to the Joint Venture Participants. 

	

1.7 	Public Consultation 

In keeping with Apache's policy of open communication with government and the community, all 

interested parties will be kept informed and up to (late on the progress of the Simpson development 

and all concerns will be addressed. 

Copies of this PF.R will be forwarded to parties who have an interest in the project (Appendix 2). 

1-urther presentations will be made to these parties prior to the commencement of the project. 

( I pczgc$ 
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Project Description 

2.1 	History of Exploration and Development in the Lowendal Islands Region 

The Lowendal Islands, which tic off Western Australia's northwest coast, have long been the 

unexplored cousins to their larger and better-known neighbours, Barrow Island and the Montebello 

Islands (Plate 1). 

The Barrow Lowendal - Montebello Islands region is currently sul)fect to various onshore and 

offshore petroleum 1)ro(luction licenses and exploration permits. West Australian Petroleum Pt 

Ltd (WAPEl) drilled the fIrst cxploration wells on Irimoujile Island, one of the larger of the 

Montebello Islands, in 1967. WAPEl (now the Chevron operatcd Joint 'Venture) has since 

produced in excess of 250 million barrels of oil from Barrow Island, some 15 km to the south vest 

of the Lowendal Islands. 

Varanus Island, named after the goanna that inhabits the island, is the largest of 34 islands, islets 

and rocks that make up the lowendal group (Plate 2). Varanus is 2.5 km long, 600 in wide at its 

widest point and reaches a height of 30 rn above sea level .Abutilon is one of the adjacent islands 

which tics about 150 m to the south of Varanus Island. All the Lowendal Islands are a C-class reserve 

for the protection of flora and fauna. 

Since 1985, a portion oi\'aranus Island has been leased from CAlM for the facilities associated 

with Apache's oil and gas cx1)lOration and production activities. 

Currently, Apache is operating nine olfshore installations in the area, ranging in distance lron 5-

63 km away ironi Varanus Island. All of these installations are brought together into a central 

operations area referred to as the Varanus Island 1-lub (Figure 4). 

Plate 1. The Lowendal Islands. 

( 
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Plate 2. Varanus Island lt,arcl 

The I larriet oil field, located eight kilornetres north-cast ofVaranus Island, was discovered in 1983. 

It has been producing oil since 1986. Light crude oil is produced from wells tap1)ed by three offshore 

platforms: Flarrict Alpha, Charlie and Bravo. Light oil is also produced from theTanami, Agincourt 

and G ipsv fields. 

This oil is transported to Varanus Island by means of a network of subsea pipelines where it is stored 

in tvs o 250,000 barrel tanks. I he oil is transferred to a tanker berthed at a deep water loading 

terminal and shipped to Australian as well as overseas refineries as a source for petrol, diesel and 

aviation fuel. 

Four relatively small gas fields were discovered between 1979 and 1990. Production of gas from 

three of these fields (Campbell, Sinhad and Rosette) together with associated gas from the I larriet 

oil field was the basis for the Harriet Gas Gathering Project. This project resulted in the selling 

and consumption of gas associated with the I larriet oil field that would have previously been flared 

and p'rmitted Apache to economically develop other gas fields that would otherwise have 

remained undeveloped. 

Gas from the Campbell, Sinbad, Rosette, and \Vonnich gas fields, and associated gas from the I larriet 

oil field is processed in the low temperature separation plant located on Varanus Island. It is then 

transported S ia two sales gas pipelines to the mainland for domestic and industrial use. 

Gas and condensate from the Fast Spar field, located some 63 km west of Varanus Island, are 

processed at a dedicated plant located to the south-west of the low temperature separation plant 

Aliditional facilities that support Apache's oil and gas production include a gas_fired l)o\\er  station, 

maintenance workshop, helipad, amenities l)uil(ling and accommodation units. A tennis court, gym 

and swinlnliilg p°1  are pros'idecl for recreation and fitness. 

The production of oil and gas from the Varanus Island Hub is expected to continue well into the 

21' century. 

p,,g?ll I ( 
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P/ate 3. Sargassum habitat which is widely 	 Plate 4. (Below) The seabed around the Simpson 

	

distributed throughout the region. 	 development consists of macroalgae and 
sparse epibenthos on sand. 

2.2 	Location of the Proposed Simpson Development 

The proposed surface locations of the Simpson 'A' arid Simpson 'B' mini-platforms are approximately 

1,000 m and 1,140 m respectivcI, from the southern tip of Varanus Island and a minimum distance 

of approximatcly 400 in to the cast ofAbutilon Island. Water depth at this location is approximately 

six metres below mean sea level (Figure 5). 

The seabed between the proposed locations of the two mini-platforms and the cast sidc of 

Abutilon and Varanus Islands is mainly limestone pasement with variable cover of macroalgae 

(Sarassum and Dictyopterus), occasional small coral colonies and sponges, and sand vcnecr (Figure 

6; Plates 3 and 4). A few low profile outcrops and an area of fringing coral occurs about 300 rn 

to the cast ofAbutilon Island. The low profIle outcrops slope up to approximately two metres above 

the surrounding pavement reef and are covered with a denser macroalgal asscmblage.]he fringing 

coral area consists of an assemblage of large coral bomboras (Porites and plate Acropora) along the 

( 	14 
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eastern edge and numerous corymbosc ilcroporci colonies covering approximately,  20% of the 

pavement in the immediate area. 

Rocky shores are the predominant shoreline habitat on Abutilon Island, which is immediately adjacent 

to the two mini-platform locations and pipeline bundle route. ihere are two small sandy beaches 

on the east side of the island Rirtics nest on these beaches in very low numbers and seahirds use 

them primarily for foraging and resting. 

The pipeline bundle will come onshore at Varanus Island to the east sick of the East Jetty 

(Figure 7). The onshore portion of the pipeline bundle will follow the road and then parallel the 

existing flowline from the Tanami- I wellhead until it reaches the location of the separator and 

compressor in the existing processing plant. All the facilities will lie within the Apache CALM lease 

boundary. Ihe onshore route will follow a j)reviously (IistUrbcd area with sparse vegetation and 

will be located away from the eastern shearwater rookery. 

	

2.3 	Proposed Timetable 

The installation of the Simpson 'A' and Simpson 'B' mini-platforms, and assoeiate(I pipeline bundles 

is scheduled to begin in September 2001,   Following the necessary environmental approval. 

Installation will take approximately two weeks to complete followed immediately by commissioning 

and production of first oil from the development. The installation of the onshore portion of the 

pipeline will take about two weeks and will be carried out at the same time as the ofishore installation 

work. 

	

2.4 	Description of the Major Components of the Project 

The major components of the Simpson development are (Ictailed below. 

The Simpson 'A' facilities (Figure 2) will consist of: 

a two-well, mini-platform utilising the two well caissons as its base; 

the Tanami-4 hydrocarbon production well; 

the Tanami-5 produced formation water disposal well; and 

a pipeline bundle connection consisting oF a production pipeline, a water disposal pipeline, 

a gas lift pipeline, and an umbilical connecting the offshore mini-platform with the primary 

pipeline bundle. 

The Simpson 'B' facilities will consist of: 

a two-well, mini-platform utilising the two well caissons as its base; 

the Simpson-I and Simpson-31 I hydrocarbon production wells; and 

a primary,  pipeline bundle consisting of a production pipeline, a gas liii pipeline, and an umbilical 

connecting Varanus Island to the Simpson mini-platform. 

The we11 fluids produced from thcFanami and Simpson wells will flow into a production pipeline 

connecting to the existing processing facilities on Varanus Island.Ihcsc processing facilities include 

an oil/gas/water separator and a gas compressor. Produced formation water (PFW) will be injected 

into the Alkimos- I deep disposal well or via the return PFW pipeline to thelanami-S water disposal 

well, as process conditions (lietate. No PFW will be disposed of into the ocean. 

pdgcl5 1 4 
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Table 1: Base case production forecast of oil, gas and produced 
formation water for the Simpson development (Tanami-4, 
Simpson-1 & Simpson-3H wells). 

Year Annual average Annual average Annual average 

oil production gas production water production 

(stb/d) (scf/ d*101) (bbl/ (1) 

End 2001 2,500 0.6 306 

- 2002 8,037 1.9 10,172 

2003 4,820 1.0 19,290 

- 2004 2,978 0.6 21,780 

2005 2,144 0.5 23,272 	- 

2006 1,678 0.3 24,299 

2007 1,357 0.3 25,099 

2008 12123 0.2 25,675 

2009 	-- 929 0.2 26,127 

2010 794 0.2 26,476 

Any produced natural gas from the Simpson field will be recovered from the separator, eomprcssc(l 

and delivered to the low temperature separation 1)1501  on Varanus Island. The processed gas will 

be sold as sales gas to domestic and industrial markets. No flaring or venting of the associated gas 

will occur unless under emergency conditions. 

The oil produced from the Simpson field will be stored in the existing bulk storage tanks for loading 

to oil tankers via the Varanus Island offloading marine terminal.There will not be an increase in 

the frequency of historical tanker activity into the marine terminal. 

To ensure that oil wells can produce at Ol)tirnal  rates, artificial lift in the form of gas lift will be 

made available to theTanami-4, Simpson-I and Simpson- 3H wells. A return gas pipeline from the 

island to the two mini-platforms will contain natural gas to cater for the gas lift requirements. 

A base case production forecast of oil, gas and produced formation water is given in'Fabk' 1 .lhc 

annual average oil production will be 2,500 barrels per day at the commencement of the project 

in late 2001,   increasing to an oil production ratc of 8,037 barrels per (lay,  in 2002. Oil production 

will then decrease l)rogressively to 794 barrels per (lay by year 2010. Average produced formation 

water production is estimated to be initially 306 barrels per clay, with a maximum of 26,476 barrels 

per day by 2010. A comparison of the projected production rate of' Simpson oil to oil produced 

from other Varanus Island I lub developments is given in Figure 8. 

The Simpson project will comprise three major phases: installation, production and 

decommissioning. These 1hasts are described in greater detail below. 

2.4.1 	Installation phase 

Ihe installation phase of the project entails the three activities: 

installation of the two offshore mini-platforms; 

laying the offshore portion of the pipeline bundles; and 

1.lacernent of the onshore portion of the pipeline bundle. 

'Ihese activities will occur concurrently wherever practical 

17 1 ( 
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Installation of the two mini-platforms 

The mini-platforms will be installed on the substructures that consist of the spccillcally designed 

caissons of thehmami-4 and -s wells, and the Simpson-I and Simpson-31 I wells.The substructure 

engineering design has been confIrmed against the SO-year storm criteria with the "air gap"  (gap 

between the water ievei and the bottom of the topside) based on the 100-year storm wave height. 

The facility design will use the meteorological data applicable to the location of the mini-platforms 

and will be ccrtilled by an appropriate certifying authority. These substructures will have a 

minimum fatigue life of 20 years. 

Installation of the offshore mini-platforms will be undertaken using small a crane barge and support 

vessels. This process will entail lifting the topsides, and setting and welding them to the 

substructures, all of which will take about one day to complete for each mini-platform. The tic 

in of the pipeline bundle and process facilities will then occur on each mini-platform. 

Each mini-platform design will have minimal process facilities consisting of: 

process piping, valves and instrumentation for the Tanami-4, Simpson-I and Simpson- 3H 

production wells; 

process piping, valves and instrumentation for the Tanami-5 water disposal well; 

two wellheads on each of the two mini-platforms; 

the vellhcad control panels; 

solar power panels; 

COMPARISON OF PROJECTED PRODUCTION OF SIMPSON 
TO OTHER VARANUS HUB OIL DEVELOPMENTS 
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telemetry facilities to enable remote collection of process data and allow process and 

emergency shut-down control from Varanus Island; 

a four tonnc capacity winching and self-erecting wirelinc systems that enable the. lifting of 

materials to the platform; 

marine access facilities; and 

safety equipment. 

installation of the offshore pipeline bundle 

The Simpson development will require the installation of l)relalrieat'l  pipelines between the 

Simpson 'B' mini-platform and the process facilities on Varanus Island. A short, connecting bundle 

of about IS m will be required between the main pipeline bundle and the Simpson 'A' mini-platform. 

The pipeline bundle between Varanus Island and the Simpson 'B' mini-platform will consist of: 

a production pipeline carrying oil, gas and PFW to Varanus Island; and 

a gas lift pipeline. 

The pipeline bundle leading off the primary bundle to the Simpson 'A' mini-platform will 

consist of: 

a production pipeline; 

a gas lift pipeline; and 

a water disposal pipeline.. 

Each pipeline will be constructed to a design life of 25 years and engineered for a 100 year storm 

criteria using applicable meteorological data. 

Two procedures are being investigated for the installation of the offshore portion of the pipeline 

bundle. One method involves using a general purpose, shallow water construction support barge 

that can accommodate up to 40 people. Eight anchors will hold the barge in place while the pipeline 

bundle is being Iaid.The barge will progressively winch itself along the pipeline alignment, laying 

the assembled bundle behind it. 

The second method of installation involves pulling completc(l sections of the l)il)eIiIw  from 

Varanus Island onto the seabed using a small tug or winch barge. 

The final stabilisation of the pipeline bundle will consist of traditional rock bolting at approximately 

20 m intervals. About 600 m of the pipeline will be trenched and buried to the east of the East 

Jetty to decrease the risk of damage by vessel impact or anchors. 1-lydrotest water from the pipelines 

will be re-injected into the Alkimos deep disposal well and not into the marine environment. 

Installation of the onshore portion of the pipeline bundle 

The onshore portion of the pipeline bundle will come onshore on the eastern side of the East Jetty 

(Figure 6). This shoreline crossing area consists of large rocks and cement blocks that were used 

to stal)ilise the jetty.The bundle will follow the road and then parallel the existingTanami onshore 

pipeline until it reaches the location of the separator and compressor. 
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2.4.2 	Production phase 

Production from the Simpson field will involve transferring oil, gas and produced formation water 

from the mini -platforms to Varanus Island via the pipeline bundle. Initial production will flow 

naturally due to reservoir pressure. Within two years of commissioning, the volume of produced 

formation water from the Simpson field will increase to a level where the liquids from the reservoir 

will not flow to the surface without the assistance of gas Iift.This is due to the produced krmation 

water being heavier than the oil and there being enough natural pressure in the reservoir to lift 

oil to the surface, but not enough pressure to lift oil combine(l with produced formation water to 

the surface. Simpson gas will be used, via the return gas lift pipeline from Varanus Island, to provide 

artificial lift and optimise production from the wells. 

Processing the output from offshore hydrocarbon reservoirs primarily involves separating the liquid 

hydrocarbons from the gas and produced formation water. Separation of Output from the Simpson 

development will occur onVaranus lsland.The processing facilities onVaranus Island arc currently 

being upgraded to include an additional separator, gas scrubber and gas compressor to increase 

the efficiency of production from the existing Fanami, Agincourt and Gipsy developments. 

Simpson will link into these new facilities when it starts producing. 

The recovered Simpson natural gas will be compressed and fed to the low temperature separation 

plant facilities for final processing before being transported to the mainland via the sales gas pipelines. 

The separated oil will be stored and then ofiloaded to tankers via existing infrastructure. The 

produced formation water will be re-injected into either the existing A Ikimos deep disposal well 

or into the lanami-5 deep disposal well. Some further separation of oil from the water will occur 

via a separation tank prior to deep disposal. There will be no requirement for the construction of 

additional oil storage facilities oil Varanus Island. Oil from the Simpson field will be pipe(l to the 

existing crude oil storage tanks. 

The only operational requirements for the pipeline bundles are routine inspections and corrosion 

control to 1recnt corrosion and the build-up of microbiological growth, and to aid in leak detection 

within the pipeline bundles. Corrosion control will consist of three methods: 

injection of corrosion and scale inhibitors from the dedicated site located on Varanus Island 

(Figure 7); 

continuous monitoring of pipeline thickness; and 

visual inspections oil a routine basis. 

Any residual inhibitor entrained in the reservoir fluids will be incorporated into the water stream. 

There will be no discharge into the marine environment. 

2.4.3 Decommissioning 

At the end of the l)roje(t  life, all wells will be plugged according to PSIA regulations and the casings 

cut just below the level of the seabed.lhc mini-platforms will be removed and taken away for reuse 

or recycling. Ihe pipeline bundles will be removed from both the marine and terrestrial habitats 

unless otherwise approved by the appropriate Minister(s). 
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( 	Description of the Environment 

3.1 	Regional Perspective 

The Lovendal Islands lie approximately 120 km west-northwest of the Port of Dampier. The 

1.owendal Islands are a component of the Barrow-Lowendal-Montcbcllo Islands complex that consists 

of an elongate, shallow submerged ridge supporting many islands of various sizes and shapes.The 

island complex has been recognised as a distinctive coastal type not present elsewhere in Australia's 

northwest coast (APPEA 1997). It supports a widc range of intertidal and shallow subti(lal 

marine habitats. 

The Lowendal group is comprised of about 34 islands that consist of Pleistocene limestones on a 

sublittoral limestone platform. Most of the islands are rocky islets only a few metres in diameter 

(Figure 9).Fhc largest islands are Varanus Island, Parakeelva Island and Abutilon Island. Once attached 

to the mainland through a ritlgcline extending from Northwest Cape, it is estimated that the islands 

have been separated by sea level risc from the mainland for approximately 8,000 years. 

To the north and west of the Barrow-Lowcndal-Montebello complex lie the deeper waters of the 

continental shelf edge. Shallower waters of the shelf are found to the south and the east.The marine 

habitats of the island complex are more oceanic than those of the coastal waters closer to the coast, 

with less turbid water (Marine Parks & Reserves Selection Working Group 1994). Cyclones and 

storms are a major cause of water turbidity in the region. An overview of the marine resources 

of the area is given in Table 2. 

Table 2: Biological and social resources in the region. 

Biological and 

Social Activity  

JAN 	FEB 	MAR APR MAY JUN JUL 	AUG SEP 	OCT 	NOV DEC 

Dugong breeding 
I 

Turtle Ilesting 
 

Turtle hatching  

Coral spawning X X X 

Whale mIgration  - - 
Algae 

Seabird nesting 

(terns and 

shearwater) 

 Growing Shedding fronds Growing 

Prawn drawling 

lourism 

Estimated 

issiallation of 

Sim ps< rn facilities 

1'sphr spasm)ng occur.c eery three ycsirs. 
Key 

Peak activity, 1,resence reliable and predictable 

L 	I_ow level of abundance/activity/presence 

Activity not occurring within the area 

Timing of installation phase 
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3.2 	Physical Environment 

3.2.1 	Bathymetry 

The bath ymetry of the region is shown in Figure 1 0.Thc dctailccl bathvmetry of the proposed mini-

platform locations is given in Figure 11 the information presented is based largely on information 

obtained during seismic surveys, data from Scouting surveys of seabed features undertaken by RACAE. 

Survey Australia Ltd at various times and limited navigational hydrographic survey data. 

The bathymetrv of the region is cornples,encompassing sections of stec1) mid-shelf slopes to depths 

of 40 - 60 rn, and extensive shallow and intertidal areas. Most of the seabed around the Lowendal 

Islands tics in less than 5 m of watcr. 

3.2.2 Geomorphology 

The proposed Simpson development is located within a region consisting of a shallow submarine 

ridge that extends north from the mainland near Onslow and includes Barrow Island and the 

Montebello Islands (IUCN 1988). The Simpson location lies on the western flank of this ridge 

adjacent to the south-eastern portion of the Lowendal Islands. This area is a shallow ocean 

environment that is comprised predominantly of limestone 1)aveinent at depths ranging from 

intertidal to in excess of 20 m. Sheets and ribbons of eakareous sands varying in thickness from 

less than 5 cm to greater than one metre frequently veneer the pavement. Ihe sands are mobilised 

and dispersed as sand waves by water currents and storm events such as cyclones. Pavement in 

ex1)osed areas is often swept clean of sand. 

The nearest landfall to the development site is Abutilon Island (400 m) and Varanus Island (one 

kilometre away). These two islands are in close proximity to one another and are separated by a 

narrow channel that is about 10 m dccp.lhese islands are eom1)osed of eroded Pleistocene limestone 

and cross-bedded sandstones, capped in places with consolidated or active sand dunes with 

elevations up to 30 rn 

3.2.3 	Climate 

The climate of the Lowendal Island region is arid subtropical with hot summer temperatures, high 

evaporation, occasional cyclones and associated summer rainfall. The annual average rainfall of the 

Lowendal Islands is approximately 300 mm, mostly as a result of tropical cyclones. 

The winds in the area show a marked seasonal variation. During winter (May - August), moderate 

to strong south-easterlies and north-eastcrlies to casterlics prevail, while during summer (October 

to March) moderately southerly, south-westerly and westerly winds dominate (Figure 12). April 

and September arc transitional months where the wind can blow from the south-west to south-

east. 

iiopical cyclones may occur any time between November and April.ihe annual average frequency 

of cyclones passing within 360 km of the project area is 2.4 (leProvost Dames & Moore 1996). 

The frequency of occurrence of tropical cyclones is an irn1)ortant physical environmental factor 

influencing the marine fauna, particularly corals, in shallow water at the Lowendal Islands. 

Examination of cyclone tracks provided by the Bureau of Meteorology showed that between 1995 

- 2000, eight cyclones passed within approximately 100 km of the Lowendal Islands (Figure 13). 

Recent damage may have resulted from these cyclones, e.g 0/jib (95/96 season), 1ince (98/99 

season) and John (99/00 season). 
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Figure 14. Example of regional tidal flow during a flood tide 

3.2.4 	Tides and currents 

\Vind-modifiecl tidal currents dominate the water movement in the area. Fides are semi-diurnal ;  

there are two high and two 1ow tides in each 24 hours, with watcr movement during spring ti(kS 

f'ar more inhluence(l by tidal currents than by local wind stress. 'FbI.' spring tidal range is 

approxiniatelv 3.3 m. Tidal currents of up to 4 knots can be experienced in the shallow channels 

of the Lowcndal group (Steeclman Science & Engineering 1991). 

Ocean currents around the Montebello and Lowendal Islands were measured in March 1996. 

Electronic current meters (acoustic current meters and acoustic current doppler profilers) were 

moored at 12 locations for periods of 24 to 96 hours, sufficient time to sample a number of tidal 

cycles at each site. 

The field sampling showed that the region experiences a complex pattern of currents, with locally 

strong flows, due largely to the tidally-forced migration of water from the sleep surrounding shelf 

(30 - 40m (lcJ)th) across the shallow island chains (< S in deep). Adding to this consplexitv, is the 

influence of strong flows through inter-island channels.'l'he overriding influence of tidal forcing 

on these currents is demonstrated by a diurnal cycle in the current velocity and direction that 

corresponds with the tidal cycle cx1)crience(l in the area. 
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In general, tidal 11ooI currents approach the Lowendal Islands from the west-south-west, before 
speeding up and splitting into a north cast flow and a south-east how (Figure 14). Water travelling 
across the shallow western platform oldie islands iiows at up to one knot but local flow-, between 
the islands can be greater than live knots. \Vater travelling across the shallow ridge separating the 
Montebcllo and Lowendal Islands can attain speeds over live knots during spring tides. i\ common 
katurc of this area is the presence of standing waves ijue to the speed of the water currents across 
the underlying reef. Moving further east, the speed of these flows diminishes and the currents begin 
to steer to the south south-west where the water depth is over 15 in. 

Very strong currents (3-4 knots) are experienced across the northern end of the lowenclal Islands 
and across the shallow sandv areas surrounding them. Currents through the inter-island chains of 
the islands can attain speeds of" 3 - 4 knots and have a local influence on the flow of water along 
the Islands. 

Water flowS during ebb tides are generally found to be the reverse of the flood tides, except for 
areas that are influenced by local jets of water directed thi-ough currents or around islands 
(Figure IS). 
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Figure 15 Example of regional tidal flow during an ebb tide. 
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the Lecuwin Current is a hush of water that originates in Indonesia and brings tropical, warm 

water south along the %vcst coast of Western Australia and is strongest l)etween February and Jul 

(Holloway & Nyc 1985), although this can vary from year to year. 

3.2.5 	Water quality 

the sea-surlace water temperature around the islands ranges from 20° 300,  with temperature 

reaching 330 in the shallowest areas. In terms of biogeograplucal provinces, the I .owendal Islands 

are placed within the Dampicr or Northern Australianlropical Province (Wilson and AlIen 1987,   

in Western Australian Museum 1993). 

Studies indicate that salinity is generally constant throughout the water column around the islands 

due to the tidal stirring in the shallow waters (Osborne ct al. 1999). 

The water in the I .owendal region is frequently turbid (tue to the combination of wave action, 

relatively high tidal range and the shallowness of the arca.The turbidity of the waters is considered 

to be more typical of the nod-continental shelf than of the oceanic outer shelf edge (\Vcstern 

Australian Museum 1993). 

3.3 	Biological Environment 

3.3.1 	Habitat types 

1)acle has carried out detailed habitat mapping of the shallow waters surrounding the Lowendal 

Islands and Montebello Islands since 1997. Aerial photography and field work have shown that the 

shallow waters and intertidal areas of the region support a range of habitats and wildlife (Ligure 9). 

The habitats inclu(le rocky shores, limestone pavement, fringing and patch coral reefs, algal beds, 

sand beaches, and mangroves. To date, the habitats fOUn(l in 30,074 hectares of seal)c(l have been 

ground -truthed and mapped. 

The water column supports a range of marine 

mammals, reptiles, pelagic and benthic llsh, drift 

peeies and plankton The sea surface also 

supports some species of scahirds that feed at sea. 

Macroalgae and seagrass beds 

Macroalgae beds, consisting primarily of 

Sar8assum, are the most common habitat on the 

subtidal limestone pavement and knolls surround-

ing the L owendal Islands. They make up 70% of 

the mapped marine habitat of the Barrow-

I .osvendal-Montebcllo Island complex. Zonaria, 

Dktyopieris and !'adina, and the green algae 

I!alzmcda, Caulerpa and Cladophora were also noted 

(The Ecology Lab I 997).Thcse algae are widely 

distributed across the I.owcndal Islands and 

surrounding region (['late 5 ). 

P/ate 5. Macroalgae bed consisting predominately of Sargassum. 
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lfl(Iivi(lual Sargas.cuni plants undergo rapid growth (luring the warmer months of the \ear, lot k)wc(I 

by tissue breakdown and loss of primary lateral branches (senescence) after reproduction, which 

peaks towards the end of summer. 

1 he sargassum name comes from a Spanish word meaning floating seaweed, large algal mats have 

been observed in the waters surrounding the lowenifal Islands towards the end of the summer 

period. Algal flotsam is potentially important as a means of dispersal for invertebrates, fish and 

birds, and as a source of nutrients as it breaks down. 

Studies have indicated substantial changes through time of the areal extent of the macroalgae beds, 

which represents natural tcml)oral  variation that can result in either an increase or decrease in the 

spatial distribution of the macroalgae (The Ecology Lab 1 997).The diversity and density ofepilauna 

(such as amphipods, polychaetes and molluscs) associated with the macroalgae are influenced by 

complex and varied factors such as tidal flow and biological interactions among the inhabitants of 

the macroalgal bed. 

Six seagrass species have been recorded in the area: cynIOdOCCa angusozru. 1-lalophilci ova/is, Ha/op/ida 

spinu/osa, Halodule unincrris, ihalassia hempric!oz and Syringodiuni isoeifiuiurn (Kirkman and Walker 

1989). l'hcv mostly occur in areas of sandy seafloor ranging from intertidal to shallow subtidal. 

They tend to form small patches from I to 10 in in (liameter and are very sparsely distributed. 

Seagrass beds, and possibly algae beds, are important feeding grounds for green turtles and dugongs, 

both of which are found in the area.They may also he important as nursery grounds for many lisis 

and crustaceans. 

Corals 

Corals occur as patch coral reef, individual bonimies and fringing reefs, and make up about 1% 

of the mapped marine habitat of the Barrow-Lowcndal-Montebcllo Island complex (Plate 6). A 

total of 127 species comprised of S6 genera of corals have been recorded from the I owendal Islands 

P/ate 6. Patch and fringing cora/ reefs are scattered throughout the region. 



Table 3: Geographical variation in the 
number of coral genera and species. 

Location Genera Species 

Montebello Islands - 60 235 

Lowendal Islands 
5 

127 - 

Ashmore Reef 56 - 255 

Scott/Rowley Reef, 56 233 - 

Barrow Island - 17 32 

Dampier Archipelago 57 216 

Ningaloo Reef 54 217 

Abrolhos Islands 42 201 
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during surveys carried out by Apache (LeProvost Dames & 

Moore 1994; 1996). This has been compared to available 

data from other Western Australian reefs: Montebello 

Islands, Rowley Shoals, Ashmore Reef, [)arnpier 

Archipelago, Barrow Island, Ningaloo Reef and Abrolhos 

Islands as presented in Western Australian Museum (1 993) 

(Table 3). 

The tropical reefs (with the exception of Barrow) have 

similar numbers of genera (54-60) but species numbers are 
apparently reduced on the more southerly reefs. Ningaloo, 

Scott! Rowley and Ashmore reefs, and the Dampier 
Archipelago have similar recorded levels of coral diversity to the Montebello Islands. By comparison, 

the diversity of the Lowendal Islands is lower. I-Iowever, it should be noted that the diffk'renees in 
numbers of coral species might be a function of sampling effort. 

Apache has carried out surveys of the species composition and community structure of patch reefs 
located between the Lowendal Islands and Montebello Islands since 1986.   Many of the patch reefs 
are comprised of living and dead corals and are frequently derived from a number of large Ponies 
S1)1) colonies, with smaller areas of diverse coral communities on or around the base of each patch 
reef (LeProvost Dames & Moore 1996). 

Veron (1995) identified three global latitudinal diversity sequences for the distribution of corals. 
One of these sequences occurs along the West Australian coast.The coral assemblages of Western 
Australia can be initially clustered into two groups: tropical reefs, and temperate non-reef 
communities. Iropical reefs form two groups, the offshore reefs of the North West Shelf, and the 
coastal islands and reefs of which the Lowendal Islands are a part. Within this sequence, coral species 
attenuate moving from north to south. 

Veron (1995) proposed that no individual reef is a dominant source of larvae for the other reefs 
to the south. Instead, individual reefs are regarded as 'stel)l)ing stones along the southern flowing 
Lecuwin Current that originates in the region of Indonesia. Many of the corals found on the North 
West Shelf have been found to have a greater similarity to those of the Barrier Reef than to the 
adjacent mainland coast with the point of connectivity being via Indonesia. 

Along the West Australian sequence, the boundary current runs in a southerly direction taking 
entrained propaguks towards the lower latitudes with little potential for dispersion in the opposite 
(northern) direction. Hence, the more southern reefs such as the Ningaloo Reef and those found 
on the Abrolhos Islands receive annual propagulcs from the northern reefs but there is little (lispersion 
from these reefs back to the northern ones.1his has lead to genetic isolation of some coral reefs. 
For example, the corals of the Abrolhos Islands are frequently dominated by species that are rare 
an where else p°ig  to genetic isolation of the Abrolhos Islands corals ('eron 1995). 

l 	elate there have been no detailed investigations into the natural temporal variability of the coral 
reefs of the region, although there is reason to believe that damage to corals has resulted from the 
passage of cyclones (Western Australian Museum 1993). The coral reefs of the Lowendal Islands, 
like those of the [)ampier Archipelago, are subject to extensive damage by cyclones through physical 
disturbance and sedimentation (Hcinsohn & Spain 1974; Van Woesik ci al. 1991; Stejskal 1992) and 
therefore may be seen atclifkrcnt stages at different times. In August 1993, the WA Museum reported 
that large tabular ilcnopora plate corals located in back reef areas of the Montebello Islands 
appearedl to be in a fairly advanced recovery stage. Fast growing Acropora species can recover from 
severe damage in a kw years while slow growing massive species may take UI)  to 30 years to recover 
from major damage (Western Australian Museum 1993). A survey of the corals of the Lowendal 
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and Montebello Islands carried out in August 1996 showed that damage from cyclone 'Olivia' was 

patchy and varied in the degree of damage (LcProvost Dames & Moore 1996). 

Other natural events, such as sedimentation and predation by species such as the Crown ofThorns 

starfish, /f cant baster p/and, and the corallivorous gastropocis, Drupella comas and Drupella rugosa, all 

of which have been recorded in the region, may also contribute to temporal variability. 

Communities subject to frequent natural perturbation are likely to be either resilient or transient 

and highly dynamic in terms of cover and distribution (Western Australian Museum 1993). The 

ability of such SpecieS to re-colonise after large-scale natural or human l)erttirl)ation  is also likely 

to be high. 

Coral spawning usually occurs in March and April with a smaller spawning sometimes occurring 

in October (Chris Simpson, CALM, pers. conL). 

Rocky shore intertidal community 

Rocky shores arc the dominant shoreline type of the Low endal Islands and other islands of the region. 

For the most part, thc are of the vertical or undercut cliff type. 

The abundance and distribution of intertidal epifauna on rocky shorelines of the Lowendal Islands 

has been monitored at nine locations between 1985 and 1996 (Apache I 999).]he studies focused 

on rock oysters (Saccoserea culcullata) in the mid-intertidal zone but also included the barnacles 

(Jraclira squatnoa and Tetrac/ita porosa), the ehiton (Acanthopleura genlmata), the false limpet 

(Sipitonoria sp.) and the gasu-opod mollusc (Jlorula spp.). Monitoring has revealed large-scale variation 

in abundance between sites and between sampling times. 

A description of the physical zonation which occurs on a typical rocky shore in the Lowcndal and 

Montebello Islands is prese1te<l below. The rocky shore profile and the characteristic zonation of 

its fauna produces five distinct tones. lhc height of each zone is consistent with the tidal range 

data for the two closest hvdrographic stations (Trimouille Island and WAPET landing at l3arrow 

lsland).The spring and nea1) tidal ranges at these stations are 2.4 m and 0,8 in (irimouille Island) 

and 2.5 m and 0.6 rn (Barrow Island), respectively. The five zones are as follows: 

Supratidal Zone 

Located above the mean high water springs (MH\'VS) mark, the supratidal or 'wave-splash' zone 

is colonised by cyanobacteriaf films and littorinid snails, predominantly .\odilittorina inillegrana 

(1.eProvost l:nvironmental Consultants 1992; 1993). 

Upper Intertidal Zone 

This is a relatively narrow zone located between M!-l\VS and the to1) of the oyster bioherms, just 

above mean high water neaps (MHWN). The upper intertidal zone is typically 50 - 60 cm high 

(vertical range 30 - 100 cm and dominated by star barnacles (Cluhamalus inalayensis). Chitons 

(Acant/topleara qemnlata) and limpets (acmacids, l)atalli(15 and Siphonaria spp) are also commonly 

numerous in this zone, but at frequencies that are one or two orders of magnitude less than the 

star barnacles (Plate 7). 

Mid-tidal Zone 

This zone is relatively broad (up to 150 centimetre high), extends from 20 - 30cm above MI-IWN 

to 20 - 30cm below mean low water neap (MLWN), and is dominated by rock oysters (Saccosrrea 

cuccullata) and their l,iohermic development. 

The rock oyster bioherms frequently produce a l)ulge in the rocky shoreline profile, typically along 

the floor of the wave-cut notch when present. Apart from the oysters, the mid-tidal zone is also 

characterised by the presence of black mussels (cf. ;Iluscuiista glaherrima) and drupes such as Thais 
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Hermit crabs are typically the most numerous components of a macrofauna otherwise dominated 

b' molluscs, including a range ofgastropods (eowries, drupes, troehi Is, turbans and top shells), 

and bivalves such as tridaenid clams and rock horers (Limlwphaga (ci. L. ECr/S)), and Hiatella (ci. Fl. 

ausiralis) Algae and SOflCS are occasionally present, as are isolated coral colonies, although the 

latter occur less frequently'. 

Sandy beaches 

Sandy beaches occur between the rocky headlands on most of the larger islands (Plate 8). They' 

support a limited range of resident fauna, principally small burrowing fauna such as poly'chaetc 

worms, bivalve molluscs and amphipod crustaceans ([eProvost Semenuik & Chalmer 1986). 

The sandy beaches and adjoining limestone pavements provide feeding grounds for wading birds 

and nesting sites for species of birds such as the Pied Oystcrcatchcr and Beach'I'hick-knee as well 

as scabirds like the Caspian, Bridled and Fairy' terns, During summer, three species of turtles use 

these beaches above the high water mark for nesting (see Section 3,3.2), 

Mangroves 

Six species of mangroves have been recorded in the I3arrow- Lowendal-Montebello region. 'Fhcy' 

are the white mangrove (Avicennia manna), ribbed-fruit orange mangrove (Bru8uiL'ra exarislata), 

y'cllow-leakd spurred mangrove (Ceriaps Olga!), red mangrove (T(hizophora slylosa), club mangrove 

(Aegia!itis annulata) and river mangrove (Aegiceras cornculaturn). 

Small stands of rnangroves occur in prOtecte(l bays of all three island groups. The largest stands 

are on Hermite Island, one of the larger of the Montebello group of islands. The mangrovc' 

associations are not widespread in the I,osvendal group (\/ & C Semenuik Research Group 1999), 

occurring in small patches on only three islands: Aricennia trees occur on the west side olVaranus 

Island, and on Bridled Island there are pockets of mixed z1vicennia and Rhizophora communities. A 

aCu/Cata and ilorula jrariulata. False limpets 

(Siphonarhi pp.) and barnacles (C. ma!a,yensis 

and T. s(/uarnosa) arc common, but usually at 

lower abundances than in the upper intertidal 

zone. 

(iv) 	I .ower lnterti(lal Zone 

'this zone is approximately SO - 60 cm in height 

and occupies the narrow strip beneath the rock 

oysters and mean low water springs (ML\-VS) 

mark. It is colonised by a variety of fauna, which 

is typically dominatedby boring mussels 

(Li(lio1ilwga sp.) and boring barnacles (Litliotrya 

I'iJIenfiana). 

(v ) 	1 .owesl In te rtida I Zone 

The lowcst intertidal zone extends frorn Ml VS 

to I AT (lowest astronomical tide). It is 
Plate 7 Example of rocky rjore fauna. 

approximately 40 cm high and usually remains 

submerged except (luring extreme low tides. This zone can have a steep of- even vertical l)rofIlc 

at headlands, but within small bays and notches it frequently comprises a narrow sloping platform 

(I - 7 in wide) that extends from the cliff face, the platform is wider (up to 50 m) along the east 

side of A huti Ion Island. 
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Piae 3. Sandy beact:e5 uud,/y i/c Detween rocvy snore neadlands. 

small stand of jlriccnnio occurs on Abutilon Island about 40 in inland in association with a 

shearwater rookery. 

3.3.2 	Fauna 

Apache has been generating and maintaining fauna Species lists since the inception of the I larrict 

project in 1986. Abundances for the majority of the species have not been recorded: presence-

absence is the only available data, and this is limited, for the most part, to Varanus Island. The 

population status and life histories have been studied for a lew of the species, namely turtles and 

seahirds. 

Focus is given to key species in this report 'these are dehnecl as species that are present in the region 

on some sort of regular basis (e.g. seasonal or present year round), may have high abundances and 

are most likely to be affected by an oil spill. Fhis would include birds, marine mammals and turtles. 

Details of life histories are not known for many of the species, but a brief overview of the animal 

groups that may be found in the region is given 

There are at least 78 listed species that could potentially be found in the region (Fa)le 4). There 

are no listed threatened ecological communities in the region. 

Seasnakes 

There are seventeen listed species of scasnake ('table 4) that have a vest shelf or pan-tropical 

distribution and may be found in the region (Heatwole 1999). Seasnakes have been sighted in the 

waters around the Lowendal Island (Bond Corporation 1985), but sightings are generally infrequent. 

The \Vestcrn Australian Museum also observed seasnakcs in the waters surrounding the Montebello 

Islands (Western Australian Museum 1993). 
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Table 4: List of species classified as threatened that may occur within the region of the proposed Simpson development. 

Commonname Scientificname THREATENED SPECIES LIST Comments 

National List of CAI.M 	 ANZEEC 	Bonn Convention2  JAMBA' 	CAMBA4  

Threatened Declared 	Threatened 

Species Threatened 	Fauna List 

(EPBC ACT) Fauna 

Fish - -- - . 	- 
AkAlliko-AM 

 Three-keel pipellsh Conipichchj.c tr,currnuiiis Listed marine species No site-specillu or speci esspecific 

Short bodied pipefish Chverohhihr hra,hrsonia Li oil marini. species - inlorm t ion as ailahk 

Cleaner pipefish Doryehwu1hiis jonoi Listed marine species 
Elaborate courtshm durini' which 
female 1iassrseggstomale. 

Ladder pipefish - 	- h'<riica/e.s soilarn Listed marine SpCCIC).  - Eggs incubated by male, hatch as 
Brock's pipefish I-Iiilhor,ij,iis busch, Listed marine species  -  juveniles. 

Glittering pspcfish Hcthc.inipiic niodus Listed marine species Feed primarily on epifauna on 
shallow reels e.g. crustaceans. 

Grey iaurse shark (,irc-hjrhzii wiiruc Vulnerable Vulnerable 	 Vulnerable Precise timing <if mating and 
pupping in Australian waters 
unknown. 
No site specific information availalile. 
Take 4 to 7 years to sexually mature, 
feiaaaks reproduce every 2 years, 
produce 2 young after 9 to 12 
month gestation 
Feed on fish, other sharks, 
squids, crabs and lobsters. 

.lca!yprophis peronu Listed marine species 

- , 	 - 

Pan-tropical ,l,stril,uti,,n. 
Occurs in sandy areas on coral reefs. 

Aipy.ciiris.s uprsacfronisalo Listed marine species Western shelf distribution. 
Occurs on reef flat eslgc's. 

Dtiboi's seasnake Aipy.curus duhoso< Listed marine species Pan-  tropical disribuuiin. 
Occurs on coral reef", reef flats. 

Spine-tailed sea snake Aipy.curuscydoii.sii Listed marine species Pan-tropical ihistrihution. 
Occurs in turbid seaters. 

Aipycuriu/olioaqiwniu Listed marine species Western shelf <lisiribtition - 
Occurs on reef flats, edges, slaallows. 

.-Iipysurizr fuscm Listed marine species Western slaclf distribution. 
Occurs on reef flats, edges, sh.il Ii iws. 

Olive sea snake ihijsysiiru.s hievis Listed marine species Pan-tropical ilistributuin. 
Occurs on coral reefs. 

.lipi-surus ienws Listed marine species Western shelf distriliutu in. 
Occurs on coral reef.,. 

Asiroocs 	ikesi Listed marine species Pan-tropical distrihiution. 

Occurs in turbid coastal water, 
coral reefs. 

Dmeieu kingu Listed marine species * 	Pan - tn ipu-al <list riliution. 
Occurs in dee1) seater on various 
substrates. 

Disteira major Listed marine species Pan-tropical distrihiuticin. 	 - 
Occurs in turbid, deep sratrr. 
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Table 4: List of species classified as threatened that occur within the region of the proposed Simpson development (cont.). 

Common name Scientificname THREATENED SPECIES LIST Comments 

National List of CALM ANZEEC Bonn Convention2  JAMBA1 	CAMBA4  

Threatened Declared Threatened 

Species Threatened Fauna List 

(EPBC ACT)' Fauna 

Seasnakes (cont.) 

Ephaloph:sgeeyi Listed marine species Western shell distribution. 
Occurs in mangroves and estuarine 
mudtlats. 

JhJrophi.c coggcJJ Listed marine species Western shelf distribution. 
Occurs on coral reefs and seagrass beds. 

Western shelf distribution. Hydrophis c'cMukor, 	Listed marine species 
Occurs on coral reefs. 

Pan-tropical distribution. ilydrophis deguns 	Listed marine species 
Occurs in turbid,deep water. 

Flydrophic ornuu.c Listed marine species l'an-tropical distribution. 
Occurs on coral reefs, turbid inshore 
waters and estuaries. 

Yellow-bellied Pc'lun,is pluzeirus Listed marine species l'an-tropical distribution. 
sea snake Occurs or, coral reefs. 

Loggerhead turtle Cuft'rw cureztu Endangered Vulnerable Endangered Endangered migratory Rarely  seen in this region. 
species Feeds on shellfish, sea urchins and 

jellvfih. 

Known nesting sites at Varanus, - Green turtle 	 (is/on,, n,cd,ii 	Vulnerable 	 /oxa in need 	 Vulnerable 	 Endangered migratory 
of nuonitc ring species Al,utilon, Montebelicu and Barrow 

Islands. 
Egg laying October to February. 
l-latchIings emerge December to 
March. 
Feeds on algae and seagrass. 

l-lawksbill turtle Eearnochdyc ,n,hricu,a Vulnerable /oxa in need Vulnerable Endangered migratory Known nesting sites at Varanus, 
of monitoring species Abutilon, Beacon, Montel,el lo and 

Barrow Islands. 
Egg-laying August to February. 
l-latchuings ('merge December to 
March. 
Females re-migrate to nest at 
intervals of I to 6 years, averaging 
every 4 Years. 
Feeds on sponges, .seagrass, algae, 
soft corals, shellfish. 

Flatback turtle \'utac,,r depresstic Vulnerable Known luesting sites at Varanus, 
Abutilon , Beacon, Monteluello and 
Barrow Islands. 
Egg-laying November to February. 
I latchlings emerge December to 
March. 
Females re_migrate to nest at 
intervals of I to 6 years, averaging 
every 2 years. 
Feeds on sea cucumbers, soft (orals, 
cllylish. 



Table 4: List of species classified as threatened that may occur within the region of the proposed Simpson development (cont.). 

Common name Scientific name T H R E ATE NED SPEC I ES LIST Comments 

National List of CALM ANZEEC Bonn Convention2 	JAMBA1  CAMBA4  

Threatened 1)eclared Threatened 

Species Threatened Fauna List 

(EPBC ACT)t Fauna 

Dugong fliijong diigon Listed marine species Specially protected Migratory species subject Females sexually mature at 1 	to 

(auna to Agreements 17 years old, giving birth at 3 to 

7 year intervals. 

May live up to 70 years. 

Can breed all year, possibly peak 

in May to October, with peak 

- calving fri rn August to January. 
- 

Eat seagrass and algae. 

larger ncigratcoiis unknown 

Fin whale Ifu/cci',cojcierii piu-scchcs Vulnerable Vulnerable Vulnerable UsUall\ 	solitar 	cv gricips LII) Li 	10. 

Usual lv 	ccu r in deeper waters a 

voiding shalli cw and coastal waters. 

Sexual maturity around 10 to 

13 years. 

Calves born at 2 to 3 year intervals. 

Feeds i m snal I crustaceans and 

pelagic sclic cc ilmg fIsh. 

Sei whale !3cicccnopi'ri hor&ch Vulnerable Vulnerable Vulnerable U stiallv occur in deeper water. 

Calves hi irn after 12 nil ciiths 

gestation, stickled for 9 months. 

Feed i in near.surfce fIshes and 

shrimp.  

l-luinjilmack whale .f/agcijcteric noweangbac Vulnerable Vulnerable Vulnerable Endangered migrator Often in groups of 4 to 12. 

species Occur in regimin in winter lilt wren 

Jtine and October. 

Calves born in winier cvcrv 2 to 

3 years. 

Feed c,nlv in ci ilil water on krill, 

sardines and other small schc sling 

fishes. 

nib-pacific humpback colds ctinencc-c Eaxa in need Occur as mnihivuluals or in 

dolphill of mi mnitm cring grotips UI)  to 20. 

I 'refers shallow cm iastal 

waters. 

Calves horn rear round but 

peak in 

Iced on reef -ilwe I hing 

Icshmcs and crustaceans. 

Spinner dot1mhin .SienI1s Jonjiro.ciro laxa in need Either close to shore or excltisivelv 

of mc initoring pelagic 

Little kni iwn abc nit reprcccltiction 

Eric Is on squid 	and small iishccrs 

dear dir su nan'. 



Table 4: List of species classified as threatened that may occur within the region of the proposed Simpson development (cont.). 

Commonname Scientificname THREATENED SPECIES LIST Comments 

National List of CALM 	 ANZEEC 	Bonn Convention2  JAMBA' CAMBA4  
Threatened Declared 	Threatened 

Species Threatened 	Fauna List 

(EPBC ACT) Fauna 

Wedge_tailed Puffinus !smci/uuum.c Listed marine species X Resident seabird. 
shearwater Significant rookeries on Varanus and 

- 	 ' Bridled Islands. 
Non-breeding season is May to 
August. 
Return to islands in August for 
courting and copulation. 
Egg laying from late October. 

- Ju'eniks fledge from late March. 
During breeding season, forage at 
sea (luring the day and return at 
dusk to nests on ground. 

Brown booby .SmuL, 1cuucoJusk'r Listed marine species X X Resident seabird. 
usually at sea except when 
breeding in colonies. 
Breeding season from February 
to Ni uvember. 
Feeds by diving for fish. 

Resident seabird. 
Nomadic except when breeding. 

Australian pelican 	Pelewn,ru wn.spud:lluu mis 	Listed marine species 

Breeding all year round. 

Lesser frigatebird Feeguta uie)el Listed marine species X Resident seabird. 
No breeding sites on North West 
Shelf. 
l'iratic, mobs other seal,irds to 
steal buol. 

Cattle egret Ardou thus Listed marine species Resident seabird. 
No breeding sites on North West 
Shelf. 

Eastern Reef Egret Fgecuzuu s2crui Listed marine species X Resident seabird. 
Intertidal lone: rocks, coral reefs, 
mangroves. mtudfiats. 
Pairs defenul feeding territory 
exposed at low tide. 

Resident raptor. 
Breeding from April to Octuuher. 

White-bellied Sea_Eagle 	!huliuuecous icuucoguuutr 	Listed marine species X 

Dives to secure fish, also 
eats terrestrial vertebrates 
and carrion. 

ttrahminy kite !Iahustuue indium Listed marine species Resident raptor. 
Breeding frmuuuu February to 
December. 
Feeds mainly on carrion. 
Builds nests with sticks and seaweed. 



Table 4: List of species classified as threatened that may occur within the region of the proposed Simpson development (cont.). 

Commonname Scientiiicname THREATENED SPECIES LIST Comments 

National List of CALM ANZEEC 	Bonn Convention2  JAMBA3  CAMBA4  

Threatened Declared Threatened 
Species Threatened Fauna List 

(EPBC ACr)' Fauna 

Birds (cont.) 

Ospi-ev Pandion haiiaetu,c Listed marine species .\tigrat 	ri 	iicns stiligit Rsideiil raptor. 

to Agreements Breeding from March to L)ecemher. 
Construct large nests in trees, 
rocky outcrops or ground. 
Specialised fish catcher. 

Peregrine falcon hi/is /eregrinhis Migratory species subject Resident raptor. 
to Agreements No breeding sites known on North 

West Shelf. 
Feeds onbi rils and insects. 

Brown falcon tub, her,goru Migratory species subject Resident raptor. 
to Agreements No breeding sites known un North 

West Shelf. 
Feeds on birds and insects. 

Nankeen kestral fij/o' i.u-nrllroidm Listed marine species Migratory species subject Resident raptor. 
to Agreements Breeding season July to Januar. 

I-liner or perch in search of prey. 

Beach Stone-curlew £cuci,.c nesiectlis Listed marine species laxa in need Resideiit shorebird. 

of mcinitc ring Septeni tier to I )ecember hreed ag 
season. 
favs single egg on sandy beaches 
or niangroves. 
Forages over intertidal nitid and 
saint flats. 
Li iw densities 	no flocks. 

Grey plover P/ucivaii, sqiiazuieo/s - Listed marine species Migratory species subject X X Migratory shoretitril 

to Agreements Non-breeding resident in winter 
in Australia. 
Forages over intertidal mud in([ 
sand flats. 

Eastern golden plover i'iiii'iuihi 	bonniiimu, Listed marine species Migratory species subject X Migrator 	shorebird. 
to Agreements Ni in - breeding resident in winter in 

Australia. 

Mongolian sand plover Clxirsdriiis rimonqo/uu Listed marine species Migratory species subject X N Migratory shorebird. 
to Agreements Non_breeding resident in summer 

in Australia. 
Forages over intertidal mud and 
sand flats. 
Occurs in mixed flocks. - 

Large sand plover Chiieideimis k,c/mu'imaiilo, Listed marine species Migratory species subject X N Migratory shorebird. 
to Agreemi-uts Non .lmrei-iling resident in simm ncr 

in Australia. 
Forages i icr intertidal mud and 
sand flats. 
Occurs in mixed flocks. 



Table 4: List of species classified as threatened that may occur within the region of the proposed Simpson development (cont.). 

Common name Scientiflcname THREATENED SPECIES LIST Comments 

National List of CALM 	ANZEEC 	Bonn Convention2  JAMBA3  CAMBA4  
Threatened Declared 	Threatened 

Species Threatened 	Fauna List 

(EPBC ACT) t  Fauna 

Birds (co 

Red_capped plover Charadritiv ru/ic dpulhrc Listed marine species Resident shorebird 
Adaptable, occurs on a svidc range 
of Wetland types. 
Breeds from March to julY  in 
isolated pairs. 
Surface feeder locating its prey by 
site. 

Ruddy turnstone .4renurw Infer/Iris Listed marine species Migratory species suliieit 
to Agreemeutis 

X Migratory shorebird. 
Non -breeding resident in summer 
in Australia. 
Forages on sands ocean beaches, 
rocky shores and intertidal mtid(lats 
- si-arches strandline dcl,ris. 

Whimbrcl Nurnenius phizeopiis Listed marine species Migratory species sulilcct 
to Agrernients 

X X Migratory shorebird. 
Non-breeding resident in summer 
in Australia 
Forages on intertidal niud using its 
bill. 

Grey tailed tattler Heterocofo 

(Tringd) hicopec 
Listed marine species Migratory species stib1 eit 

to Agreements 
X X Migratory shorebird. 

Ni in -breeding resident in summer 
in Australia. 
Roosts on mangroves and sandy 
beaches. 
Forages over intertidal muclllats. 

Migratory shorebird - Common sandpiper 	icons hrpo!euicis 	Listed marine sl)&'CiCs 	 Migratory species sublect 	X 	 X 
to Agreements Non-breeding resident in summer 

in Australia. 
________________________________________ ____________________________________________ 

- 	- - Active feeder, probing to find iou 1(1. 

Greenshank iingui neliu/uiriu, Listed unaridespecics Migratory species suli1c-ut 
Ii) Agreements 

X X Migratory shorebird. 
Non_breeding resident in summer 
in Australia. 
Fc urages in shal lox water. 

lerek sandpiper .Venin cinerc'dds Listed marine species X X Migratory shorebird. 
Ni m - breeding resident in suninier 
in Australia. 
Forages over wet mud/sand. 

Black-tailed goclwit l.,niosui /dnunsui listed marine species Migratory s1u-eues stuliject 
to Agreements 

X N Migratory shorebird. 
Non-breeding resident in summer 
in Australia. 
Feeds by prudlung its bill into soft 
ifl uu1 near the waters edge. 

4— 



Table 4: List of species classified as threatened that may occur within the region of the proposed Simpson development (cont.). 

Commonname Scicntificname THREATENED SPECIES LIST Comments 

National List of CALM 	ANZEEC 	Bonn Convention2  JAMBA 3  CAMBA4  
Threatened Declared 	Threatened 

Species Threatened 	Fauna List 
(EPBC ACT)t  Fauna - 

Cahdris zeflcJJrc)ccrcs Listed marine S})CCICS Migratory species subject X X Migratory shorebird. Great knot 
to Agreements Nc ,n -Icreed lug resident in summer 

in Australia. 
Feeds mainly on intertidal mUdllats 
by jabbing its bill into mud at 
edge of water. 

Sharp_tailed sandpiper lthdrcc cjccsrncnata Listed marine species Migratory species subject X X Migratory shorebird. 
to Agreements Non_breeding resident in summer 

in Australia. 
Feeds in mud or shallow water. 

Red-necked stint (ccicjrcs oc/ccccl/cs Listed marine species Migratory species subject X X Migratory shorebird. 
to Agreements Non_breeding resident in summer 

in Australia. 
Forages on intertidal mudllats in 
flocks. 

Sanderling (cjlcdrzc all's, Listed marine species Migratory species subject X X Migratory shorebird. 

to Agreements Non-breeding resident in summer 
in Australia. 
Feeds on sandy ocean beaches, 
following receding waves and 
1tik lug in the wet sand fir Pre. 

Silver gull l.ccrisc nocscc'hollandic, Listed marine species Resident seabird 
()m nrc crous scavengers. 
Can Icreed at any time of year but 
usual 1v on lv ((nec per,  rear, tip 
to 2 clutches. 
Nests on groucici. 

aspian tern 	- 	- Sterna wsjcsi Listed marine species X Resident seabircl. 
Feed c cftshore on small pelagic fish. 
Breeding possible all rear. 

Common tern Sterna hcrccnds Listed marine s1u'eks Migratory seabird. non -breeding 
in Australia. 
Feed c dish, ire sin scccall pelagic fish 

Roseate tern Sterna doccgu/!cc Listed marine species Resident seabird. 
Breeding irs cm Nla.y to June 

(< 60 (lays) 
Breed on Roseate and Mallet Islands. 
Feed inshore. 

Bridled tern Sterna cjnccec/ceccc.c Listed marine species X X Resident seahcird. 
Breeding from December to Felsruar 
(90 clays). 
Breed sin Varaccus, Bridled and 
Ahutilon Islands. 
Feed cclfshsscre ccci sncall pelagic fish. 



Table 4: List of species classified as threatened that may occur within the region of the proposed Simpson development (cont.). 

Commonname Scientificname THREATENED SPECIES LIST Comments 

National List of CALM 	ANZF.EC 	Bonn Convention2  JAMBA 3 	CAMBA4  
Threatened Declared 	Threatened 

Species Threatened 	Fauna List 

(EPBC ACT) Fauna 

Birds (cont.)  

Little tern .\,,ci Listed marine species lisa 	iii 	neil X Reideiit scaliiril. 

of 	mccnctccciccg Feed offshore on small pelagic fish. 

Fairy tern .Siern,i n,rccs Listed marine species Resident seabird. 

Feed offshore on small pelagic fish. 

Crested tern Sterno bercjci Listed marine species Resident seabird. 

Breeding from April to May 

(< 60 days). 

Breed on Beacon and Mallet Islands. 

Feed inslcc,re 

Lesser crested tern Sterno l'en,qolertsic Listed marine species X Resident seahird. 

Breeding from April to May 

(C 6() days). 

Breed on Beacon Island 

• Feed insist ire 

Australian magpie lark (JroI!,n,j iyicniifeicct Listed marine species Terrestrial resilient. 

Breeds all year round. 

Feeds on insects. 

Richard's pij>it .lnchccc novaeseclundwe Listed marine species Terrestrial resident, 

Breeds all year round. 

'refers grassy habitats. 	- 

Tree martin I-I,rscccI,c nigrleicnc Listed marine species Terrestrial resident. 

Breeds all year round. 

Nest in tee or cliff hides lined 

with mud. 

Gregarious. 

Welcome swallow !hrccndo neescno Listed marine species Terrestrial resident. 

Breeds all %ear round. 

Nests in human macic structures. 

1. 	El'BC ,\ct = Envirccnment Prcctecticcnc anti1 Bicxliversity Act 1999 Cth 

2 	Bonn Cc,nventicn = Cccnventiccn on the C,cccscrvatic,cc ccf Migratory Species of Wild Animals Bonn, 23 June 1979. Atcstralian iieatv Series 1991 No 32. 

JAMI3A = Agreement between the Gc,verncnent of Australia and the Gcivernncecct of Japan for the l'rcctecti,,cc of Migratccrv Bir,ls in Daccger of Extcncticcn acid their Lncvirccnmc'ccc Australian Treaty Series 198 I No 6. 

CA MBA = Agrc'ement Isetweeci the Government of Australia and the G,cvernment of the ['copies Repcciclic ccl'  China For the I'r, ,tect tin ccl Migratccry Birds in Danger of Extinction and their Ens iriccictient. Australian Treaty Series 198$ 

No 22. 

Ab 
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Turtles 

Thcrc are three s1)ecics of marine turtles known to occur in the region: the green (Chclonia mydas), 

flatback ( Narorir depressus), and hawksbill (Ereonoclielys irnbricara). All three species are endemic to 

the tropical region-,, (Plate 9) 

Some of the rcgionaIl significant nesting populations are given inTable S below.] he data are derived 

from the Western Australian MarincTurtle Project, 1986 - 1992 (Prince 1993). Sampling effort 

was not standardised at each location; the data are therefore only indicative of numbers and not 

com1)arable between locations. There are also numerous areas that are yet to be surveyed or are 

currently being surveyed 

Important hasvksbill nesting populations are found on Varanus Island and Rosemary Island in the 

Dampier Archipelago. Numbers on Rosemary Island are significantly higher than on Varanus Island 

as indicated by ongoing monitoring. Nesting populations also occur on the Montehello Islands, 

Barrow Island and on other islands within the I owendal group of islands. Nesting is significantly 

higher on the Montebello Islands than on either the Lowendal Islands or Barross Island ( Kellie 

Pendoley, pers comm.). 

The most important Ilatbaek rookery on the North \Vest Shelf isYachi. Club beach on I3arross Island. 

Flatbacks also nest on Varanus Island and throughout the Montehello Island group.The largest green 

turtle rookeries are located on Barrow Island. 

Table 5: Locations and numbers of nesting turtles, 
1986- 1992. 

Area Green Flatback Hawksbill Total 

LacI1)ede_Islands 	- 29 Nesting does occur 3,989 

Barrow Is. 2,249 70 2,319 

North West Cape i ,47 - 25 1,500 

Nluiron Is. 423 I 2 428 

Varanus Is. 40 50 - - 	24; - 	338 

Roseniar 	Is. 22 34 I 20 176 

P/ate 9 Tort/es are common in the region. 
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A1,ache has been monitoring all three species of turtle since 1986. The primary obeetive of the 

study was to provide data on the nesting dynamics of turtles that come to Varanus Island (Apache 

1999). The most common species to Varanus Island and Abutilon Island is the hawksbill turtle. 

Flatback turtles are Seen frequently while green turtles are the least common. 

lürtle nesting is seasonal and the peak gencratly occurs between October and January. Not all species 

nest at the same time; hawksbill turtles start laying eggs between August to February, peaking in 

November and December; flatback turtles lay eggs between November to February; while green 

turtles lav eggs between October and February. I latchlings emerge between December to March. 

Turtles usuall (lOnt come back to their nesting sites every year to breed. Some data on re-migration 

of hawksbill and flathack turtles to Varanus Island is available. Re-migrants are the animals that have 

been tagged in previous seasons and have returned to nest.The re-migration interval for hawksbills 

ranged from one to six years, with the average being kur years. The re-migration intervals for 

Ilathacks ranged from one to six years with an average of two years.l'his means that female hawksbills 

returned to Varanus Island on average every four years to I)rcc(l and nest. 

All three species of turtles found in the region are classified as endangered on a world wide basis 

and Australia is one of the few countries still to have relatively large turtle populations (Limpus 

1990). All three species are migratory and subject to exploitation in traditional fisheries in 

northern Australia and neighbouring countries.They may,  also incur significant mortality as a by-

catch of commercial fishing in Western Australian waters (Prince 1990). 

won 

At least 64 species of birds feed and nest on the surrounding waters and islands within the region: 

43 of these are liste(l species (Table 4). Of these, 26 are Australian resident species, and iS are 

migratory species that breed in the arctic or sub-arctic areas of the Northern I-lcmisphcrc and spend 

their non-breeding season in Australia (luring the Australian summer. The remaining two species 

arc migrants and spend their non_breeding season in Australia (luring the Australian winter. 

Migratory species of shorebirds first arrive in northern Australia in large numbers in late August 

and early September, and start their northern migration in mid_February (Lane 1987).lhe north-

west coast of Australia, between Broome and Port l-iedland, is the most important wintering locations 

for many of these migratory birds compared to the Lowendal Islands (Lane 1987). Although a number 

of migratory species are observed on the beaches and intertidal shorelines of the Lowendal and 

Montebello Islands, none are known to breed on the islands. 

The two key groups of birds Ibund on the islands are the raptors and seal)irds. 1hesc groups use 

the islands for breeding, nesting and feeding, either being present year round or appearing on a 

seasonal basis. 

A brief overview of the raptors and seabirds is given below. 

Raptors 

Six species of listed raptors are found on the islands in the region. All six species breed and nest 

on many of the islands and rocky islets. Although abundances are not high for any of the species, 

the most commonly sighted are the Osprey and the Brahminy kite. 

The osprey is a specialised fish-cater that constructs a stick nest on rocky outcrops or on the ground. 

Nests may be used for years and the main breeding season ranges from March to October. 

I psgs 44 
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The Brahminy kite feeds on fIsh, but they will also feed on other foods such as small mammals, 

reptiles and other birds.lhese kites construct nests of sticks and the main breeding seasl)n for this 

species ranges from March to September. 

Seabirds 

l'iltecn species of listed seabirds have been observed on the Lowendal Islands since 1986. All are 

resilient species. Abundanccs for the majority of the species have not been recorded: presence-

absence is the only available data, and this is limited, for the most part, toVaranus lsland.lhe most 

common seabirds are the terns, Pied Cormorants and Silver Gulls. Most of the islands are used 

for roosting and nesting (Plate 10) and no species is endemic to the region. 

Research carried out on the Lowendal Islands on shearwaters and several species of terns indicate 

that these species are seasonal breeders (Lisa Nicholson, pers comm).Thcse species also have the 

highest abundances ol all the seabirds present on the Lowendal Islands, except for the silver gull. 

I .isted below is the main breeding times within the Lowendal Island group, as well as their length 

of breeding period and location of breeding. 

Species 

\Vedge. tailed 

Shea rsvaters 

B-dkd terns 

Lesser crested terns 

Foraging 	 Breeding time 	 length of 	Island breeding 

breeding period 	locations 

Pelagic foragers 	October to NOv 	 120 dais 	 \arantis, Bridled and Ahutilon 

Offshore foragers 
	

December to February 
	

90 days 	 Varanus, bridled and Ahutilon 

Inshore foragers 
	

May to June 
	

<60 ilays 	 Roseate, Mallet 

Inshore forager 
	

April to May 
	

<61) days 	 Beacon, Mallet 

Inshore foragers 
	

April to May 
	

<60 dais 	 Beacon 

Plate lO Roost/n0 Sr/died Teens on Abut/Ion Island 
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The 'Wedge-tailed Shearwater, Puflnus j>acljkiis, has significant rookeries on Varanus Island and Bridled 

Island (Astron 2000). During the non-breeding season (May - early August), shearwaters feed on 

fish and squid in open waters, some moving close to the equator. Adult l)ir(l5 start to return to 

the islands bv August for the start of the breeding season. Once on the island, the alults begin their 

courtship behaviour following by copulation. Ihe birds leave the islands about November to go 

out to sea to feed and build up their reserves of energy before returning to the islands to lay their 

eggs. Egg laying commences in late October and the fledglings leave the nests in late March to 

early April. During breeding season, the birds forage at sea during the day and return at dusk to 

the nests (lug into the ground. 

The Bridled Tern, Crested and Lesser Crested Terns are present in high abundances and nest on a 

number of the islands of the Lowendal and Montebello group of islands. For example, an estimated 

3,000 4,00() breeding pairs were nesting in February 1995 on Bridled Island, located some 300 

ni to the north-west ofVaranus Island (Dunlop 1996). Most species are ground nesters, laying eggs 

in small depressions under rocky outcrops or plants. 

Little Rocky,  Island supports pelican nesting while a large cormorant colony is present on Bridled 

Island. 

The prey taken by most of the seabirds can var\' considerably, but each species tends to feed in 

particular zones or habitats. For example, shearwaters forage far offshore in the open sea, while 

terns feed closer to shores on smaller pelagic fIsh. 

Marine mammals 

Marine mammals, including dolphins, whales and dugongs, frequent the waters of the region. 

The following cetacean species have been sighted in the region: 

Baleen Whales (.ilysticezi) 

Tropical Bryde's Whale 

Southern Minke 'Whale (winter only) 

Humpback Whale (winter only) 

Toothed Whales (Odontoceti) 

Bottle Nosed [)olphin 

Common Dolphin 

Striped E)olphin 

Short-finned Pilot Whale 

False Killer Whale 

Killer Whale 

Marine cetaceans known to occur in the region include six species of toothed and three species 

of baleen whalcs.The bottlenose dolphin, Iiirsiops truncates, is the most common species observed 

in the inshore waters of the region. Of notable interest, I lumpback whales migrate through the 

North \Vest Shelf region in the winter months between June and October. Annually between June 

and October, these whales migrate between Antarctica and the Kimberley region, travelling in the 

deeper continental shelf waters during both their northern and southern migrations.Ihc migration 

route takes the animals along the edge of the shelf on the outside of the Montebello Islands and 

Barrow Island before cutting in towards the resting grounds in Exmouth Gulf. I lumpbacks are 

occasionally sighted in the shallow waters east of the Lowendal Islands, but usually in low 

numbers. 

pdge46 
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Distribution maps indicate that 1-in svhaks and Sci whales may occur in the region but are generally 

not seen close to shore as all three are deep-water species. 

Dugong (flugong Liugon; Dugongidae) are known to occur in the shallow, warm waters around the 

islands, although not in the large concentrations seen further south in the Exmouth Gulf or Shark 

Ba (Prince 1989). Dugongs can form aggregations, but this has not been ol)scrved around the 

Lowendal Islands or Montebello Islands Animals are usually in very low numbers as solitary 

individuals or in groups of two to three. Dugongs can breed all seasons, but it appears that there 

is a seasonal peak in March to October. Peak calving would be in August to January. The timing 

and degree of calving in the Barrow/Lowendal/Montebello region is unknown. 

This animal is entirely herbivorous and leeds on the seagrass and algae meadows. Dugongs make 

short-range seasonal movements in and out of shallow water areas, which is apparentl' related to 

changes in tide, weather and food availability. Current knowledge on the size and distribution of 

(lugong populations and their migratory habits in the region between North \Vest Cape and the 

Dampicr Archipelago is limited. 

Dugongs are considered rare and endangered and are protected in Western Australia. 

A diverse range of fish is found in the area (Plate II ).lhis includes commercially significant species 

such as sharks, snapper, Spanish Mackerel and Red 1:mperor, recreational species including sea perch 

and rock cod together with a sark-ty of tropical reef species inhabiting coral areas. LeProvost 

Semcniuk & Chalmer (1986) described the fish fauna of the Montebello Islands as abundant around 

areas of limestone and coral reef, and moderate to low in seagrass 1)a(ches and over limestone 

pavement. 

first  
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Plate 11 Sweetlip in the vicinity of the Simpson development. 
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The survey carried out by the WA Museum details fish species found in the Montebello Islands. 

It reports that a total of 457 fish species in 76 families are found in the area, of which 6 species 

of pipefish are listed species (Table 4). Most of the species, with the exception of a few north-

vest regional endemics, have relatively widc distributions in the Indo-west Pacific Rcgion. Nearly 

all species have either pelagic eggs or larvae and thereibre are recrUite(I as juveniles from areas 

outside the Montebello Islands (Western Australian Museum 1993). Many of the species are found 

in the shallower reef areas. 

'Iwo additional species of pipeflsh were recorded by the \'Vcst Australian Museum during their survey 

of the Montebello Islands (Western Australian Museum 1993): Phoxocampus bdchcri and Doryrhamphus 

rnultjcmnulatus. Neither of these are listed species. 

Sharks are common throughout the waters of the North West Shelf. The only listed shark species 

occurring in the region is the Grey Nurse Shark (Table 4). This shark is found in tropical and 

temperate waters of Australia and has been recorded in all States except tasmania. 

Molluscs 

Two commercially important species of bivalve molluscs occur within the waters of the Lowendal 

and Montebello Islands. Pearl oysters live on the seabed from the low water mark to a depth of 

85 in, inhabiting a range of substrates from mud and sand through deep water reefs (Kailola et al. 

1993).1'he largest species, Pinctada maxima, is harvested at depths from 10 - 37 in between Exrnouth 

Gulf and King Sound. Collected shell is farmed to l)ro(luee  cultured pearls. Cossack Pearls l'ty 

I ui operates a pearl farm adjacent to Parakeelva Island. 

The western saucer scallop, Amussum bal!oo, also occurs in waters between 10 - 75 ni There is no 

commercial lIshing for scallops within the Lowendal or Montebellos, although there is a fishery 

based in Dampier. 

In addition, there is one species of gastropod that is endemic to the area between Barrow Island 

and the Montebello Islands. l'his is the direct developing volutid Amoria macandrewi and its 

endemicity may indicate that this area has been isolated from other marine ecosystems for some 

time (Marine Parks and Reserves Selection Working Group 1994). 

Crustaceans 

A number of decapod crustaceans occur in the waters surrounding the Barrow-lowendal-

Montebellos Islands and some of these are fIshed commcrcially.'l'he western king and tiger prawns 

are the main component of the catch. Both species burrow into the sediments, but the western 

king prawn prefer relatively coarse sediments while tiger prawns select muddy areas. Other species 

may be harvested as a by-catch including white banana prawns and the bay lobster or mud bug. 

Another species of lobster, the painted spin\- lobster Panui'irus ornatus, is the target ofa small localised 

dive llshery around the islands and reef chains between the Muiron and Montebello Islands (Kailola 

em (1!. 1993). 

Other benthic invertebrates 

Unconsolidated sediments in the region are likely to support a diverse benthic infauna consisting 

rec1omimiamtly of mobile burrowing species which include molluscs; crustaceans (crabs, shrimps 

and smaller related species); polychactes; sipunculid and platvhelminth worms; asteroids (sea stars); 

echinoids (sea urchins) and other small animals. 
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Invertebrate filter-keding communities are commonly found on hard substrates in greater than 

10 in water depth or in soft sediments throughout the region. Communities that may be present 

on hard substrates include gorgonids, colonial and solitary asciclians, brvozoans and scleractinian 

corals, while soft bottom infauna includes polychacte worms, bivalves and crustacean species. 

3.4 	Social Environment 

3.4.1 	Aboriginal history 

An extensive search for Aboriginal artefacts has located evidence of occupation in small caves on 

Campbell Island, located in the central part of the Montebello lslancls.Thc occupation appears to 

date from time prior to the most recent sea level rises (+/ 7,000 years before prescnt).Therc is 

no evidence of aboriginal occupation more recently than this (Veth 1993) and there is no evidence 

of Aboriginal occupation on the I .owendal Islands. 

3.4.2 	European history 

The existence of the Lowenclal Islands has been known since 1817 when they were sighted by sailors 

on the colonial cutter Mermaid. However, they were rarely visited until recent times by turtle hunters, 

guano seekers and fishermen. 

The English ship Tryal was wrecked on what are now known as the Tryal Rocks just north of the 

Montebello Islands in 1622 (Figure 5).lhis shipwreck is protected by the .lfarineArchaeologicalAcz 

WA 1973 and has National Estate status. 

A further uncharted wreck, that of the 19th century ship the lfildRnc, is understood to be located 

on the seaward side of the south-west section of the fringing reef adjacent to the Montebello Islands. 

Two other wrecks, one believed to be of a lugger wrecked about 1915 and one ola more recent 

vessel, are reported in or near the vicinity ofWilly Nilly Lagoon in the central part of the Montcbello 

Islands. 

In 1952 and 1956, three British nuclear weapon tests were exploded on and near the Montebello 

Islands (Figure 5). One of these was on a vessel, the l-IMS Plym, moored close to the western shore 

of&imouille Island, while the other two took place on lan(I. Continuing radiation hazards limit 

the recommended length of occupation times on Trimouille and Alpha Islands, the sites of the 

land-based tests (Morris 1991). Remains of activities include scrap steel, relics of the nuclear tests 

and the former British operational headquarters foundations on the south of Hermite Island. Due 

to atomic testing, access is restricted on parts ofTrimouilk and Alpha Islands. 

3.4.3 	Present land use 

l'resent uses of the Lowendal Islands include conservation reserves for flora and fauna, pearl 

cultivation, and oil and gas activities (Figure 9). 

3.5 	Site-specific Description of the Environment 

The following descriptions were compiled from recent field investigations of the area around the 

proposed Simpson development (Bowman Bishaw Gorham 2000; 2001). Apache's annual marine 

monitoring programme includes a site near Abutilon Island for monitoring coral (International Risk 

Consultants 2001a). 
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3.5.1 	Mini-platform locations 

The water depth at the proposed mini-platform locations is approximately 6 m. To the west and 

northwest of the sites, the seafloor rises to become the shoreline of Abutilon Island. 'lb the east 

the seafloor slopes away more gradually to reach depths of 50 rn over a distance of some 10 km. 

The seafloor at the mini -platform locations is characterised by sparse epif)enthic assemblage on 

limestone pavement with sand vcnccrs (Plate I 2).'l'hc cpibenthic assemblage is dominated by large, 

brown maeroalgae (mainIN,  Sozqassum sJL), large solitary ascidians, occasional scleractinian corals 

(mainly 'Ii,rbillaria 5p•) and branched whip coral (Fllisellidae). The fish assemblage in the area is 

dominated by l'hrcadlIn Bream (I&ntapodus en'eryii), Tuskfish (CIIoerodon cjanodus) and lethrinids. 

'l'hcrc is an area of coral reef, predominantly coral bomboras of Pories app and plate ilcropora spp, 

located off the north-east point of Abutilon Island. Scattered small coral colonies of ticropora sp. 

are also present on small boulders that occur on a limestone ridge about 250 01 to the west of the 

Simpson 'A' platf'rm location. 'l'his assemblage of corals is not significant from a conservatIon 

perspectisi, but were tagged and photographed prior to the lanami-4 and - S drilling program to 

allow for assessment of possible adverse impacts from the (frilling pmgtm and development 

(Bow man Bishaw Gorham 2000). 

Plate 12, Sparse distribution of macroalgae and epibenthos at the Simpsorl development location 
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3.5.2 	Pipeline bundle route 

The benthic habitats along and surrounding the proposed pipeline bundle route are shown in 

Figure 16. The bcnthos is comprised primarily of limestone pavement with a variable (over of 

macroalgae and sand vcneers.] he epibenthic assemblages tend to be sparser where the sand veneer 

is deeper (Plate 13). Predominant algae include Sargassurn and Diczyopera. Occasional corals and 

lithophagkl sponges are present. 

The macroalgal assemblage on the pavement is dominated by Sargassurn interspersed with Pathna 

and Hali,neda. Corals were restricted to very occasional colonies, including one medium sized (0.8 

in diameter) .lstreopora colony. 

The depth of sand was not measured, but is probably a shallow veneer (<0.5 m) over limestone 

pavement. 

l,ow profile recf areas occur on 1)0th sides of the proposed pipeline route. lhcsc areas generally 

s1opc up to approximately two metres above the surrounding pavement and sup})ort a denser 

epihenthic community. 

	

3.5.3 	Abutilon Island 

Rocky shores are the major habitat type on Abutilon Island (Hgure I 7).lhc shoreline of the eastern 

bay, located sonic 400 in to the west of the Simpson A' mini.platlorm, comprises narrow 

intertidal rock platforms backed by low rocky clifis and 1ow sandy beaches backed by (lunes. 

Bridled Terns and Ruddy Turnstoncs roost on the rocky cliff tops throughout the bay (luring the 

summer season (Plate 14). Cormorants and Beach Stone-eurlews are also found on the island. A 

small shearwater rookery is located amongst the small stand of ,Ivicennia located in the central inland 

part of the island. 

Plate 13. The seabed along the pipeline bundle route adjacent to Varanus Island. 
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The intertidal pavements and rocky dill faces exhibit low habitat diversity and accordingly 

sup1)ort a limited invertebrate community. The intertidal pavement habitat is the most extensive 

beneath the rocky,  headland between the bcaches.i'he vertical rocky substrate in the upper intertidal 

supports a speeiespoor, but abundant assemblage of' molluscs (mainly' .\oililitioriruul nodoso) and rock 

crabs (Lcpto8raj'suss sp.). Rock oysters (Soccosirco s}).) dominate the mid-tRk zone over an area 

approximately 1 .2 in high. In addition to the oysters, invertebrates in this zone include barnacles, 

chitons (.lconlhopk'ura slp.- especially .I.gcrnmoto) and molluscs including l'liais oculeuta, .5 'odiliuorina 

nii/egrana, Plonaxis sulcoous, \'crito sp., Siphonoria sp. and small Mytilid mussels. 

The vertical rock face below the oyster zone is dominated by tube worms (Spirorbiclac) and 

fIlamcntous green algae. Areas of gently inclined rocky shore adjacent to the vertical rock faces 

supported a much less diverse and abundant assemblage dominated by large limpets. 

The lower intertidal reef platform supported a depauperate assemblage of burrowing molluscs 

(lit hopha,ga sp.) and small macroalgac. At low tide, the temperature of the sea water over this reef 

platform was significantly elevated above ambient water temperatures. Rock poois in the reef 

platform supported small inacroalgae (.Sargassum, Padina, Lou: rencia). 

The sandy' beaches within the bay are used extensively by ioosting Silver Gulls (Larus nou'aehollanthac) 

and ierns. Turtles nest on the sandy beaches and a low level of nesting activity has been recorded 

on the southern beach. 

'l'here are four main subtidal habitats in the bay (Figure 17): 

bare sands 

mixed sand / rubble; 

macroalgae on pavement; and 

coral dominated pavement and bomboras. 

Plate 14. Bridled terns breed on various islands in the region. 
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A large area of bare sand extends from the sandy beaches, through the intertidal 'tone to a deeper 

basin in the centre of the hay. This area is largely dcoid of epibiota. Large pelagic fish can he relatively 

abundant near the shore at high tide.l hese include blacktip reef sharks (Carcharinizs rnrl000rnerus), 

spotted eagle rays (;Icwbuiis narinari). (11.1eenftsh (Sconih'rozdrs sp. ) and barracuda (ij'Irarna 

i'arrac ado) 

An extensive strip of mixed sand and rubble, between the large area of bare sand and the 

pavement at the niouth of the bay, supports a sparse epilienthic assemblage. The assemblage is 

comprised of small macroalgac (mainly Pcidiria), very sparse seagrasses (Syringodium, IIalodiile and 

Halophila) and occasional small corals (;Icropora and Peril/opera) on more solid pieces of substrate. 

Macroalgac on pavement is one of the most widespread habitats in the region and is abundant in 

and around the bay during the summer season.The dominant Sazgassiim maeroalgae is interspersed 

with small corals and enerusting lithophagid sponges. 

Coral dominated habitats are restricted to an area at the southern end of the bay' (Plate 1 5). 'l'he 

coral assemblage is comprised of large mixed species bomboras, usually based upon large Par/icc 

colonies, and areas dominated by smaller branching, massive or encrusting species on low profile 

limestone reef. Par/icc,, !cropora. Con/opera. ,ilcrulina. Pocillopora and faviiils were the most common 

corals. This area supports an abundant coral reef fish assemblage, including numerous swectlips 

(Plc.rhincIitis 	wrasse (Family Labridac), parrot fish (Family Scaridae) and damsel fish 

(Famil' Pomacentridae). 

Strong tRIal currents flowing through the deeper channel between Ahutilon Island and the small 

rocky islet and surrounding reef approximately 200 in to the south, appear to create a natural 

boundary to the habitats within the bay. I labitats immediately outside the bay (south of the channel) 

were comprised of a high cover of large Swas,ciim thalli on pavement with minor sand 

P/ate 15 Mixed coral assemblage located off the shore/The of Abu ti/on Island, 

( 
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3.6 	Conservation Status of the Area 

The Lowendal Islands are classified as a C-Class reserve (C-33902) for the conservation of flora 

and fauna and are vested in the Conservation Commission. 

The conservation value of the Barrow-Lowcndal-Montebello Islands region has been recognised 

in the report A 1cpresenuuii'e Mrine P'.cserve Systeni for IVestern ,lusrrolio, (Marine Parks & Reserves 

Selection Working Group 1994). With respect to the Montebello Islands, the Working Group 

consi(lered that"... appropriate 1)rotection and management can be achieved by reservation of parts 

of the area, combined with designation of the remainder as an environmentally sensitive area needing 

special management." 

The area is presently undergoing the planning process for a 1)roposed Montebello/l.owendal/Rarrow 

Islands marine conservation reserve under the Western Australian New Horizons Policy. 

There are at least 78 listed species that would be potentially found on and in the surrounding marine 

habitat of the Lowendal lslands.These species and the initiative under which they are listed are given 

iniable 4. There are no threatened ecological communities in the region. 

From the biological and human resources identified in the Sections above, the following would be 

considered potentially sensitive to the effects of disturbance from the Simpson development arising 

from either routine operations or accidental occurrences, in particular, oil spills: 

turtles and seabircis during the summer breeding season; 

intertidal and shallow sub-tidal algae beds; and 

corals, in particular those found on the intertidal and shallow subtidal reefs. 

• 
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C Risk Assessment Methodology 

	

4.1 	Background 

Risk assessment is defined as the process of determining the frequency of occurrence of an event 

and the probable magnitude of adverse effects - economic, human safety and health, or ecological 

- over a specified period of time (Kolluru 1994) (Appendix 3). 

The process of identifying the risks and likelihood of given events and the magnitude of their effects 

consists of several interrelated steps including: 

risk ideniication: recognising that hazards exist and identifying their characteristics; 

risk determinocion: determining the characteristics of risks either qualitatively- or quantitatively. 

These may include frequency, magnitude, spatial scale, duration and intensity of adverse 

consequences; 

resources at risk: identifying the ecological and social resources at risk; and 

risk control: setting up a management system with procedures, guidelines and indicators to 

decrease or eliminate risk and to review performance. 

The identification of environmental hazards is the lIrst step of the environmental risk assessment 

process. Hazard identification is undertaken to identify all the environmental hazards associated 

with a project likely to occur from routine and accidental activities. The next step is to assign a 

potential risk to each identified hazard based on the likelihood of the risk occurring and its subsequent 

consequences. 

	

4.2 	Hazard Identification Methodology 

The risk assessment method used was a hazard identification study or 'what-if" analysis (International 

Risk Consultants 20011)). This method allowed a brainstorming exercise to be applied to the 

installation and production processes relevant to the Simpson development to identify potential 

hazards. 

The hazard identification study was undertaken through a multi -disciplinary workshop comprising 

construction, operations and environmental personnel from Apache as well as government and 

community representatives (Appendix 3). Ihe approach followed during the hazard identification 

workshop is illustrated in Appendix 3. 

The workshop participants ranked all the hazards identified using the risk-ranking matrix given 

in Table 6.The risk is determined by assessing the likelihood and severity of the hazard.lb categorise 

the relative likelihood and severity (consequences) of environmental risk, the qualitative measures 

defined in Iables 7 and S are applied. 

Likelihood 

The workshop team made a decision by consensus as to the likelihood of a hazard occurring based 

on relevant databases and professional judgcment.The decision was based on the existing controls 

that arc in l)Iaee  to prevent the effect, the nature of materials or substances that contribute to the 

effect, and the frequency with which the activity may occur. A frequency rating is allocated to the 

hazard according to the categories given in Table 7. 

pose57 1 ( 
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Table 6: Environmental risk matrix (also refer to Appendix 3). 

CONSEQUENCES 

Serious Significant Moderate Mirs,i Negligible 

Expected to Occur Unacceptable Unacceptable Unacceptable B Negligible 

Probal,lv will Occur Unacceptable Unacceptable A B Negligible 

Moderate Unacceptable A - B Negligible 

Unlikely to occur A A Negligible Negligible 

Rare A Negligible Negligible Negligible 

Table 7: Guidance for determining likelihood of a hazard occurring. 

LIKELIHOOD OF RISK OCCURRING 

F.xpectedtoOcctirIsexpected to occur in most circumstances iluring the life cycle of an individual item or system. 

I'robablv will Occur 	Will probably occur in most circumstancesduringthelirecycleofan individual item orsystem. 

Moderate 	 Likcly to occur at sometimes during the life cycle of an individual item or system. 

Unlikek to occur 	Unlikely, but possible to occur sometime in die life of an individual item 0--system. 	
-- - - 

Rare 	 May  occur, but in exceptional circumstances. 

Table 8: Guidance for determining environmental consequence. 

CONSEQUENCE 

Serious 	Large scale detrimental effect that, is likely to cause a highly significant effect on local ecosystem factors such as 

water qtlalit\ nutrient flow, community structure and food webs, Iliodiversity, habitat availability and 

population structure (e.g. abundance, fecundit , age structure). long-term recverv period measured in 

decades. 

Signihcant 	Detrimental effect that will cause a significant effect on local ecosystem factors. Recovery period measured in years 

to decades. 

Moderate 	Impact that will cause a detectable effect in local ecosystem factors. Recovery period measured in months to years. 

Minor 	 Incidental changes to ahundanre/biomass of biota in the affected area, insignificant changes oserall to the ecological 

function. Recovery measured in months. 

Negligible 	Short-term, localised and insignifIcant impacts to habitat or populations. Rapid recovery measured in days to months. 

Table 9: Definitions of risk category and management response. 

CATEGORY I)ESCRI PTION and RESPONSE 

lm,ttediate_changes to design or procedures are required (e.g. hazardous discharge, laige volumes of contaminant). 

A 	 Risk reduction measures are requ red. 

Acceptable risk, risk reduction measures should be considered depending on proxinot\ to sensitive resources. 

Negligible 	Risks are surfick'ntl, low to he acceptable. 

Consequences 

The consequences of the identified hazard occurring were rated according to a matrix given in 

Table 8.1he ccmscquence is depentlent on the potential impact of the event in the brst instance. 

Quantitics and concentration released, time scale of release and regulatory requirements are 

cortshkred. 
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Risk 

The environmental risk ranking is determined by a combination of the expected frequency of the 
hazard occurring and the consequence of its occurrence to arrive at a risk level from the risk matrix 
given in Table 6. Table 9 defines the different levels of risk given in Table 6. Risk evaluation helps 
to prioritize the risks: i.e. determining if the risk of an activity or incident is acceptably low or if 
management actions are required to reduce the risk to as low as reasonably practicable.The ranking 
determined fromTable 6 was compared toTables 10 and 11 to determine what additional actions, 
if any, were required to address the identified hazard. 

paaeS9 I 4 
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( 	
Environmental Analysis of 
Routine Operations 

This section of the PER describes the types of routine activities associated with the installation and 

operation of the Simpson development, any associated potcntial environmental effects and 

proposed controls to minimise or alleviate their occurrence. 

The source or cause of ecological risks is referred to as an ecological stressor (Bartell 1996). 

Ecological stressors can be physical, biological or chemical in nature. The environmental hazard 

identification workshop identified the potential ecological stressors associated with the phases of 

the project: installation of the mini-platforms and pipeline bundles, and production of oil from 

the Simpson field.lable 10 details each stressor for each phase of the development (luring routine 

operations, the risk it poses and the mitigating actions to be taken to reduce the risk of impact. 

Further details of the key stressors associated with each phase are given below. 

5.1 	Installation of the Mini-platforms 

5.1.1 	Barge mooring and anchoring 

The main source of physical impact associated with the installation of the Simpson 'A' and 

Simpson 'B' mini-platforms will be from the eight anchors Used to anchor the barge in place whilst 

the topside structures are lifted from the barge onto the well caissons. 

Marine surveys have been carried out to identify the habitat types in the vicinity of the mini-platforms 

and along the pipeline bundle route (Bowman Bishaw Gorham 2001). The benthic habitat is 

characterised by flat limestone pavement with variable cover of macroalgae and sandy veneers within 

a 250 m radius of each of the mini-platform locations (Figure 16). A small coral patch reef is located 

al)oUt 250 m to the west of the Simpson 'A' mini-platform location. 

The anchors from the barge will only be placed on the sandy seabed habitat. No anchors will be 

placed on or near coral patch reefs or bommies.The placement of the anchors will be determined 

using the detailed habitat map and aerial photographs covering the development site. The Project 

Manager and the Environmental Manager will determine the fInal placement. 

The placement of the barge anchors will result in a short-term, localised impact to the sandy seabed; 

however, re-colonisation of the disturbed areas is expected to occur within six months following 

the removal of the anchors. The anchoring 1)lan will alleviate the risk of any impact to the coral 

patch reef or bommies. 

Anchoring guidelines will be issued to the skippers of the support vessels (Appendix 4).Thc habitat 

maps and aerial photographs covering the entire development location will also be provided to 

airther ensure that no anchoring occurs on any coral patch or fringing reef. 

5.1.2 	Noise 

Machinery, boat engines, velding and grinding will cause noise (luring the installation of the mini-

platforms.This may cause avoidance behaviour of the immediate area by seabird and marine fauna. 

The impact of noise on seabirds will not be significant as installation of the platforms will be 

conducted outside the seabird breeding season when population numbers are small. In addition, 

the disturbance will be of short duration as installation is expected to last approximately 24 hours 

for each platform. 



- 	Table 10: Environmental analysis of routine activities: nstalLift 	()I nrti-oLtIornis. 

Potential 
Environmental 
stressor 

Source of 
stressor 

Ecological value 
potentially 
affected 

Management objective 

for ecological value 

Likelihood of Consequence 	Risk 
stressor 	of stressor 
occurring 	occurring 

Potential effect if stressor not 

managed 

Mitigating actions to reduce 
risk 

Predicted outcome 

Barge mooring Tipsicle and Renthic Maintain hiodiversitv and Expected 	Minor 	 B Anchor dragging causing Mooring/anchoring plan to be Short-tern, disturbance to 

and anchoring pipelav barge communitics. cause minimal impact to damage to corals. 	Small developed using mapped about 100 m2  of soft -bottom 

and support marine lii ira and fauna. loss of algal seabed dime habitat data algal and sand habitat. 

essels. to placement of anchors. Anchoring guidelines issued Rapid recolon<zation 

to barge and support vessels. No impact to ('orals. 

Noise Engines and Turtles. To mtnin,ise divtttt-hancc- Expected 	Minor 	 B l)isorientatiott 	Avoidance of Construction period otttside No disrttptmon to breeding 

gemiei-ators on Birds, to turtle,, seahirds itninciltate area liv some turtle and seabird breeding cmli- of turtles or seal<irils. 

barge. Marine fauna and marine fauna. iniliviilimals. season - Engines to run at Minimal, short-term 

\Velding and (e.g. fish, most efficient capacitY (lisrttptioti to beltav tout 

grinding for (lolphins, sharks). to helj, keep noise down. to sonic inilivtiliials of 

platforms and Duratii,n of noise sltort- term - ttiaritii' atmimttals. 

1mipeline 

btttiilles. 

lights lights on Tttrtics. To minimise disttirl,ance Expected 	Minor 	 B Attt'action to lights t'esttlting lights must be left on at all No disrttption to I breeding 

barge. Birds, to turtles, seabmrds ui aggregati> mis of times In- safety regulations. 5--le of' turtles or 

Marine fauna. and marine fiiiria, some aninmals. Short construction time will seabirils. No attraction to 

minimise period fur light by scabirils, 

aggregations to form - ttt riles or i ither marine 

Areas where welding lattna. 

ci inducted will be shielded by 

tarpaulins. Constrttetiots pen id 

otttsiile turtle and seal>i rd 

breei'litsg season. 

Sewage and Bv'-proifttct of Water quality. To maintain backgrottnil Expected 	Negligible 	Negligible Increase in nutrient No sewage will be iliscltat-geil No change to l>ackgrouml 

grey water human Pelagic marine water quality. conceuttration in water into the marine etivirottinent. ocean water 

activities. f,tina, To minimise risk of coluinti. Disposal will be through the i'luarau'ti'rist us. 

ailverse impact to sewage treatment system Ni, increase in tiutrietit 

Galley wastes Putt'escible marine latmita. <in Varanus IslamI. loading. 

kitclmeit wastes. Minimal ,rcV water will be 

generated as personnel will 

not overnight on barge. 

Kitchen wastes will be bagged 

atid disposed tl,t-, itiglu the 

Varantms Island incinerat, tr. 

Contaminated Dei'k Water qLIalitv. To n,aintain background Expected 	Negligible 	Negligible Introduce oil-comttamitiated Dick ilrainage i-olli'c'ted via No introduction of 

ilrainage water washd iwn Pelagic marine water qualit - water inti, the water ci <lumn. closed system and treated to hvdm'< carbons or 

amuil rain - fauna. To minimise risk less than 1; ppm - detergents into the 

of adverse impact to [ow volttnues and short marine dnvircdnnui',it 

marine fauna. iluratii in of program will enstire 

in inimal 	voltime mlischarged. - 



Table 10: Environmental analysis of routine activities: 	•.II.ti 	min nI 	i. 

Potential 	Source of 	Ecological value Management objective Likelihood of Consequence Risk 	Potential effect ifstressor not Mitigating actions to reduce l'reclicted outcome 

Environmental stressor 	potentially 	for ecological value 	stressor 	of stressor 	 managed 	 risk 

stressor 	 affected 	 occurring 	occurring 

Solid wastes 	ltr-jiriiilucts of Seabirds and 	 minimise risk of 	Ex1iected 	Negligible 	Negligible \Vaste and litter ingested 
	

All solid wastes will be 
	

Snsall contributiiin to lainilill . I 

construction 	marine fauna, 	adverse impact to 	 by sealitrils and inaritic fauna. 	E-ollected and segregated1 

activities. 	 sealiirds and 
	

br onshore disposal. 

marine fauna. 	 Rulibisli skips will be os ered 

Education posters. 

Atmospheric 	Fuel burning 	Atmosphere. 	To maintain air quality. 	Expected 	Negligible 	Negligible Potential increase in 

emissions 	equipment. 	 greenlidiuse gases 

Welding. 

Access to 	Peiiple. 	Vegetation. 	 'lii maintain integrity of, 	Negligible 	Negligible 	Negligible Tramping of vegetation. 

islands 	 Seabirds. 	 island flora & fauna. 	 Disturbance to seabircis. 

Turtles. 	 Shell Col citing. 

Small volumes will be 

generateil due to short 

construction periid 

Engines to run at most efficient 

capacitY to reduce emissions. 

No access to islanils withi lilt 

permission front 

Field Superintendent. 

Small ii ititriliut iiiii to 

global greenhouse gases. 

No disturl,ance 

Table 10: Environmental analysis of routine activities: Installation of offshore section of pipeline bundle. 

Environmental Source Ecological value Management objective Likelihood of Consequence 	Risk Potential effect if stressor not Mitigating actions to reduce Predicted outcome 

feature potentially for ecological value stressor 	of stressor managed risk 

affected occurring 	occurring 

Offshore I aving of Sealieil. Maintain biiirliversit 	and Expected 	Minor 	 13 l'i1ielines being laid (in corals Detailed habitat maps Short -terni clisturliani'e to 

pip'line pipeline flflinhdse iiiipact to o causing damage. generated. Selection of I ,700 m2  of soft bottom 

bundle liunille marine flora and fauna. Small loss i if algal sealiei I ri iute along soft liottom , algal and sand habitat. 

ofiThore and Maintain liackgrounil due to placemeist . algal seabed. Pipeline Replacement of soft lsottom 

stalnlisation . water qualit. Short.term increase in turbidity, bundle rotite will he away habitat with haril substrate 

Exposed se tions of pipelines will from coral habitats. t =pipeline) 

li irm adilitiiinal hard substrate No habitat fragmentat ii in. 

For lienthic gri iwth. No impact to ci irals. 

Shi ri term, localiaed increase 

in water turlikli ty. 

'irenching Burial of Seabeil. Maintain biiidiversttv and Expected 	Minor 	 B Disturlianc e of 400 in 	of soft Work will be conilncteil Short term loss iii' 400 in 	of 

nearshore minimal inifiact to niarine bottom seabed. Locaitsed, outside turtle and sealiiril lientliic, soft bottom habitat 

portion of' flora and fauna. short.ternt increase in turliiclitv. breeding pe'od . Short-term Recolonication by algae and 

liiliehiie Maintain liai'kground ilisturbant-e to sealieil and e1ii1ienthos within 6 months. 

liunille. water quality. water quality otitweighed by No impact to turtles, 

ilecreased risk to npeline liv seahirds or other marine 

anchi ir or lii iat damage which ianua 

ii nilil ptint iallv result in in 

oil spill. 
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Table 10: Environmental analysis of routine activities: Installation of offshore section of pipeline bundle. 

Environmental Source Ecological value Management objective Likelihood of Consequence Risk 	Potential effect if stressor not Mitigating actions to reduce Predicted outcome 

feature potentially for ecological value stressor of stressor managed risk 

affected occurring occurring 

Hydrotest Disposal of'  \Vatcr quality. Maintain background Expected Minor B 	 ltitrixluce t heiiiical No discharge to the marine Ni; impact to liackgrout;il 

water holrotest Marine pelagic water c1uality. contaminants into the environment. I lvdrotest water water qualim 

water alter fauna. 'lii minimise risk of water column, will be disposed down the No impact to marine flora 

pressure adverse im fiact to (feel) re-injection well (in and fauna 

testing of marine fauna. Varanus Island. 

pipeline 

bundle. 

Shoreline Pulling of Shoreline. Minimise disturbance to Expected Negligible Negligible 	Attraction of marine fauna Shoreline hull  ciinductcil No ilisturl,ance to turtles 

pipeline bundle shoreline Nothing of marine fauna in .ullaeent and seabtrds to lights on outside turtle and seabird of- seabu'ds. 

pull crossing significance as hay. shoreline crossing location, breeding season. Areas No ilaitiage to shoreline. 

portion shoreline crossing Minimise impact to Disturbance to fauna due where n elding conducted Ni; erosion 

of bundle, is comprised of shoreline, to noise, will be shti'lileil liv tarpaulins. 

rink and cement Engines to rut; at mi ist 

stat;ilisation fill. efficient capacitto hel1i 

keep ni itse down 

Table 10: Environmental analysis of routine activities: Installation of onshore portion pipeline bundle and production facilities. 

Potential 
environmental 

stressor 

Sottrce Ecological value 
potentially 
affected 

Management objective 

for ecological value 

Likelihood of Consequence 	Risk 
stressor 	of stressor 

occurring 	occurring 

Potential efle('t if stressor isot 
managed 

Mitigating actions to reduce 
risk 

Predicted outcome 

Access Phi 	sical Shearwater 'lii reduce the risk of Expected Minor 	 B Destruction of shearwater Construction to be ciindttt'teil No damage to shearwater 

access of rocikery. ittipact to the east burrows, outside the shearivater tiestitig ti iokerv or ; egetattiin in 

vehicles, shearwater rookery, and fledging period. No birds i'ocikei'v. 

pi1ielaving iv ill be prcset;t. Cotistructioti 

equipment area will be roped off to 

antI personnel.  - 	- - indicate no access to rookery. 

Vegetation Clearitig of Terrestrial flora. 'l'o miiittiiise ilisturhanc e Expected Minor 	 B Loss iii small portion of spat'sels Otishore pipeline route will Loss of about 2(11) in 	of 

clearing vegetatioti to the terrestrial ilistrilniteci vegetation. l')i'nsitv parallel cut-rctitTanarni sparsely cfistrilittteil vegi'tatiott 

ali itig 	cipelit;e degetatti iii. of i egetatiot; sparse due to flouvl ire route. Pipel itte route No itttpact to shcarwater 

bundle route regular clearing for safety reasons, is outside shearwater rookery. rookery vegetation 

and for Pt'eviousl 	distttrlieil area. Clear ottly necessary 

pt'lti'tioui vegetatiin fir 	iii icfui,'tion 

facilities. facilities. 

Noise Ettgines and Shearwater To mittitnise ihisturhatii'e Expected Mitior 	 B Disorientation of birds returning Constructiott to be i';inilui'teil No ititpai't on shearwater 

and lights generators. rookery, to the east shearwater to rookery. Aggregations of outside the shearwater nestitig pi;putlation. 

Velihing and rookery, birds arounil lights. am1 fleilging period. No aggi'egattons of 
grinding for Ni; birds will be present. seagulls. 

pipeline Short cottstrucmiott period 

luttulle. will minimise potential 

aggregations of seagitl Is. 

Solid and liquid Br_product of Terrestrial habitat To minimise risk of Expected Negligible 	Negligible Litter ttnattractis e and shows Curretit waste disposal No ittiliai't  to terrestrial flora 

wastes work. cotistruction. of Varattus Island. adverse impact to poor Itousekeepitig. facilities Ott Varanits Island to or fauna. 

terrestrial flora and fauna. Itigestioti b\1 birds or lizards, be used. Litter huts provided 

at installation site. 



Table 10: Environmental analysis of routine activities: Production phase for mini-platform and offshore section of pipeline bundle. 

Environmental 

Feature 

Source Ecological value 

potentially 

afFected 

Management objectise 

for ecological value 

Likelihood of Consequence 

stressor 	of stressor 

occurring 	occurring 

Risk 	Potential ef1'ct if stressor not 

managed 

Mitigating actions to reduce 

risk 

Predicted outcome 

Produced Dsp sal of Water quality. To maintain background Expected 	Sgniflcant unacceptable 	long term introdnction Zero discharge to the marine No change to liackgroummd 

firmation produced Marine fauna. svatcr qualits. Ti' of low concentratnins of environment All proiluced water quality 	if seawater. 

water fi irn,atiimi, minimise risk of ailterse hvilrimcarlions and scale fcirmati,n water will be 

water, impact to marine fauna, and corrosion inhibitors, discharged into the Alkimos 

(lee1) re-id) ((lii in well located 

un Varanus Island. 'l'hc 

Tanami- S well will 1iroviile an 

alternative disposal well. 

Corrosion Scale and Water quality. iii maintain background Expected 	Minor B 	 Long term iiutn,duction of low Zero discharge to the marine No change to background 

protection coro,son Marine fauna. water qualits. 'Iii minimise i'oncenti'ations of si-ale and environment. Excess inhibitors water qualit 	of seawater. 

clicumocal risk of adverse impact to orrosion iiiliibitors ciintaiiied containeil within the proiluced 

adilitus es to marine fauna. in prcsluli'eil fi irmat ion formation water which will he 

po iductiot, water stream. ilispriseil cli ,wn the A lkitn is 

stream. re. injecti in well.  

Noise Production Turtles. To minutuulse disturbance to Expected 	Minor B 	 Disorientation Avoidance of No rotar\ inachii,erv required. No ilistrnfit ions to bi'eeding 

equipment. Birds, turtles, seabirds and inoiieiliate area l's some Minimum platform equipment cycles of turtles, seabirds 

Gas driven Marine fauna marine fauna. individuals. to reduce maintenance 	isits. or other marine fauna. 

pump for (e.g. fish, dolphins, Exemption for the fitting of a No disturhance to behaviour 

(frail) 5tliOfi. sharks). fi ighorn. uif turtles, seabirds or 

other marine fauna. 

Lights Navigation lurtles. Ti minimise distni'bance Expected 	Minor B 	 Aggregation of sonic animals No deck lighting except for Ni, aggregations of seaguths. 

light. birds, to turtles, seabirds anul to lights: 	e.g. turtle hatchlings single tiarigation light. l'cisitiin No attraction by turtle 

Marine fauna (e.g. marine fauna, and seabirds. and shielil light so that no light han'hlings. No disruption 

fish, ilolphins, falls on Abutilon Island. use to breeding cycles of 

sharks>. smallest light available but turtles, sealuirds (Sr other 

meeting narigatim in requirements, marine fauna. 

Contaminateil Platforms Water quality. To maintain background Expected 	Minor B 	 Short -term introduction of low Deck drains to he collected to No coiStanonation of 

drainage water washilown Marine fauna. water quality. hi concentrations of a sutnp that will be punijieil ocean l)v hvilrocarhmins 

and rainwater, minimise risk of adverse hvdrocarlions anil iletergents. out (in a routine basis. or iletergents. 

impact to marine fauna. Suni1i will hare a level indicatic is 

alarm. Deck cf platforms has no 

pening to marine environment. 

Atmospheric Use of Air quality. 'lii maintain air quahitt. Expected 	Negligible Negligililc' 	Potential increase in Very small volumes will he Small conctrilcuti,.uc to global 

emissions methane as greenlmiuuse gases. generateif. 	Engines to run at greenhouse gases. 

instrument efficient capacity to most 

- gas. reduce enussnons. 



Table 10: Environmental analysis of routine activities: Production phase for onshore portion of pipeline bundle and production facilities. 

Potential 

Environmental 

stressor 

Source of 

stressor 

Ecological value 

potentially 

affected 

Management objective 

for ecological value 

Likelihood of Consequence 

stressor 	of stressor 

occurring 	occurring 

Risk Potential effect if stressor not 

managed 

Mitigating actions to reduce 

risk 

Predicted outcome 

Access Physical Shearwater To reduce the risk of Expected Negligible Negligible Destruction of shearwater burrows. Boundary of shearwater No physital (listUrhance to 

access to rookery. impact to the east rookery marked with steel shearwater rookery or 

bundles for shearwater rookery. pickets and rope. rookery Vegetation. 

)ntenancc. Signs erected. Education. No impact on shearwater 

pciptilation 

Contaminated Overflow from Terrestrial To minimize the impact Expected Negligible Negligible Short-term introduction of low All facilities contained in bunds No drainage of contaminated 

drainage production vegetation, to the surrounding concentrations of hydrocarbons and sump system to he put into water outside hunded area or 

water facilities site. terrestrial vegetation, and detergents. place. sump. 

Atmospheric Use of Air quality. To maintain air quality. Expected Negligible Negligible Potential increase in greenhouse Very small volumes will be Small contribution to global 

emissions methane as gases. generated. Engines to run greenhouse gases. 

instrument at most efficient capacity 

gas. -  - to reduce emissions. 

0 
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5.1.3 	Artificial lights 

I)ue to safety regulations, lights on the barge must remain on 24 hours a day.ihese lights will attract 

marine life and seabirds and, depending on the foraging range of a particular species, may result 

in a short-term concentration of animals in the immediate vicinity of the barge. 

The short time rcjuircd for installing the platforms will minimise the time for faunal aggregations 

to form. Lights vvill not have a significant impact on turtles and seabirds as the installation of the 

platforms will occur outside their peak breeding scason.Tarpaulins will be used as shields in areas 

where welding and grinding operations will be carried out to lessen the amount of light visible. 

	

5.1.4 	Domestic wastes 

The personnel working on the lay-barge will generate some domestic wastes. The low volumes 

generated in the short duration of the installation are unlikely to cause a significant increase in the 

nutrient loading of the ocean. However, the volume of domestic waste discharged into the marine 

environment will be minimised as much as possible. 

Sewage will not be discharged into the marine environment while on location for the installation 

of the mini-platforms. Sewage will be collected in the sullage tanks and taken to Vararius Island 

for disposal through the island's sewage treatment l)taI)t. 

A small volume of grey water will be generated from the use of hand basins located on the barge. 

Biodegradable soap will be used minimising the effect of the grey water discharged into the marine 

environment from the barge. 

Food wastes will be bagged and taken toVaranus Island for incineration. No food wastcs will be 

discharged into the marine environment. 

	

5.1.5 	Contaminated drainage water 

Deck drainage consists mainly of wash-water from cleaning the decks of the barge and occasional 

rainwater. It may contain small amounts of spilt oil, cleaning chemicals and paint chips, which would 

result in contaminants entering the marine environment if deck drains were allowed to drain directly 

to the ocean. 

L)eck drains on the barge will be sealed. All runoff from the barge will be collected in a sum1) 

connected to an oily water scparator.lhe water will be separated from any oil to levels not exceeding 

15 ppm of oil in water. Once separated, oil will be transkrrcd to drums and returned to shore 

for recycling. The treated water will either be discharged into the ocean once the barge is at least 

lIve km away from the Simpson location and in deeper water or transferred to the sullage tank for 

disposal with the sewage waste-water. 

The oil water separator on the barge has an automatic shutdown system if the oil levels in the water 

exceed IS ppm. 

	

5.1.6 	Waste oil 

Waste oil consists of hydraulic and lubricating oils from the machinery on the barge. Should any 

maintenance of equipment be required, any used oil will be collected, stored within designated 

bunded area,,, and transported to Varanus Island for treatment or taken to the mainland for 

recycling. 

it 
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5.1.7 	Solid wastes 

Minor amounts of Solid waste will be generated during the installation phase as the majority of 

equpmcnt will be prefabricated. Solid wastes likely to be generated would include paper, rags, 

packaging, scrap metal, empty drums and NV00d. All wastes will be segregated into marked skips 

prior to disposal at an appropriate site. 

Drums and scrap metals will be reused or recycled when 1)OSSiblC. 

5.1.8 	Atmospheric emissions 

A small quantity of greenhouse gases, the principle being CO, will be generated during the 

installation program by machinery and engines. Engines will be tuned to maximum cfllcicncy to 

minimise the production of greenhouse gases. 

5.2 	Installation of the Offshore Pipeline Bundle 

5.2.1 	Installation and stabilisation 

The bcnthic habitat along the selected pipeline bundle routes is predominantly flat limestone 

pavement with variable cover of macroalgac and sandy veneer. Disturbance to the small area of 

substrate that would be directly afkcted by the pipeline bundle is insignificant on a regional scale. 

The primary pipeline bundle from the Simpson 'B' mini-platform to Varanus Island will consist of 

a production pipeline carrying oil, gas and PFW, a gas lift pipeline and an umbilical.The short pipeline 

bundle leading off the primary bundle to the Simpson 'A' mini-platform will consist ofa production 

pipeline, gas lift pipeline and water disposal pipeline. 

It is anticipated that it will take about two weeks to install the offshore and onshore portions of 

the pipeline bundle. Work on the offshore section will be conducted over 24 hours a day to get 

the offshore component finished as soon as possible due to the small suitable window available at 

that time of the year clue to weather and biological breeding seasons. 

l\vo procedures are being investigated for the installation of the pipeline bundles. 

Installation using conventional lay-barge 

The process would involve welding 12 in lengths of pipe together on the lay-barge and then laying 

the welded portions directly to the seafloor for the majority of the route. About 600 in of the pipeline 

bundle, adjacent to Varanus Island, would be trenched for safety reasons (see Section 5.2.2). For 

the non-trenched section of the pipeline, the amount of sediment that will be temporarily 

suspended as a result of laying each new section of pipeline will be minimal. 

A winch would be place(l on the road leading to the East Jetty, which would be used to pull the 

pipeline bundle from the lay-barge over the .shorcliic crossing onto Varanus Island. 

If the lay-barge method is used, the stressors described for the installation of the mini-platforms 

would be applicable along with the methods to manage these stressors (Section 5.1). 

page67 1 ( 
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2 Installation from Varanus Island 

This process would involve setting up a designated area within Apache's lease on Varanus Island as 

a temporary construction site. Ihe pipes would be prepared1 for welding at this location and pulled 

into position using a small winch. Each section of pipe would be wel(lc(l together. A small flat-top 

truck would be used to transport the sections of pipe from the pipeline storage area to the welding 

stations. 

The pipeline bundle would be pulled across the shoreline crossing using a winch and cable system 

situated on the road leading to the East Jetty. A small tug would be used to pull the pipe into the 

pre-dlug, subtidal trench and along the remaining section of the pipeline route to the Simpson 'A' 

and Simpson 'B mini-platforms. No lay-barge would be needed if this technk1ue were use(]. 

The stabilisation of the pipeline bundles will consist of rock bolting the pipeline at approximately 

20 m intervals to the seahed.ihere are no environmental resources along the pipeline alignment 

that will be adversely afkcted by a temporary, localised increase in turbidity caused by the pipeline 

bundle laying or rock bolting. 

If the pipeline bundle is installed from Varanus Island, the stressors describc(l for the installation 

of the onshore portion of the pipeline bundle would be applicable along with the methods to manage 

these stressors (Section 5.3). 

5.2.2 	Trenching 

It is proposed to trench approximately 600 m of the pipeline bundle across the small bay adjacent 

to the East Jetty (Figure 16). This trenching is rccuirci  because of the use of the East Jetty and 

surrounding bay for the following activities: 

support vessels and supplY barges use the jetty to onload and offload supplies and personnel; 

vessels moor within this small bay as the bay IroiIes  protection from wind and wave action; 

support vessels pass through the break in the limestone pavement located on the outer edge 

of the bay on their way to Harriet Alpha and the other offshore facilities; and 

support barges between Varanus Island and the mainland take a course parallel to the pipeline 

bundle route before passing over the limestone pavement. 

Trenching the pipeline in this area of vessel traffic will reduce the risk of impact to the pipeline 

bundle from vessels or anchors, and will prevent the pipeline from acting as a groyne. 

The trench will be excavated prior to the pipeline bundle installation using a small barge with a 

front-hoe type mechanism bolted to the (leek of the bargc.Thc trench will be about one metre in 

width and the same size in depth to a length of 600 m. 

Trcnehing will result in a localiseci, short-term increase in turbidity in the water column. It will 

also result in the physical disturbance to approximately 600 in of seabed. Ihe dominant habitat 

along this portion of the pipeline route is macroalgae and exposed sandy bottom. There will be 

no physical disturbance to the limestone pavement located to the east of the l)roposedl  pipeline 

route. Trenching will be conducted outside the coral spawning season, turtle and seaI)ird breeding 

perio(l 
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Ihe following work will be carried out to monitor the impact of the trenehing operations 

a seabed survey will be carried out prior to the commencement of trenching and alter the 

pipeline bundle has been installed. The survey data will be compared to the seabed survey 

carried out on 16 January 2001 

an aerial survey using a helicopter will be carried out while the trench is being excavated to 

determine the spatial and temporal extent of the turbidity plume; and 

the 2000 aerial photo will be compared with the 2001 aerial photo and subsequent years to 

monitor habitat recolonisation. 

5.2.3 	Shoreline crossing 

The pipeline bundle will cross the shoreline of Varanus Island on the eastern side of the East Jetty. 

This area consists of a small limestone cliff or escarpment and has been prcviouslv stabilised against 

erosion by the placement of boulders and cement blocks (Plate 16) ihere is a sparse distribution 

of rocky shore fauna, consisting of barnacles, crabs and limpets on and among the boulders. 

The pipeline bundle will be placed within a trench excavated through the existing boulders and 

cement blocks, and bolted at the to1) and bottom of the short escarpment This portion of the pipeline 

will be covered by a rock armory to protect the pipeline and shoreline against wave and splash 

activity, storm damage and erosion. 

The proposed shoreline crossing is a previously disturbed site, and the pipeline bundle pull will 

cause negligible impact to the sparse fauna found on the boulders and concrete blocks. The boulders 

and cement blocks will continue to provide a rock armory against erosion by wind or waves. 

- 	- 

,*... 41i 
;. frt1: 

P/ate 16. The shoreline crossing where the Simpson pipeline will come ashore on Varanus island. 
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5.3 	Installation of the Onshore Pipeline Bundle 

5.3.1 	Access by construction personnel and equipment 

Section 5.2.1 , covering Installation and Stabilisation, describcs the two techniques that may be used  

for installing the pipeline bundle from Varanus Island. The primary issue of concern for pi1)CliflC 

laying actis'itics on Varanus Island is uncontrolled access outside of the pipeline bundle route by 

personnel and equipment in the area where the pipeline will run parallel to the east shearwater 

rookery (Figure 7). 

All onshore pipeline installation work will be carried out within Apache's CALM lease area which 

is marked by star pickets and rope. The installation of the onshore section of the pipeline bundle 

will be conducted outside the peak shearwater breeding scasc,n, therefore minimal or no birds will 

be present in the rookery. In addition, no shearwater burrows are present in the area between the 

road and the rope defining the CALM lease boundary. 

There will be no access to the shearwater rookery by personnel or equipmcnt.This prohibition 

of access will prevent any physical damage to the rookery. This restriction will be covered in the 

environmental induction and is included in the environmental guidelines for the island. In addition, 

there are signs indicating the boundaries of the shearwater rookery. 

5.3.2 	Noise and lights 

Noise will be generated by various sources while the onshore pipeline bundle is being l)ut Into 

place. It is unlikely that the noise generated (luring the installation period will exceed the 

background noise generated by the existing processing facilities. The noise impact on the 

neighbouring shearwater rookery will be negligible as the pipeline bundle installation work will 

be conducted outside the shearwater breeding season. 

Work on the onshore pipeline bundle will only be carried out during daylight hours, therefore the 

impact from construction lighting will not be an issue. 

5.3.3 	Clearing of vegetation 

Once the pipeline bundle crosses the shoreline, it will parallel an existing sealed road, dog-leg 

through a culvert under the service road to a laydown area to where the bundcd chemical injection 

skid will be located. The pipeline route will then closely parallel the existing imami I onshore 

development Ilowlinc to the processing facilities (Figure 7). The pipeline bundle will be 1)laee(1 

above ground on pipeline supports in a corridor previously disturbed by the construction of the 

Ilowline from the onshore lanami- I velIhcacl. 

Approximately 200 m2  of the vegetation along the pipeline bundle corridor may, be clearer!. A one 

metre corridor of cleared vegetation is maintained along the length of the lanami- I flowline and 

the Simpson development pipeline bundle will be placed within this corridor. However, safety 

considerations may result in the temporary widening of this corridor (luring the installation of the 

pipeline bundle. This area has been previously cleared and consists of sparsely distributed, low 

growing vegetation. 

Despite some clearing of vegetation, installation activities will result in a very minor decrease in 

the total cover of vegetation on the island and will not impact the integrity,  of the shearwater rookery. 
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5.4 	Operation of the Mini-platforms and Pipeline Bundle 

5.4.1 	Precommissioning - Hydrotest water 

Hvdrotest water will be injected into each pipeline for hydrostatic pressure testing prior to 

commissioning to ensure that the pipeline will meet pressure standards and that there are no leaks 

along the length of the pipeline. I Iydrotest water will consist mainly of seawater with an anti-

corrosion additive. The total volume of fluid that will be used to test all three pipe bundles will 

be about 420 m t .  

No hydrotest water will be discharged into the marine environment. Following the com1)letion 

of the pressure testing, the hvdrotest water will be disposed to the Alkimos deep disposal well on 

Varanus Island. 

5.4.2 	Produced formation water 

The most significant potential source of impact from routine activities associated with the Simpson 

development relates to produced formation water (PFW), the fossil water associatc(I with oil and 

gas. This water contains low concentrations of hydrocarbons, and scale and corrosion inhibitors 

that could cause a chronic impact to the shallow water marine flora and fauna, and water quality. 

The PFW recovered from the wells will be transported in the oil production pipeline to the Varanus 

Island processing facilities where it will be separated from the oil and gas streams. The PFW will 

be discharged down the Alkimos deep disposal well. ThcTamami-5 well on the Simpson 'A' platform 

will provide an alternative disposal. 

No produced formation water will be discharged into the marine environment from the Simpson 

development. 

5.4.3 	Corrosion protection 

Corrosion and scale inhibitors will be used to prevent corrosion and build-up of microbial 

growth, and aid in leak detection.Thcse chemicals will be continuously introduced in small quantities 

into each of the producing wells via an umbilical line from the chemical dosing skid located on 

the island (Figure 7). 

A significant feature incorporated into this development will he the continuous monitoring of 

corrosion levels in the production pipeline. This will be accomplished by utilising electrical 

resistance probes that measure the rate of corrosion in the pipeline. The rate of corrosion will be 

continuously monitored and recorded through the Varanus Island control room. Utilising this data, 

the corrosion inhibitor dosage rate will be adjusted to effectively eliminate corrosion in the pipeline. 

Any residual inhibitor will be incorporated into the produced formation water stream and 

disposed to either of the two deep disposal wells (Alkimos orTanami- S). No chemical inhibitor 

will be discharged into the marine environment. 

5.4.4 	Noise and lights 

ihere will be minimum equipment installed on the mini-platforms, so the volume of noise emanating 

from the mini-platforms will be minimal. the noise generated will be a low droning sound. 

Maintenance visits to the mini-platforms will be required about once a month and access will be 
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by a small support vessel. Operational noise levels are not expected to have any impact on the fauna 

of Abutilon Island. 

A single navigation light will be fitted to the mini-platforms as per government regulations. This 

single, pulsating source will have no signifIcant impact on the fauna species that inhabit Abutilon 

Island or the surrounding beaches and waters. Apache is investigating the possibility of shielding 

the navigation light on the Abutilon Island side of the light, but this will depend on government 

requirements. No other light sources will be installed on the mini-platforms. 

	

5.4.5 	Contaminated drainage water and waste oil 

Drainage water will consist of rainwater which may contain low concentrations of hydrocarbons. 

There will be no other waste-water discharged into the marine environment from the mini-

platforms. The deck of each mini-platform will be t,unded to contain 500 kg (633 L) of liquid. 

All deck drainage will lead to a closed sump with a level indicator. Drainage water will be collected 

in the onboard sump which will be baffled to intercept and hold any oil within the sump, allowing 

uncontaminated water to drain from the sump. The entire contents of the sump will be pumped 

out on a routine basis. The waste-water will be processed using the existing oil and water 

separation facilities on Varanus Island. 

The small amounts of waste oil generated by the machinery on each mini-platform will be collected, 

drummed and sent to the mainland for recycling. 

	

5.4.6 	Atmospheric emissions 

The sources and volumes of greenhouse gas emissions generated from the Simpson dcvclopnsent 

are given in Table II and includes: 

instrument gas that supplies the main control valve for the wells (well head choke control 

valve); 

purging of an actuator each time a valve is open and closed; 

operation of the sump pump; 

emissions from vessels visiting the platforms for maintenance activities; and 

the gas compressor on Varanus Island that compresses any collected natural gas from the wells 

prior to it being processed in the gas separation plant. 

Table 11: Estimated greenhouse gas emissions from the Simpson 

development for each mini-platform. 

Source of greenhouse gas Emissions Total CO2 equivalent 

(tonnes/year) 

Well head chokc control 730 m 3 /year 6.9 
valve on each mini-platform 

Actuator purge on each platform 2.3 m 4 /vCar 1.9 x 10 

Sump pump on each platform 3.6 rn1/vear 0.034 

\'ssel movement to mini-platforms 0.28 tonnes per year 0.9 

Gas compressor on Varanus Island 100 Ti/year 5,199 

Total 5,207 

Total Apache greenhouse emissions for 1998 1,220,480 

% increase in greenhouse emissions from Simpson 0.4% 
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The co, content in the natural gas produced at Simpson will be about 3°/o.'lhis CO, will rcmain 

in the gas which is fed into the sales gas pipeiine for use in the domestic market. None of this CO, 

will be extracted at Varanus Island. 

The Simpson development will produce an estimated 10,414 tonnes of CO, equivalent per year 

based on the sources listed inTable 11 This equates to 0.S%  of Apache's 1998 overall greenhouse 

gas emissions (1 ,220,480 tonnes). The addition of the Simpson development will not result in a 

significant net overall increase in Apache's greenhouse emissions due to the decline in production 

from existing fields and the resultant reduction in greenhouse emissions. 

Apache is currently developing a Greenhouse strategy that will cover all the projects tied into the 

Varanus Island Hub. lhe Simpson development will be incorporated into this strategy. 

Since 1997, Apache has been committed to providing its greenhouse emissions for all operations 

to API'EA as part of APPEA's commitment to the Commonwealth 'Greenhouse Challenge'. 

5.4.7 	Production levels and tanker activity 

The I larriet oil field came into production in 1986. Oil production from this (levelof)rneflt peaked 

in 1991 and has since been declining (Figure 8). Iwo peaks in production occurred in 1997 and 

2001 when the Agincourt and Gipsv deselopmcnts came on stream, but total production never 

reached the 1991 levels (Figure 8). 

Oil from the Simpson development will increase total oil production to approximately 11,000 barrels 

of oil per day (bopd) in 2002 returning it to levels comparable to those recorded in 1997. I lowever, 

this level of production will drop off by 2003 to approximatel\' 7,000 bopd as a result of the decline 

in the oil produced from the Simpson field and the other Varanus Hub oil fields. 

Tankers that berth at the Varanus Island terminal offload either crude oil or condensate. Production 

of oil currently comes from the Harriet,Tanami, Agincourt and Gipsy oil developments. Condensate 

comes from the Sinhad, Campbell, Wonnich and East Spar developments. 

The total number of tankers that offload condensate and oil from the Varanus Island terminal is 

given in Figure 18. The frequency of tankers offloading only crude oil is given in Figure 19. This 

figure gives both the historical frequency and projects the number of oil tankers once the Simpson 

development comes on stream. Production from the Simpson (leveIO1)meflt will not result in an 

increase in the frec1ucncy of oil tankers above historical levels. The tanker traffic associated with 

Simpson will only,  be replacing the declining Harriet,]'anami, Agincourt and Gipsy development 

shipping requirements due to the declining reserves in these fields. 

The Simpson development will have no bearing on the number of condensate tankers that berth 

at the terminal. 

Apache assesses all tankers for their seaworthiness prior to being allowed to berth at the Varanus 

Island terniinal.The vetting procedure gathers information on a nominated vessel's condition and 

management, and allows an assessment of the risk in accepting a vessel for loading.lankers coming 

to Varanus Island are vetted (luring three stages: 

nomination and acceptance; 

pre-loading cheeks and examinations; and 

the loading P1• 
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FREQUENCY OF TANKER LIFTINGS AT VARANUS ISLAND SINCE 
1986 - OIL and CONDENSATE 
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Nomination and acceptance 

When a vessel is nominated, the nomination proposal will contain the Standard Tanker Voyage 

Chartering Questionnaire 1988 and the Varanus Island Inker Suitability Assessment Form These 

lorms provide information oil the vessel's age, material and manpower condition, compliance and 

certification, and the factors laid out in the International Safety Guide for Oil Lmkers and 

irminals (ISGOIT) (International Chamber of Shipping 1991 ).The ship's capability to safely moor 

at the Varanus Island tanker mooring system is also confirmed in these forms. 

These forms arc assessed by the Varanus Island Field Superintendent and the Marine Pilot to ensure 

that the vessel is capable to berth and ascertain any potential problems: e.g. age, previous accidents, 

non-compliance or lack of information. If the vessel has visited the island previously, it is checked 

against the shipping database retained by the marine pilotage contractor. 

The marine pilot checks insurance and certificates required under Australian law. These include 

civil liability for oil pollution, segregated ballast tanks as required by MARPOL, oily waste stowage 

and tank coatings. 

Pre-loading checks and examinations 

ISGUFF details the exchange of infornsation and the checks and examinations rec1uired bekre and 

during the loading of an oil cargo. In addition, Apache provides a berthing information handbook 

and proeelures manual for which each tanker Master signs, acknowledging procedures, practices 

and emergency measures in force at the Varanus Island loading terminal. 

Apache supplies personnel to each tanker to fulfil the roles of Pilot, Loading Master and lanker 

Safety Officer. These personnel are responsible for ensuring that each vessel is physically vetted 

for all terminal compliance factors. 

In the event that a nomination has been made, if a vessel arrives and cannot comply with the loading 

terminal standards and requirements, Apache reserves the right to turn the tanker away. 

Checks and observations during berthing and loading 

An inspection of the vessel is carried out prior to loading oil.lhc ISGOIr Ship/Shore Sakty Check 

List is used during the inspection of the tanker for physical, operational and safety factors. 

Structural defects, leaks of oil, and a problematic issue of vapour are some of the factors that are 

investigated. A 24 hour watch is maintained over the loading operation to ensure that best practice 

is used. 

Following each loading, the Pilot prepares and submits a report to the Apache Operations Manager 

oil the loading procedure. Any signifIcant defects or problems noted during the loading operations 

are reported to the Australian Maritime Safety Association (AMSA). 

5.5 	Decommissioning 

At the end of the project life, all wells associated with the Simpson development will be plugged 

according to rec1uirements of the DME under the ISLA regulations to prevent leakage of 

hydrocarbons Irons the reservoir to the surface of the well. In general, this involves placing cement 

plugs within the casing at intervals along the length of the well. At a minimum this will include 

the bottom location of the well where the perforations in the casing allow hydrocarbons to enter 

the well, at a minimum of 30 m above the oil/gas/water zone, and at each casing string interval. 
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There will also be a plug placed just below the seabed surface across the top of the casing and annulus. 

It is required under the PSLA to verify the location and the integrity of each cement piug. The 

intervals between the cement plugs will be filled with (milling fluid to prevent the corrosion of 

the casings. 

The niini-platkrms will be removed and taken away for reuse or recycling. The pipeline bundles 

will be removed from 1)0th the marine and terrestrial habitats unless otherwise approved by the 

appropriate Minister(s). 

A detailed plan assessing the potential risks of decommissioning the Simpson development will be 

generated at least one year prior to the actual dismantling of the facilities. This plan will take into 

account the latest government policies on decommissioning, and the latest technologies to ensure 

that the maximum recycling occurs and minimal damage is caused to the marine and terrestrial 

environments. 

5.6 	Mitigation Measures to Minimise Impact 

A number of measures will be put into place to minimise the impact during the installation period 

and (luring routine operations. Ihe major measures are given l)elOw. 

Anchoring guidelines for the barge and the support vessels will be put into place to ensure that 

coral communities are not damaged (luring the installation of the two mini-platforms and the offshore 

portion of the pipeline bundle. Habitat maps and aerial photographs, showing the locations of fringing 

and patch coral reefs, will be given to the skippers. 

Although installation will take only two weeks, this activity will occur outside the peak turtle and 

scabird nesting period to minimise any potential disturbance to their breeding cycles. There will 

be no installation and construction (luring coral spawning season. 

No wastes will be discharged into the marine environment either (luring the installation phase or 

(luring routine operations. A waste management plan will be developed to ensure that no liquid 

wastes, except a small volume of sewage and hand basin water, will be discharged into the marine 

environment. All produced formation water and process chemicals will be discharged down a deep 

disposal well. The management plan will also cover the disposal of solid wastes. 

No access will be allOwC(l to any personnel onto Abutilon Island or the east shearwater rookery 

that lies adjacent to the onshore pipeline bundle route. This factor will be covered in the island 

safety and environment inductions, and in the environmental guidelines booklet for Varanus Island. 

There will not be an increase in the number of oil tankers that berth at the Varanus Island tanker 

terminal. All tankers that come to Varanus Island will be vetted prior to arrival and must follow 

the I)roce(lures  established for the management of tanker traffic berthing at the tanker terminal. 
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( 	
Environmental Analysis of 
Accidental Events 

This section describes the potential accidental events that could occur (luring the installation and 

operation of the Simpson development, assesses their potential environmental effects and details 

the mitigating actions or controls that will be implemented to minimise or avert any adverse 

environmental outcomes. 

The environmental hazard idcntillcation workshop identified accidental events associated with the 

installation of the mini-platforms and pipeline bundles, and 1)roduction of oil from the Simpson 

field that may act as ecological strcssors. Table 12 details each strcssor, the risk it poses and the 

mitigating actions to be taken to reduce the risk of impact. Further details of the key stressors 

associated with each phase are given below. 

6.1 	Frequencies and Sources of Oil Spills 

A leak frequency assessment was carried out for the Simpson development (IRC 2001 	leak 

frequency analysis determinc(l the volume of oil that could be accidentally released and the frequency 

with which releases could occur. The summarised results (leak frequency against specified ranges 

of liquid mass released for offshore and onshore locations) for the Simpson development are 

presented in Table 13. 

The results show that the release of small quantities of hydrocarbons (<25 kg) is more frequent 

compared to larger releases. The main sources of potential release for any size are: 

loss of oil from the 18" production pipeline, either onshore or offshore; or 

loss of well control at the mini-platform. 

6.1.1 	Risk of a spill reaching sensitive resources 

Weathering and dispersal characteristics 

Fundamental to the determination of the consequences of spilled oil is an understanding of the 

behaviour and fate of oil. The nature and severity of environmental impacts from oil depends in 

part on the composition of the oil. lhc chemical and physical properties of spilled oil change with 

time. The rate of change depends 1)0th oil the initial chemical composition of the oil and 

'weathering' or ageing characteristics. Generally, the longer the spilled oil is weathered, the fewer 

ecologically damaging constituents it will contain. Weathering tends to reduce the toxicity of spilled 

oil because the toxic components arc lost through evaporation, dissolution or degradation from 

photo-oxidation and microbial activity. 

The physical and chemical characteristics of Ilarriet crude were used for the modelling as Simpson 

oil has a similar composition. Harriet is classified as a medium to light crude and its characteristics 

iflclu(le: 

primarily low molecular weight saturated and aromatic hydrocarbons; 

a polycyclic aromatic (PAH) assemblage dominated by the low weight PM-I's; 

rapid evaporative weathering which results in a rapid loss of most of the saturated alkanes and 

volatile aromatic hydrocarbons; 
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Potential eflct if stressor 	Mitigating actions to reduce 

not managed 	 risk 

Transient regional change in 

water quality. 

Toxic effects on marine 

flora and fauna. 

Contact of oil with intertidal 

and shalli iw subtitlal habitats. 

Installation period outside 

turtle and seal,iril breeding 

seas, ii. 

1.i ical MCI and i 'ansient change 

in water ijual itnear 1ilatfi mi 

Spill volume small, minimal 

ins pact on marine flora anil 

fauna. 

Bathvmetm'v of area has been 

su rveved in detail at I m inters als, 

data to be used by skipper of 

vessel. 

In-house oil spill modelling 

for predn'ti ins of spill path 

'l'rained persi mud on vessels. 

Rigging equipment to be certified. 

Fast ri'spm mnse oil spill vessel on 

standby. 

I )rip trays around machinery. 

Absor1itiu in materials in site 

or clean tip of small spills. 

All waste oil ufis1ioseil of0a 

Varanus Islatsd. 

Ti, maintain biodiversity 	lJnlikels 

and cause minimal impact 

to marine flora and fauna. 

Negligible 	Negligible 	I ocalised impact tin seabed; 	CertifIed rigging, (rand and 

covering sand, limestone reef 	lif'ting procedures to be used 

or mai'rimalgae. 

Table 12: Environmental analysis of accidental events: 	 j' 

Potential Source of Ecological Management objective Likelihood Consequence 	Risk 

Environmental stressor value for ecological value of sressor of stressor 

Stressor potentially affected occurring occurring 

Oil spills Rupture of Pelagic marine To maintain hiodiversitv Rare SignifIcant 	B 

(max. diesel support s essel fauna, and cause minimal impact 

spill of lime1 tank. Water quality, to marine flora and funa 

100000 L) 'flirt les. To maintain lmackgri mud 

Seabirds. water (ttity  values. 

Shoreline flora and 

fauna. 

Unlikely 	M inmir 	 Negligible 

Unlikely 	Negligible 

Oil spills 

(< SO I.) 

Client ical spills 

Chemical spills 

Litter 

Intri iductioma 

of pests 

Dri ipped object 

leakage or Pelagic marine fauna. To maintain biodiversitv 

spillage from \Vater quality, and cause m ininial impact 

in achines Turtles, to marine flora and fauna. 

and barge. Seahirds. To maintain background 

Shoreline flora and water quality values. 

fau na. 

Leaking hidraulic I'elagic marine iii maintain biodiversitv 

fluid. fan isa. and cause m initoal impact 

I landIng 	if Water quality. to marine flora aml fauna. 

Chemical drums. Turtles. To maintain hackgri tund 

Seahi rds. water quality value.,. 

Shoreline flora 

and fauna. 

Burst ltvilraulic terrestrial flora To maintain bjoiliversitv 

I inc or valve. and fauna. and I cause ni initual ins nact 

loss of, 	 Pelagic 

ivast es / rubbish 	and/or benthic 

i iverhoard. 	communities, 

I'ransporl of, 	Terrestrial flora 

materials to 	and fauna. 

Varanus Island 

for Simpson 

des elopmemtt. 

Lifting gear crane Bentliic 

or sling failure, 	ci immunities 

human error, 

loose objects. 

to terrestrial flora and 

fauna. 

To maintain biodtversit\ 	Mixlerate 	Nlinor 

and cause in ininsal impact 

to marine flora andl fauna. 

To niaimitain liii if iversity 	Rare 
	

Sign iflcarut 

and cause mx inimal impact 

to terrestrial flora and 

Liumsa. 

I ow volumes to be used and 

stored on Varanus Island, 

Inductions covering waste 

macmagemnent to all project 

personnel 

Unlikely 	Negligible 	Negligible 	l,ocaliseil and iransient change 

in water quality. 

Spill idunu' small, mininsal 

impact ,it marine flora and 

fauna. 

Negligible 
	

Disturbance or damage to local 	Spill retained insimle bundeil area 

lii ira antI fatoia. 	 of platforms. 

B 	 Ingestion or entanglement liv 	lnilu,'tions ci ivering waste 

scabirds and marine fauna, 	management to all project 

pemsouind 

Litter bins provided. 

B 	 Dism urlcance or ilis1ilacensi'nt 
	

Quarantine pi'ocedtires applied 
of,  Ii cal flora and fauna. 	 to all phases of project. 

Incorporated into c contracts, 



Potential effect ifstressor 	Mitigating actions to reduce 

not managed 	 risk 

'Fransiu'nt regional i'liangi' in 

water cUal its. 

'toxic effects on marine flora 

and fauna. 

Contact u if oil with intertidal 

and shalli isv sulutidal lualuitats. 

Instal latiuin period uuutside 

turtle and seabiril bri'eiling 

season. 

Disturbance or ulisplaceunent 

of local flora and fauna. 

No refuelling anticipated on site. 

Area has been surveyed in 

detail at Ito intervals, data 

to he used by skipper of vessel 

Fast Response Vessel on-site. 

ln.housc oil spill modelling for 

predicting spill path. 

Quaran tine priiccilurcs ap1ulii'il 

to all phases of pri llect. 

Quarantine pruuccilures 

incorporated into contracts. 

Table 12: Environmental analysis of accidental events: Installation of offshore portion of the pipeline bundle. 

Potential Sour(e of 

Environmental stressor 

Stressor 

Oil Spills Rupture 

(max. diesel f support 

spill of vessei hid 

100,000 L) tank. 

Intro luction of 	Transport 

Pests 	 ofinaterials to 

V.iranus Island 

for Simpson 

develi i1unieut 

Ecological Management objective Likelihood Consequence 	Risk 

value 1)otcntially for ecological value of stressor of stressor 

affected occurring occurring 

Pelagic To maintain hiodiversity Rare Significant 	B 

marine fauna, and cause minimal impact 

Water quality, to marine flora and fauna. 

Turtles. TP maintain background 

Seabirds. water quality value.,. 

Shoreline flora and 

Fauna. 

Terrestrial 	 To maintain biodiversity 	Rare 	 Significant 	B - 

flora and fauna, 	and cause minimal impact 

to terrestrial flora and 

fauna 

Table 12: Environmental analysis of accidental events: Production phase for mini-platforms and offshore portion of the pipeline bundle. 

Potential 	Source of 	Ecological 	Management objective Likelihood Consequence Risk 	Potential effect if stressor 	Mitigating actions to reduce 
Environmental stressor 	 value potentially for ecological value 	of stressor of stressor 	 not managed 	 risk 

Stressor 	 affected 	 occurring occurring 

Oil Spills 	 l'iping/flange 	Pelagic marine To maintain biodiversttv 

100 kg) 	l'ailst re or small 	fauna, and (.atisi' minimal inipau'i 

hole leak. 	Water quality, to marine flora and fauna. 

Turtles. Ti, maintain background 

Seahirds. water qualit 	value,. 

Shoreline 

flora and fauna. 

Oil Spills 	Loss of separator 	Turtles. 	 To maintain luii,iliversitv 

(100 -- 12,300  kg) and onshore 	Seahirds. 	 and cause minimal impact 

pipeline 	 Shoreline flora and 	to terrestrial flora 

inventory, 	fauna, 	 and fauna. 

Terrestrial 

flora and 

fauna. 

unlikely 	Moderate 	B 

Unlikely 	Moderate 	B 

(3.1 x l0) 

Li icalisi'il and transii'nt 

change in water quafit 

near platform or luPihm's. 

Extent of toxic and smi itliuring 

effects on marine flora and 

fauna ikpeuiili'nt oil spill 

volume, season, sveather 

ii inulitions and mitigating 

actions. 

Extent of toxic arid srnotlwring 

efiects on terrestrial flora 

and fauna ulepenilen t on spill 

vi ilumc, season, weather 

conditi, ins and in itigating 

actions. 

Floor of platfiurmus b&inilcd 

Ci,ntinuous corrosion cuimrtrol 

monitoring program 

Oil Spill Contingence Plan. 

In-house Oil Spill Model 

for preilictii ins i if spill path. 

fast respi <use oil spill vessel on 

Varanus Island at all times. 

Automatic and manual shutcic ,wn 

valves. 

Continuous corn ision 

control muincti iring program 

Oil Spill Contingency Plan. 

In .huuuse Oil Spill Mu iclel for 

preuli'tions of spill path. 

Adhet'ance to engineering codes 

anil stanilaruls. I-leave seal led pipe 

1-ast response oil spill vessel on 

Varanus Island at all times. 



Oil Spills I (ns of 

(12.500 - pro luction 

100,000 kg) well 

tubing or well 

contrc ci 

100.000 kg 

spill muddled 

S'essel impact Leak cci 

cc'itic platfccrm, ccil or 

jci1ii'liii.'s diesel 

or anchc cc 

snagging 

Pelagic marine 

fauna. 

Water quality. 

Turtles. 

Su'al,ircls. 

Shoreline flora and 

fauna. 

Pelagic 

marine fauna. 

Water qtcalitv. 

Turi ic's. 

Seabirds. 

Shoreline flora and 

fauna. 

Rare 

(1.1 x l0) 

Unlikely 

Sigiiillc'arct 13 

(85 	97% Maximum 

chance of risk in 

reaching cv inter, 

shorelines, I . I 	x 	10 

depending 

On seasc,ul 

cvinci and spill 

vccltinme. 

Mc ccleratu' 	13 

Table 12: Environmental analysis of accidental events: Production phase for mini-platforms and offshore portion of the pipeline bundle (cont.). 

Potential Source of 
Environmental stressor 
Stressor 

Oil Spills l.ccss 01 

(100 	12.500 kg) inc entiirv 

from 

iilhhort' 

500 kg and pipeline. 

12,500 kg 511111  C'vdiicic's. 

ifli11lCllCii 

Ecological 
value potentially 
affected 

Management objective 

for ecological value 

I.ikelihood 

of stressor 

occurring 

Consequence 
of stressor 

occurring 

Risk 

Pelagic marine bc maintain huodiversity U nlikelv Mc uclerate It 

fauna. and cause nc iicincal cm (2.3 x 10 ) (66 	88% Maximum 

\Vater quality, to marine flora and cstcna. chance of overall risk 

Turtic's. To uicaicctacuc backgrc cucid reachiccg for 12,300 

Seabirds. water <1u.sl0y values. shccreliuccs, kg spill in 

Shoreline flora and depending winter, 

fauna, on seasc ccc 2.0 x 10 

acid cviuccl 

Potential efrect if stressor 	Mitigating actions to reduce 
not managed 	 risk 

To maintain biodiversity 

and cause in usimal impact 

to marine flora and fauna. 

'15< maintain lcackgrc iund 

water qtcalitv values. 

c,calised and t i'ansient change 

in water qua1 itv near platform 

or pipelines. 

lix teict ccl tuNic and sniccihering 

c'fl'ectx <in marine flora and 

iatccca depeuuileiit 

vccluinsc', si'a.sccn , cc'eathcr 

ccciicliticcics acid miuigaiing 

actions. 

l.c caliseci and ti'accsient change 

in water vtial it near platiccrni 

or pipelines. 

Lx teiit of tc cxii' and smccthering 

ell'i'c'cs ccci marine flora and 

fauna depeicilent ciii spill 

vi chime, sc'asccn, wc'ather 

conditic ins and in itigating 

actions. 

Luccalised and traiisient cicaiige 

in water quality near platfi crm 

or pipehnes. 

lix tent of tvcxic and snic idiering 

effects ccii iccaricce flora and 

fticma dependeict ciii spill 

vi cluinc', season, weather 

concliticins and mitigating 

actions. 5. 

Localised acid iransient change 

in crater c1u,il tv near 1clatfc crm 

or pipelines. 

Spill vcclunse small, ni inimal 

impact on marine flora and 

l'atiica. 

Rucutcne insfiecucins. 

Continuccus corrosion cccictrccl 

iidoiuitccring 1irlcgram 

Oil Spill Cccntingenc lilacs. 

ln-lscncse Oil spill Mccdd 

for predicticcns uI spill path 

Reduced number cci flanges, 

valves and cccnnecticcn points. 

Fast response Oil s1cill vessel on 

Varanus Island at all times. 

Autcuncatic and manual 

shutciciwn valves. 

Rucutine inspectiuins. 

(.ontifltiotis cccri'osicdlc cccntrc ci 

iicdcnitucriucg prcigrani 

Oil Spill Cucnticmgenc2 l<laim. 

In-hucuse Oil Spill Mccilel 

for preil iu'iic ins cci spill path. 

Fast respuccise oil spill vessel c in 

Varanus Island at all times. 

F leavy wallc'cl pipe. 

Amended navigatiicmi charts. 

Identified navigaticcn route to 

platicc'ii. 

Runding on deck and draiciagu' 

tic suimp. 

Lcicv vi ilumt's to he used and 

sticred on Varanus Island. 

Inducticuns covering crash' 

nianagensent to all prcuject 

pu'rsonnc'l 

Chemical Spills 	Drucucs Of cl lesel 
	

Pelagic 

rigcvash, 	 marine fauna. 

hydraulic fluid, 
	Water qtcalitv. 

acid die. 

Uiclikelv 
	

Minor 	 Negligible 

To maintain icioc live rsity 

and cause ni iccincal ins pact 

to marine flora and faccna 

To uccaccctaccc background 

water c1uali v values. 

To maintain tciccclivc'rsity 

and cause minimal Impact 

to marine flora and fatcna. 

'lii iiiaiciiaiii tiackgri cucid 

water quality values, 



Table 12: Environmental analysis of accidental events: Production phase for mini-platforms and offshore portion of the pipeline bundle (cont.). 

Potential Source of Ecological Management objective Likelihood Consequence 	Risk Potential effect if stressor Mitigating actions to reduce 

Environmental stressor value potentially for ecological value of stressor of stressor not managed risk 

Stressor affected occurring occurring 

Hydrotest leak of Pelagic To maintain hiodiversity Unlikely Minor 	 Negligible Localised and transient change Use of hiocides and chemical 

proccdurcs hydrcctest marine fauna, and cause minimal impact in water quality near platform inhibitors in lowest effective 

water from Water quality, to marine flora and fauna, or pi1)ehnes. concentrations. 

pipeline. 'I'o maintain background Installation period outside Pumps would detect leak 

water quality values, turtle and seahird l)reeding immediately minilnising the 

season, volume lost. 

Oil Spills Vehicle impact Terrestrial flora To maintain hiodiversity Unlikely Moderate 	B Damage to terrestrial flora and Use of barriers and authorised 

with pipelines/ and fauna and cause minimal impact fauna, access only. 

facilities, to terrestrial flora and Certified rigging, crane and 

Internal and fauna, lifting procedures to be used. 

external Continuous corrosion control 

corrosion, monitoring programme. 

Cyclones. l)esigned for 100 sear cyclonic 

events. 

l'ipeline in culvert along road on 

east jetty. 

a 
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Table 13: Summarised leak frequency results for the Simpson development. 

Location Estimated frequency for li(1uid release (per year) 

<25 kg 25 - 100 kg 100- 	12,500 kg 12.500 - 100,000 kg >100,000 kg 
(<0.2 bbls) (0.2 	0.8 blils) (0.8 - 99 bhls) i99 	796 libls) (>796 bbls) 

Offshore 1.1 x to ,  7.8x 10 1  2.3x 101 1.1 	x 	10" 0.0 

Onshore 1.9x 10 1.Sx 10 3.1 	x 	10 4  $.9 x lO 0.0 

Overall 1.1 x 102 8.0 x 104 2.6 x 10 2.0 x 10 0.0 

not for to log a stable vat el--in-oil emulsion; and 

being readily amenable to dispersants for several days alter spillage. 

Approximately 24% of Harriet crude spilled on the sea surface would evaporate within 1-3 hours 

at an air temperature of 13 "C (Fable 14). Over hall of the oil would have evaporated within one 

week, however, the evaporation rates determined in the lal)oratory provide a very conservative 

estimate as the air temperatures on the r\or(h West Shelf are usually higher than 13 "C. 

Table 14: Properties of Harriet crude oil. 

HARRIET CRUDE Fresh Weathered 

- 1-3 hours I day I week 
Physical Characteristics: 

API gravity (classification) 36.9 

(10 icldle) 

Dcnsitv(g/mL)a 20°  C 0.8352 0.860 0.870 0.879 

Viscosity (cP) @20° C 3.54 3.65 24.51 83.07 

Interfacial Tension (mN/rn) 7.8 12 16.1 ND 

flash Point(°C) 38 126 142 - ND 

Pour Point (°C) 12 24 27 ND 

Boiling Point (°C) - 22.9 

chemical Characteriscs: 
Saturates (% liv weight) 67.7 ND ND 66 

Arornatics (,/. by weight) 26.0 ND ND 29.2 

Resins(%byweiht)  59 ND ND 4.4 

Asphaltenes(%bv weight) 0.5 ND ND 0.5 

Waxes (% liv weight) 5.1 7.4 8.2 13.9 

flMeathering; 
% loss after Iabuiratorv weathering (at I 3°C) - 24 38 52 

Persistent in the environment moderate 

Forms oil in water emulsions yes, yes, ses, yes, 

unstable unstable unstable unstable 

- demulsifler effective? yes yes yes yes 

Toxicity (laboratory tested):  
tropical cllnvnflsh (Amphiprion clarkii) lins low - Icor low 

inland silverside fish (Meniclia bervllina) moderate 111w low low 

tropical prawn (l'ccsaeus vannamel) moderate moderate moderate moderate 

mvsid shrimp (Mvsid<ipsis bahia) moderate moderate- moderate- moderate 

high high 

sea urchin larvae (Arhacia ptincttilata) low- moderate moderate moderate 

moderate  

Sand dollar "sea urchin larvae (Dcndraster 

excentricus/SI rungs Ii senIrunus purpliratus) low low low low 

b1e to Dispersant: yes yes 
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loxicity testing carried out by Battellc (1998) and Neff et al. (2000), using the water accommodated 

fraction of Harriet crude, indicated that fresh oil had low toxicity to fish with the toxicity 

remaining unchanged with weathering. Foi-  laboratory reared crustaceans, toxicity was moderate, 

possibly decreasing slighth with weathering (Fable 14). 

Determination of spill trajectories and fates 

The three-dimensional hydrodynamic model, GCOM 3D, and the oil spill model, SINIAP, were used 

to quantify the potential fkr oil to contact shorelines and the water column, should an oil leak occur 

from the proposed Simpson development. The modelling was carried out at two spatial scales: 

regional (within a 50 km radius of Simpson 'A' mini-platform); and 

proximate or fine scale (less than a 5 km radius from Simpson 'A' mini-platform). 

The spatial extent and water depth range of the regional scale modelling is shown in Figure 20. 

This allowed modelling to be carried out at 12 minute time steps and at 50) metre spatial resolution. 

Examples of the water circulation patterns predicted over the regional scale grid under flood and 

el)1) tides are presented in Figures 21 and 22. 

The proximate scale modelling was used to examine in more detail the potential for oil to contact 

habitats immediately surrounding the proposed location of the Simpson development. Bathymetric 

data obtained by 3D seismic surveys were used to define a bathymetric grid at a spatial resolution 

of 30 iii for the Lowcndal Islands. 'Ihis allowed modelling to be carried out at a liner temporal (3 

minute intervals) and spatial (20 metre intervals) scale.Thc spatial extent and the water depth range 

of the proximate scale modelling is shown in Figure 23. Examples of water circulation patterns 

predicted over the proximate grid under flood and ebb tidcs are presented in Figures 24 and 25. 

Spill modelling considered three discharge sizes of crude, 500 kg, 12,500kg and 100,000 kg, based 

on the leak frequency assessment. A minimum spill of 500 kg was modelled as both mini-

platforms will be designed to hold up to 500 kg of liquid within a hunded area should a spill occur. 

Smaller spills, regardless of the source, would likely follow a similar trajectory pattern as a 500 

kg spill. 

The oil spill computer system was used to conduct stochastic (random) simulations for each of 

the spill sizes given. The simulations involved generating multiple (100) simulated spill events and 

predicting the trajectory of each for 96 hours at the regional scale and 24 hours at the proximate 

scale. Each spill event was started at a randomly selected time relative to the tide and run under 

a randomly selected portion of an historic wind time series for Varanus Island. Probability 

contours were generated for each accident 5('(fl5fl() based on the frequency with which oil 

reached locations during the 100 spills. 

l-lydrodynamic circulation at the regional scale was modcllcd for three major wind seasons 

(summer, transitional and winter) using representative samples of wind and tidal conditions. Two 

wind seasons (summer and winter) were used for the proximate scale. Stochastic spill modelling 

was then conducted to quantify risks of contact of oil from the Simpson location under each sample 

of seasonal circulation. 

Results of modelling at the regional scale 

The results of modelling (lone at the regional scale are given in Figures 26 - 34. 

Modelling indicated that should oil be discharged from the offshore portion of the Simpson 

development, there would be a relatively high potential of oil contacting a shoreline among the 

pagcS 3 1 ( 
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Figure 20. Spatial extent and water depth range for the regional scale oil spill modelling. 
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Figure 27 Flood tide f/ow model/ed at the regional sca/e. 
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Figure 22. Ebb tide flow model/ed at the regional scale. 
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Figure 23. Spatial extent and water depth range for the proximate scale oil spill modelling. 
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Figure 24 Flood tide flow mode/led at the proxerIte srafe 
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Figure 25. Ebb tide flow modelled at the proximate scale. 
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Lowendal, Barrow and Montebello Islands, irrespective of the wind season and size of the event. 

Estimated probabilities for contact ranged between 66%  and 97% depending upon the release 

scenario and the wind season (lble 15). 

The general trend was for: 

the largest discharge to consistently produce the highest potential risk of contact with 

shorelines; and 

the cstimated potential for contact to be the highest in the winter and the lowest in the summer. 

The probability contours also indicated seasonal differences in the probability of shoreline contact 

to each of the major island groups. I ligher prol)abilities of shoreline contact for the Lowendal Islands 

were indicated for the summer wind season. In contrast, winter wind conditions are expected to 

generate a higher probability of shoreline contact at Barrow Island and the Montebello lslands.There 

was a low probability of shoreline contact indicated for the Montebello Island group under 

transitional wind conditions. 

lhc minimum time to shoreline contact was about 2 hours regardless of discharge size or season. 

The Lowendal Islands were the earliest point of contact in each case.Thc time contours indicated 

Table 15: Summary of risks predicted for offshore discharges of Harriet crude oil from Simpson 
development location during three major wind seasons, modelled at the regional scale. 

Modelling outcomes for summer wind season 

Quantity Released (kg) 500 12,500 100,000 

(Figure 26) (Figure 29) (Figure 32) 

Assumed rate of release (kg hr 	) 500 6,250 25,000 

Probability of contact with shoreline (%) 83 66 8 

Minimum time to contact shoreline (hrs) 2 2 - 2 - 	- 
Maximum mass to reach shoreline (kg) 360 9,430 - 67,300 

Percentage_of original mass to reach shorelines (%) 72 75 67 

Shorelines potentially impacted0  Mont, Low, Barr Mont, Low, Barr Mont, Low, Barr 

Modelling outcomes for transitional wind season 

Quantity Released (kg) 500 12,500 100,000 
(Figure 27) (Figure 30) (Figure 33) 

Assumedrateof release (kghr I) 500 6,250 - 25000 

Probability of contact with shoreline (%) 

- 
70 78 91 

Minimum time tocontact shoreline (hrs) 2 2 2 

Maximum mass to reach shoreline_(kg) 320 8,140 69,100  

Percentage of origial mass to reach shorelines (%) 64 65 69 -- - 
Shorelines potentially imparted Mont, Low, Barr Mont, Low, Barr Mont, Low, Barr 

Modelling outcomes for winter wind season 

Quantity Released (kg) 500 12,500 100,000 
(Figure 28) (Figure 31) (Figure 34) 

Assumed rate of release (kg hr 00 6,250 	-- 25,000 

Probability of contact with shoreline (%) 86 88 97 

Minimum time to contact shoreline (hrs) 2 - - 	- 2 

Maximum mass to reach shoreline (kg) - 240 - 8,030 10,770 

Percentageol original mass to reach shorelines (%) - - 48 64 10.8 

Shorelines potentially impacted" Mont, Low, Barr Mont, Low, Barr Mont, Low, Barr 

# Mont = Mllntehello Islands 

Low = Lowendal Islands 

Barr = Barrow Islands 

Pa,iJ.$7 1 ( 
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Figure 26a. Regional modelling results; 500 kg spill, summer, probability of contact 
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Figure 26b. Regional modelling resuits; 500 kg spill, summer, minimum time to con tdCt 
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Figure 26c Regional modelling results; 500 kg spill, summer, mass on shorelines. 
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Figure 27a. Regional modelling results; 500 kg spill, transili000l, Probability of contact. 
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Figure 27b. Regional modelling results; 500 kg spill, transitional, minimum time to contact. 
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Figure 27c. Regional modelling res u/Is, 500 kg spill, transitional, mass on shorelines. 
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Figure 28a Regional modelling results, 500 kg spill, winter, probability of contact. 
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Figure 28b. Regional modelling results, 500 kg spill, win ter minimum time to contact. 
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Figure 28c. Regional modelling results; 500 kg spill, winter, mass on shorelines 
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Figure 29a. Regional modelling resulls; 12,500 kg spill summer, probability of contact 
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Figure 29b Regional modelling results; 12,500 kg spill, summer; minimum time to contact. 
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Figure 29c. Regional modelling results, 12,500 kg spill, summer; mass on shorelines. 
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Figure 30a Regional modelling results; 12,500 kg spill, transitional, probability of contact 
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Figure 30b. Regional modelling results, 12,500 kg spill, transitional, minimum time to con tact 
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Figure 30c. Regional modelling results; 12,500 kg spill, transitional, mass on shorelines. 
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Figure 3 Ia Regional modelling results, 12,500 kg spill, winter probability of contact 
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Figure 3 lb. Regional modelling results; 12,500 kg spill, winier, minimum time 10 coniact 
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Figure 3/c. Regional modelling results; 12,500 kg spill winte, mass on shorelines. 
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Figure 32a Regional modelling results; 100,000 kg spill, summer; probability of contact 
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Figure 32c. Regional modelling results, 100,000 kg spill, summer, mass on shorelines. 
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Figure 33a. Regional modelling results; 100,000 kg spill, transitional, probability of contact 
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Figure 33b. Regional modelling results, 100.000 kg spill, Iransitional, minimum time to con tact. 
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Figure 33c. Regional modelling results; 100,000 kg spilt transitional, mass on shorelines. 
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Figure 34a, Regional modelling results, 100,000 kg spilt winter probability of contact 
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Figure 34b Regional modelling results, 100000 kg spill, winter minimum tune to contact. 
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Figure 34c. Regional modelling results; 100,000 kg spill, winter, mass on shorelines. 

that the time to contact other island groups would vary seasonally. Barrow Island was within the 

12-hour contour under winter and summer winds, and within the 24-hour contour under 

transitional winds. Ihe Montebello Islands were within the 24-hour contour under summer winds, 

the 48-hour contour under winter winds and the 96-hour contour under transitional winds. 

Modelling indicated that a relatis ely large proportion oi spilled oil could potentially strand on 

shorelines under worst-ease conditions during each wind season. Up to 75% of the initial spill 

quantits was predicted to reach shorelines for the summer wind eases, 69% for the transitional 

wind cases and 64% for the winter wind eases (Table I 5).Thc predictions indicated that shorelines 

of the I .owt'ndal Islands and Barrow Island could receive the highest loads during winter and the 

transitional wind season. In contrast, similar potential loads sscrc predicted for parts of all three 

of the island groups during summer. 

The overall probability that oil would reach island shorelines for each size of release was 

subsequently calculated for each of the three seasons as: 

Overall risk = lprobability of leak oecurringj x [probability of contact during the season]. 

The results of the leak frequency analyses combined with the predicted probabilities of contact 

from spill modelling at the regional scale are summarised inTable I 6l'he potential sources of leaks 

and a summary of the mitigating factors to be used are also given - 
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Table 16: Outcome of risk analysis. Note that results are worse case as the oil quantity in the pipeline decreases after year one as the produced formation water 
quantity increases. 

Size of spill Example of 	Examples of Risk of leak 	Risk ofoil Overall Overall Risk of Risk ofoil 	Overall 	Overall Risk of Risk of oil Overall risk Overall 
potential cause 	management occurring* 	reaching risk risk in leak reaching 	risk 	risk in leak reaching risk in 
of loss of oil 	measures (per year)+ 	shorelines perceflt occurring*  shorelines 	 percent occurring* shorelines 

Summer conditions Transitional conditions SVinter conditions 

25 - 100 kg 	Piping flange failure 	I'loor of platbirm 7.8 x 10 	No oil spill trajectories carried out br 7.8 x 10 	No (iii spill trajectories carried out For 7.8 v 10 	No oil spill trajectories carried out for 

or small hole leak 	hunded Any this spill size due to similar risk of this spill size due to similar risk of this spill size due to similar risk of 
offshore, 	 spillage contained unlikely to 	occurrence of larger spills. Modelling unlikely to 	occurrence of larger spills. Modelling unlikely to 	occurrence of larger s1 nlls.Moilelling 

within bunded area, occur, 	of larger spills provides a very occur. 	of larger spills provides a very occur, 	of larger spills provides a yen' 
coiiseryatis e risk for this spill size, conservative risk for this spill size, conservative risk for this spill size. 

Welded vals es 
rather than flanged 
ci nnectii ins. 

Ci intiflUotis I 

corrosion contri il 
monitoring program. 

3.1 	x to No oil spill trajectories carried out 100 - I 2,S00 kg 	l.oss of onshore 	I Automatic shutdown 3.1 	x 	10 	No oil spill trajc tories ,arrieil out 3. I x 10 1 No oil spill trajectories carried out 

pipeline inventor\', 	valve with back-up as spill point on land, as spill point on land, as spill point on land. 
manual shut di iwn unlikely to unlikely to unlikely to 
valve, occur, occur. oirur. 

Flowline above ground 
with frequent 

I 
I 

	
inspections. 

Itund arouiul 

sel)arator. 

Corrosion monitoring. 

100- 12,500 kg 	loss of (ilTsliore 	Corrosion monitoring. 500kg spill 500 kg spill 500 kg spill 
pipeline inventorY. 2.3 x 10 1 	0.83 	1.9X 101 	0.19 2.3 x IO 	0.70 	1.6x 101 	0,16 2.3 x 10 1  0.86 2.0x 101 	0.20 

Welded valves rather moderate moderate moderate 
than flangeil 
ciinnectiiins. 12,500kg spill 12,500kg spill 12,500kg spill 
Routine inspections 2.3x 10 	0.66 	1.5 x 101 	0.15 2.3 x 10 	0.78 	1.7 x 101 	0.17 2.3 x 10 0.88 2.0 x 10 	0.20 

moderate moderate moderate 

12,500 - 	Loss production 	Autiimatic shutdown 100,00) kg 100,000 kg 100,000 kg 

100,000 kg 	well tituing or 	values with manual spill - spill spill 
well control, 	shutdown values as 

hack-ti)) on platform 
1.1 x 10 	0.85 	0.9 x 10 	0,00009 

rare 
1,1 x 10 	0.91 	1.0 x 10 	0.0001 
rare 

1.1 	x 	I0 
rare 

0.97 	lOx lot,  0.0001 

and seabed. 
Corrosion monitoring. 

Routine itispections. 

- 	Ri'8aedles, ofsource, wilv based on the si/I' (II ike spill Si'i' A11uendis 1 lou (lcfil(uiuio ol risk. 
1 Another means of expressing the prolualuiluiy ol a leak (S to take the noei'ss'ol il(C annual leak lrequeiicu,. For example. the risk of a SCSi kg k',ik per vc.ir is /4. I x 10 2 or I iii mccv 24 *'cars. 
Conversions 	kg/0. 79 = I 

- 	 L/ 159 = 
I ii = 5.292 hbl 
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Results of rnodelhng at the proximate scale 

The results of modelling done at the proximate scale are given in Figures 35 - 40. 

Modelling indicated that the ftc of spills released at the Simpson development site would be strongl 

influenced by both wind and tidal forces. lo the west of the Lowendal Islands, strong tidal flows 

move roughly south-cast on the flood and north-west on the ebb over the study area (Figures 21 

and 22). These flow patterns are modified by the island barriers so that currents bend to follow 

the coast of Varanus Island on both the east and west sides. Current speeds are particularly high 

(> 4 knots) through  the channels to the north and south of Abutilon Island. Modelling indicated 

that under both summer and winter winds there was a trend for some oil to be carried by these 

channel currents to the western side of the island chain. 

The pot'ntal for contact with any shoreline was relatively high during both seasons (Table 17, Figures 

35 to 40). Seasonal variation in the prevailing wind directions was predicted to affect the 

probability of contacting individual island shores. Under summer vincls, which are predominantly 

from the south-west, spills most, commonly eontacte(l areas to the north-east of Simpson but oil 

also tended to be carried through the channel separating Varanus and Ahutilon Islands. Oil passing 

to the east of the island chain into areas of slower tidal currents was predicted to have a relatively 

high probability of contacting the eastern shores of the Lowendal Islands, or moving through to 

the northern parts of the island chain. Oil passing to the west of the island chain was predicted 

to have a relatively high potential of being captured by the longshorc tidal currents passing along 

Varanus Island and depositing oil on the western shorelines. 

Table 17: Summary of risks predicted for offshore discharges of Harriet crude oil from Simpson 
development location during two major wind seasons modelled at the proximate scale. 

Modelling outcomes for summer wind season 

Quantity Released (kg) 500 12,500 100,000 

(Figure 35) (Figure 37) (Figure 39) 

Assumed rate of release (kg hr 5 500 6,250 - 25,000 

Probability of contact with shoreline (%) 64 74 86 

Minimum time to contact shoreline (hrs) I I I 

Maximum mass to reach shoreline (kg) 222 7,679 23,763 

Percentage of original mass to reach shoreline (%) 44 61 24 

Shorelines potentially impacted Abutilon Ahutilon, Abutill)n, 

Varanus, Beacon Varanus, Beacon Varanus, Beacon 

& Bridled Islands & Bridled Islands & Bridled Islands 

Modelling outcomes for winter wind season 

Quantity Released (kg) 500 12,500 100,000 

(Figure 36) (Figure 38) (Figure 40) 

Assumed rate of release (kg hr 5 - 500 6,250 25,000 

Probahilit 	of contact with shoreline (%) - -- 70 76 94 

Minimum tin) e to contact shoreline (hrs) 	- I I I 
Maximunl mass to reach shoreline (kg) 234 5,349 30,936 

Percentage of original mass to reach shoreline (%) 47 43 31 

ShI Irelines potential lv impacted Abutilon, Ahutilon, 

- 
Ahutilon, 

Varanus, Beacon Varanus, Beacon Varanus, Beacon 

& Bridled Islands & Bridled Islands & Bridled Islands 
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Figure 35a. Proximate modelling results. 500 kg spill, summer probability of contact 

Figure 35b. Proximate modelling results. 500 kg spill, summer minimum time to contact 
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Figure 36a. Proximate modellmg results; 500 kg spill, winter, probabilily 01 contact. 

Figure 36b. Proximate modelling results; 500 kg spill, win ter minimum time to contact. 
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Figure 37a, Proximate modelling results; 12500 kg spill, summer probability of contact. 

Figure 37b. Proximate modelling results; 12500  kg spill summer minimum time to contact, 
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Figure 38a. Proximate modelling results; 1Z500 kg spill, winter, probability of contact. 

Figure 38b Proximate modelling results; 72,500 kg spill, winter, minimum time to con tact. 
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Figure 39a Proximate modelling results; 100,000 kg spill, summer, probability of contact. 

Figure 39b. Proximate modelling results; 100,000 kg spill, summer minimum time to contact. 
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Figure 40a. Proximate modelling results; 100,000 kg spill, winter probability of contact. 

Figule 40b, Proximate modelling resu/s, 100,000 kg spill, winter, minimum time to contact 
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Under winter winds, which are predominantly from the cast, spills were predicted to most 

commonly drift into the influence of the strong tidal currents running around the southern end 

of Abutilon Island, where they were entrained by the currents running between Barrow Island and 

the Lowcndal Islands. A spill within these currents would tend to oscillate backwards and forwards 

with the tide but with a net down-wind drift towards Barrow Island (see large-scale modelling 

results).The probability of exposure with the Lowendal Islands, especially the eastern shore olVaranus 

Island, appears to be to be significantly lower during winter (conpare Figure 37a with 38a). 

I lowever, risks for Barrow Island may be higher. 

During both seasons, the minimum time before contact was predicted to be approximately one 

hour, with Abutilon Island and the southern tip of Varanus Island being the most likely points of 

contact within this period.The minimum time before oil was predicted to reach individual shores 

varied with the seasons. For example, the eastern and western shorelines ofVaranus Island were 

predicted to be within two hours of contact during summer winds and within 3-4 hours of contact 

(luring winter. 

6.1.2 	Consequences of an oil spill 

The environmental effects of hydrocarbon spills to a marine ecosystem will vary, amongst other 

things, on the volume of the oil spilt, the toxicity of the oil, the concentration and nature of dissolved 

or dispersed hydrocarbons, the length of exposure of the hydrocarbons to the weather and ocean, 

and the sensitivity of individual marine s1)ecies. Oil degrades naturally in the environment and 

ecosystems impacted by even a large spill usually recover in a (lecadle or less, f)articularly in high 

energy areas. 

The environmental effects of a hydrocarbon spill can be maniksted as: 

mortality through direct smothering; 

mortality through toxic effects; 

physiological stress that (foes not lead to mortality; 

bioaccumulation of hydrocarbons for a period after the spill; or 

physical or chemical alteration of habitats that may in(Iuce longer term changes in population 

or community structure. 

It is important to place any such changes in context with the natural variation observed in undisturbed 

marine communities. Such communities are highly dynamic, and change constantly due to natural 

fluctuations in f)hysical and biological factors such as temperature, cyclone frec1uencv, sand 

movement, predation, competition and recruitment success. 

The coniplexity and uncertainty of the above factors make it difficult to predict the impacts of an 

oil spill on biota and habitats. Detailed information of the impact of oil on various resources as 

found in the scientific literature is given in Appendix S. An overview of the consequences is 

summarised in Table 18. We have base(l the 1)rc(Iictions given below on the findings in the 

scientific literature and reports detailing the outcomes of oil spills in the marine environment. 

In determining the effects of an oil spill from the Simpson development, the primary focus is on 

Ahutilon Island and the east side of Varanus Island due to their proximity to the proposed 

development location. 1-lowever, the effects are dependent on the size of the spill. The potential 

effects of a large oil spill (e.g. 100,000 kg) are given below, but note that the probability of such 

a large spill occurring in the first instance is very low. The chances of a small spill (e.g. 500 kg) 

are higher, but the impacts would be minor and short-term. 

The effects of a large oil spill on the other islands of the Lowendal group, Barrow Island and the 
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Table 18: Overview of the consequences of an oil spill of light crude on natural and social 
resources. 

Resource Importance Impact Recovery lime 

Plankton Cc cmpc cnent of marine fccc cii chain Major impact will be to plankton I coiccediate 

i'rimar 	producers. Mans marine on surface of water where oil is located. 

species have larval form in plankton. Plankton in water column may be Spatial movement and 

affected as light crude is somewhat etlective reproductis e 

soluble. strategies svil I resti It in 

rapid recos cry. 

Subtidal seabed Potentially high lciolccgical Effect minimal except in shallower I sear 

communities productivits. Feeding grounds for waters where ciii may reach the seabed. 

turtles, dtigongs and fish. Toxic components in oil may affect flora Rapid recicverv due to 

and fauna. I leaner oil may persist in spatial movement of 

sand sediment for period of time, animals and high 

repriiductive capacits 

of clilotcising species. 

Rocky intertidal shccres Diitninated b 	civsters and barnacles. Damage by smothering or toxic effects. I-? veal's 

Includes arra 	of other fauna and Oil may not adhere to rock for long 

flora. Rock platficrns s used b 	birds, period of time. Low potential for oil 

accumulation except in crevices and 

pools. Natural cleansing by waves 

reduces persistence of oil 

Mud tidal flats Suppcirts Inangriive ciimmunities. Oil may not penetrate very deep due to 2-10 years 
High 1criiiluctivity. Feeding grounds fine sediment. Burrows of animals may 

for wading birds, act as pathsvays for oil, assisting Depetident on 

penetration. Severe impact to fauna may penetration of oil and 

lead to reduced foicd supple for wailing tiilerance of animals. 

birds, 

Sandy iceaches Turtle nesting grounds, assccciated Accumulated oil may affect nesting 2-10 years 

fish species in shallow waters off turtles or hatchlings on their way to 
sandy hcc'aches, the ocean. Some oil may penetrate i'itc) Dependent on 

sand and persist for a period of time, penetration 

Seepage of accumulated oil may and aecuiniulalicin of 

impact fauna, oil. 

Algae and seagrass Stabilise shcireline and seabed. Algae is ciinsidered to be relatively Algae - I year 
Iceds Highly j,roiiuctive. Food source for resiliccit to oil. Intertidal scagrass beds 

turtles and duguings. Nurser' most pricice to damage. Tcilerance to oil Seagrass -- I year 
grounds for marine invertelirates. varies amongst species. Depressed -. decades 

i'rcivide shelter. grocs.th  rate, leaves turicing lcrciwn, 

covering by algae are reported responses. 

Animals associated with seagrasses 

e'iculcI be heavily impacted. 

Corals Provide halcitat for high density and Minimal impact if coral remains I year 	decades 

diversity of animals. Nurseries for submerged and ccii is mixed in the water 

many fish. lm1ccwtance for tourism, column. Localised tissue rupture, 

increased algae gricsvth, excessive 

mucous prodiuctRcn are potential 

respccnses. If coral dies, halcitat 

coniposition may change to 

predciminantiv algae. Some ci crals long 

lived and slow grosving Recoscry 

dependent cinrecruitment success. 

Mangroves I Iiglclv prccductive. Source of ficccd Oil may persist kur long time in Trees 	10-30 year, 

and shelter for snide disersitv of sediment, especially svliere penetration 

dirganistus. Nursery grounds for has cccctnrred (i.e. down accimal burrows). Fauna 	2-S years 

slime marine species. Response range from defoliatioti, 

Staliilise shcireline. chlcirosis and death of trees due to tcixic 

impact. Infauna may be decimated by oil 

due to its ticxicitv. 
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Table 18: Overview of the consequences of an oil spill of light crude on natural and social 
resources (cont.). 

Resource Importance Impact Recovery Time 

Fin fish Commercial and recreational value. l.cnv risk of impact to adults in open Years in enclosed 
Contril,ute to food chain. water due to mobility. loxjc component waters 

may cause tainting or (leath to fish in 

sheltered waters. Larvae and eggs 
lloaung on surface prone to impact. 

Seahirds lovely to observe. Add to Damage to plumage and ingestion. SIRs to inediuni 
biodiversity of area. recils crc depending on 

ref Iroll uctive potential.  

Turtles .'\cicl to cllnservatilln status and May be prone to eve infections if Sloss recIIver 
biodiversitv to area. Food source to contact madewith oil. Mobile and can 
indigenous 1wo1 ,le, therefore avoid oil. Greatest impact will 

be to nesting turtles and hatchlings. 
May ingest (lit while feeding. 

Marine animals Add to ('IIns('rvatilln slatus and Appear to be able to avoid oil. However, Slow recovers 
billlliversitv of area, if come into contact, may suffer eye 

infections, skin irritations, inhalatil In of 
fumes, ingestion of oil. Dtigongs may be 

affected if food source impacted. 

Fin fish Econllniic value Oil which contacts fin fish or Slow UI medium 
invertebrate fisheries (crabs, crayfish, 
prawns) can cause direct mortality or 
sublethal effects that may inhibit growth 

and reproductilln. Decimatil In IIf stocks 
ma% result in economic impact. 

l(Iurisns Economic value Access to oiled beaches to be avIIuIed, MeIliunI 

fishing may be restricted and some 
natural resources used for dii ing ma 
be i'estricted for access. 

Montebello lalantis arc iess likely to l)e compareti to .Abutilon Island and Varanus Island. 'l'his is because 

there would be greater time for the oil to weather to the degree that the majority, if not all, of 

the toxic components will have evaporateti. 

Effects of a large oil spill on the habitats of Abutilon Island and Varanus Island 

Spilled oil will disperse into the water column as oil droplets while the soluble components will 

(lissolyc into the water column. Photo-oxidation, microbial action and evaporation will contribute 

to the breakdown ol the oil and will start immediately after the spill occurred. l-Iowevcr, although 

the natural break-down of oil commences immediately, the complete breakdown of the oil takes 

time. Studies carried out by Battelle (1998) on 1--larriet crude have shown that under mild 

conditions, with little physical dispersion of hydrocarbons into the water column, volatile 

monocyclic aromatic hytirocarbons (MAHs) dissolving from the surface slick would be the main 

contributors to any toxicity observetl in the water column.This toxicity would persist from within 

a kw hours to a clas' after the spill. After the oils weathered on the sea surface for more than a 

day, nearly all the MAt-Is would be lost, mainly by evaporation and ally remaining toxicity to water 

column organisms would be cause(] primarily by dissolved polvcvclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAl Is) 

and pheno Is. 

The depth of water in the vicinity of the Simpson development is an important factor. An oil spill 

may cause an adverse impact on sensitive species that are found in shallow, subtidal waters. 

I lytirocarbons may become entrained in the water column in high concentrations bel'ore becoming 

( 
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dispersed. Sheltered bays are also vulnerable as hydrocarbons may accumulate for an cxtcn(k(l time. 

Deeper, subticlal habitats will be protected from hydrocarbons due to the overlying water column. 

The minimum time to impact to Abutilon Island for any size spill from the Simpson mini-

platform location has been estimated to be one hour. This implies that the oil will not be highly 

weathered and will still retain a high concentration of the toxic components of the oil. Given the 

shallow depth of water (<6 m), oil droplets and dissolved hydrocarbons may reach the seabed in 

the shallower waters surrounding the development location, thereby impacting the algal and coral 

habitats. 

Should the algal and coral habitats be adversely impacted, recovery is expected to commence 

immediately. Algae senescenccs at the end of each summer in the 1.owendal region and re-establishes 

again in the spring. Recovery of the algal communities may therefore take from one to several 

growing seasons, depending on the extent and timing of'the damage.lhe epifauna associated with 

the algae would also recover rapidly once the algae re-establishes itself.The majority of the epifauna 

have planktonic larvae that would assist in rapid re-colonisation. 

Corals located in shallow, subtielal areas exposed to dissolved hydrocarbons are more likely to exhibit 

sub-lethal responses such as reduced growth rate or inhibited reproductive capacity, rather than 

mortality. Replacement of corals in habitat impacted by an oil spill would probably be by 

recruitment of corals from undamaged areas rather than regeneration of any live coral. Coral planulae 

would be available for re-colonisation from surrounding non-impacted patch and fringing reefs after 

the spawning season. Potential sources could also be from distant reefs although the specific pathways 

of larval replenishment are unknown. 

The initial result of shoreline oiling is often large scale mortality of plants and animals that live in 

the intertidal zone. In general, shorelines exposed to high energy waves and strong near-shore 

currents will recover more quickly than sheltered bays or shallow, sul)ti(lal habitats. 

The rocky shorelines ofAbutilon and Varanus Island,-; are exposed to high-energy waves and currents 

that will help break down the light oil that will be produced from the Simpson development.. The 

wave and tidal energy will also help clean the shoreline. It is expected that re-colonisation of the 

intertidal shorelines by the pre-spill species of fauna and algae will be rapid. Field work carried 

out during the Exxon I1dez spill in Alaska and the Sea Empress spill off the coast of Wales have shown 

that recruitment of the rocky  shore fauna started immediately a nd recovery occurred within a kw 

years (Stoker etal. 1992; SEIFC Report Summary 1998). 

The small bay to the eastern side ofAbutilon Island may' be adversely impacted if large quantities 

of oil get entrained within the bay. This is a sheltered bay so degradation of the oil would occur 

primarily through evaporation and microbial action. A certain proportion of any free oil present 

on the water surface within the bay would dissolve into the water column causing a short-term 

degradation of the water quality and contact with the benthic habitat. In addition, some of the free 

oil could potentially contact the sandy beaches, soaking into the sand. 

l)egradation of oil in sandy, intertidal sediments is rapid compared to muddy, finer sane! sediments 

(Baker 1971), but any oil retaine(l in the sand would enter the marine environment during each 

tide cycle until the oil degraded. Any oil entrained in the sand on the beaches would degrade fairly 

rapidly given the light characteristics of the oil and the porous nature of the sandy l)eaCh sediments. 

The impact to the sandy beaches on the eastern side ofVaranus Island would be less due to the 

increased distance to thc beaches from the development site allowing weathering of the oil. These 

beaches are also more exposed to wave and tidal action which would further assist in the 

degradation of the oil. 
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Effects of a large oil spill on animal populations 

An oil spill from the Simpson development is expected to have little impact on regional adult fish 

populations. With respect to fish larval kills and consequential impact on population levels, large 

numbers of larvae would have to be destroyed to affect recruitment (Hurlbut cc ci. 1991). Large 

scale impact to fish larvae is unlikely given that larvae tend to have a patchN  distribution over a 

large spatial scale. Only a small portion of the fish population or larvae would be impacted and 

this would probably be confIned to the shallower waters in close l)rOxnhity  and immediately following 

a spill. Ilydrocarbons are unlikely to bloaccumulate in fish due to the low concentrations expected 

in the water column and rapid rate of breakdown of the oil. 

The effects of an oil spill on bird, turtle and mammal populations would be dependent on the time 

of year the spill occurs and the impact of the oil spill on their food source. With respect to the 

Barrow/I owendal/Montebello region, a spill that occurs in the summer breeding season will have 

the greater impact, as the animal abundances are the highest during that time.There are fewer animals 

present during the winter months, so a lesser impact would be expected. 

Birds are often the most conspicuous casualties of an oil spill. Ihe most vulnerable time for birds 

in the Lowendal area is during the summer breeding period and the species most likely to be impacted 

are the seabirds such as shearwaters, terns and silver gulls. 

While sveclge_tailed shear aters Iced more than 40 km from breeding colonies, many shearwaters 

raft at dusk within sight of the islands they breed on. Significant oiling could occur ifthev are raIling 

during the chick-rearing period when the males and females change over. Small amounts of crude 

oil on the feathers have been found to significantly reduce breeding success in Hawaiian wedge-

tailed shearwatcrs (Fry et ci. 1986).Trace oil can destroy the water-proofing of adults, be ingested 

by preening a(lults and be fed from adult to chick. 

\Vedge.tailcd shearwater populations in the l5ilbara have been in decline over the last decade due 

to oceanographic changes driven by the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO).lhe prolonged ENS() 

event between 1991 and 1994 significantly reduced the number of shearwaters excavating burrows 

on a number of the islands on the NV Shelf (Astron 2000). Population numbers have recovered 

slightly but they have not regained their pre- 1991 numbers. 

If an oil spill occurred which adversely impacted the shearwater populations breeding on the 

Lowendal Islands, the recovery rate would depend on the size and age structure of the pre-breeding 

1)001 (Fry ei ci. 1986). Given the decline in the Pilbara population (including the populations breeding 

on the Lowendal Islands) recover\ would be slow. Recovery could potentially occur to pre-spill 

numbers through breeding and new recruits. 

The potential impact of an oil spill on the various tern populations would again be dependent on 

the time of year the spill occurred.The highest population numbers occur in the summer months, 

and only part of the population would probably be afkcted in the event of a major oil spill. If one 

season's population collapsed due to an oil spill, the local populations would still recover over time 

through breeding and new recruits recolonising the area. 

little is known about the impacts of oiling on turtles. Females would be the most vulnerable during 

the summer egg-laying period. Males would be less vulnerable as they stay offshore and can move 

away from a spill. I Iatehlings would be vulnerable in the late summer months when they emerge 

from their nests and head to the water. An oil spill is not likely to cause a collapse of the local or 

regional population should a spill adversely affect the female population that nests on Lowendal 

Islands during one season, as not all turtles come back to the beaches every year.Thus, turtles that 

did not breed one year would be available for breeding in subsequent years. An ongoing pool of 
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females will contribute to the recovery of the local populations. In addition, Abutilon Island is not 

a major nesting beach. Beaches on Varanus Island are more important as nesting sites and a spill 

originating from the proposed Simpson location will have a lesser efkct oil these beaches as the 

oil will have had time to weather prior to reaching these beaches. 

It is anticipated that a spill from the Simpson location will have a minor, if any, impact oil cetaceans 

and dugongs. 1 hese animals are found in very low numbers and have the ability to move away from 

all oil spill. Minor or no impact to mammals was recorded from the Exxon bthfei or the Sea Empress 

spills (Stoker et al. 1992; SFEFC Report Summary 1998). 

6.2 	Mitigation Measures to Prevent Accidental Oil Spills 

The quantitative risk assessment indicated that the chance of an incident occurring that resulted 

in the spill of oil into the marine environment is very low. A smaller volume leak associated with 

the pipeline is more likely to occur than a potentially larger event associated with a production 

well. 

As part of the 1:nvironmcntal I lazard Identification Workshop, safeguards for the proposed 

Simpson development were identified which would minimise the risk of all event occurring or 

minimise the impact of all cvent.I'he key safeguards are summarised inlablc 13 and (liscUsss'd below. 

6.2.1 	Pipeline bundle safeguards 

A continuous corrosion control system will be put into place.This will be accomplished by utilising 

electrical resistance probes that measure the rate of corrosion in the pipeline.lhe rate of corrosion 

will be contillUOUSIV monitored and rccordled through the Varanus Island control room. By 

utilising this data, the corrosion inhibitor dosage rate will be adjusted to effectively eliminate 

corrosion in the pipeline. In addition, all relevant personnel will undergo a corrosion awareness 

training program. The aim of this program is to train the relevant personnel about the causes of,  

corrosion, how to identify its sources and its management. This training program applies to all 

operations of the Varanus Island I lub, which includes thc Simpson (fevell)pment. 

The pipeline will be trenched where significant boat tralfic occurs. Although the trenching 

activities will result in a short-term localiscd impact to the seabed and water column, it will reduce 

the risk of anchor damage. 

A heavy walled pipe, rated to the full well pressure possible from any of the production wells will 

be used to carry the hydrocarbons and produced formation water. This pipe will be designed and 

tested as per the relevant codes and standards for pipelines. These include standards set by the 

Australian and British Standards, Australian Petroleum Institute, American Institute of Steel 

Construction, the International Maritime Organisation, and Apache construction specifications. 

Automatic shutdown valves will be installed at the exit of the production pipeline from the mini-

platforms and at the point where the offshore 1roduction pipeline crosses the shoreline (Figure 3). 

These pipelines will have the capacity to shutdown within 60 seconds. A manual shut down system 

will act as a back-up. 

The number of potential leak points along the pipeline carrying liquid hydrocarbons and produced 

formation water will be minimised by reducing the number of connection points, valves and flanges 

to as few as possible. 

A routine inspection program will be developed under the requirements of the PSIA. The 

onshore portion of the pipeline will be places oil brackets to keep the pipeline off the ground.'I'his 

will aid in maintenance as will as corrosion control. 
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6.2.2 	Wells and topside safeguards 

The overriding philosophy used in designing the wells is that for any hydrocarbons to escape from 

the well would rec1uire the hydrocarbon to break through two pressure tested barriers. Ihcsc two 

barriers include an inner casing which contains the production tubing sitting inside the outer, thick-

walled casing. This type of facility design will minimise the risk of an uncontrolled release to an 

estimated 1.1 x lO'. 

Other mechanisms used in minimising the risk ofa large oil spill include the type of material used 

and the construction design. For example, the hydrocarbons and produced formation water will 

how through tubing that is made of chromium steel that is basically impervious to corrosion. The 

christmas trees atop each well are krgcd from a single stainless steel block to minimise the number 

of connection points and increase its strength. 

A fail-safe automatic shutdown system will be put into place that includes a series of shutdown 

valves at the well and along the pipeline (Figure 3). Shutdown valves will be placed within each 

well, on top of each well, at the inlet to the production pipeline and at the valve station at the 

shoreline crossing. Loss of pressure due to process upset, for example, a leak from the pipeline or 

a loss of well control, would automatically shut down all these valves in less than 60 seconds. 

6.3 	Oil Spill Response Actions and Strategies 

Details of response actions and strategies to be taken in the event of an oil spill from any ofApache's 

activities in the Varanus Island Hub are detailed in Apache's North \Vest Shelf Oil Spill Contingency 

Plan (OSCP) Volume I - Operations (Apache Document AE-00-EF-008/Revl). 

Should an oil spill occur, Apache would immediately take the following actions: 

Follow procedures to protect human life and equipment. tin plcment procedures to reduce 

the risk of fire or explosion. 

Cut off the supply to the spillage. 

Identify,  the extent of spillage and the weather/current conditions in the area. 

Implement offshore and onshore actions for oil spill tracking, dispersion, containment, 

collection, treatment and clean-up as appropriate. 

Response actions will be coordinate(I in accordance with the three tiers of Oil Spill Control 

depending on the size of the spill, the proximity to environmentally sensitive areas and the 

resources available to control the spill. Response team members and responsibilities are set 

out in the Oil Spill Contingency Plan and Emergency Response Manual. 

If an oil slick is likely to reach a shoreline, advise fisheries and pearling companies, and wildlife 

agencies. Advise appropriate agencies to assume responsibility for wildlife rehabilitation 

activities. 

Monitor alThcted shoreline and intertidal zones to determine environmental effects of spill 

impact and clean up operations. 

Response strategies to spillage include the following l)riflcil)al  options: 

Combat the slick at sea. 

Shoreline deflection and/or clean-up. 

Take no action other than surveillance. 
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The implementation of a strategy,  or combination of strategies is cle1ienilent upon physical 

conditions prevalent at the time. The speed and direction of winds and currents, general sea 

con(litions and the type of oil spilt will determine which option or combination of options is suitable. 

The path of any spill would be modelled using Apache's in-house oil spill trajectory modelling 

prograimne, SIMAR This would be undertaken in conjunction with aerial helicopter surveys and 

vessel surveys. In addition, an effort to contain, redirect or divert any spillage away from the beaches 

of'Abutilon Island and the nearby coral assemblages should they be likely,  to be impacted. 

Given the presence of corals in the immediate area, no dispersants would be used if the oil moved 

towards the shorelincs.The shorelines are most at risk in summer due to turtle breeding and nesting, 

and seabird roosting and nesting. Containment and recovery, and shoreline deflection and/or clean-

up would be used in the event that the oil approaches or reaches sensitive resources from the Simpson 

development. 

Apache has recently purchased an 8,5 in shallow draft, diesel powered fast response vessel for oil 

spill contingency purposes. 'I'his vessel is suitable for access to shallow water areas in the vicinity 

ofVaranus Island. It is designed to carry and deploy zoom booms and shallow water shoreline booms. 

The vessel will be trailer launched and access to any of the Lowenclal or Montebello Islands will 

be rapid. For example, the travel time between Varanus Island and Abutilon Island is less than 10 

minutes. This fast response vessel will be in addition to the Varanus Island support vessel that is 

capable of dcploy'ing the sea curtain boom in deeper waters. 

'Fable 19 details the response strategies to the various natural resources within the immediate area 

of the proposed Simpson platform sourcecl from Apache's OSCP, Volume 2 Fnvironmental Atlas 

(Apache document AF-00-EF-008/2). 

Apache's OSCP Environmental Atlas details the response strategies and natural environmental 

resources for the North \Vest Shelf. An example of the information contained in the atlas kr Abutilon 

Island is presente(l in Table 20 and Figure 41 

6.4 	Other Accidental Events 

6.4.1 	Dropped objects 

Objects may be dropped accidentally from the Simpson mini-platforms or vessels associated with 

pipe'layiiig. Such events are unlikely and ii' they occurred they would, at worst case, result in a 

small, localised impact to the seabcd.'l'his impact would be negligible as the seabed consists of sand, 

limestone reef and macroalgae. Any dropped objects would be removed from the seabed and the 

area would be re-colonised by marine flora and fauna, 

6.4.2 	Chemical spills 

Chemical spills mayr result from the accidental leakage of hydraulic fluid or chemical inhibitors used 

in the wells. Such an event would likely result in a localised and transient change to water quality 

near the platforms or pipelines because the spill volume would be small. Measures to reduce the 

risk of chemical spills include; 

bundling and drainage to a sump on each of the platforms; 

the use of small volumes of chemicals and the practice of installing minimal storage capacity 

on Varanus Island rather than on the platforms; and 

inductions to all proje(t personnel covering chemical management. 



Coastal 

Feature 

Sensitivity Comments Protective 

Measures 

Clean-Up Methods 

Preferred 	Possible Avoid 

Protection & Clean Up 

Option 

Sensitivity Code 

Mangroves SI Low energy areas. Oil may 2,3 1,7 3,14 5,8,10, I 	Containment & SI 

penetrate substrate and persist for I 1,12, recovery using hoocos Extreme Sensitivity 

Intertidal Sand long time. Important nursery and 13 High protection & 

& Mudflats spawning areas. These areas should - 2 	I)ivert to less sensnive cleanup priority 

receive high priority for protection area or shore 

& clean-up. S2 

Coral Reels SI High sensitivity to oil. High priority 2,1 1,3,7 8 3,9,10, 1 	Sorliant materials High Sensitivity 

to he given to harrier reefs which 11,12 Protection & clean-up 

may he exposed to floating oil. 4 	Earth/sand harriers priority as resource use 

No dlispersants to he used. & circumstances dictate 

Pearl Leases S2 Oil pollution can cause severe 2,3 7 1,13 5 S 	Chemical dispersant 

economic damage, but resource Si 

can be replaced. 6 	Skimmers, vacuums Moderate Sensitivity 

Intertidal and SI Some short term reduction in 2,3 7 3,8 9,10,11. Protection & clean-u1, 

shallow subtidal macroalgat' and abundance of 12,13 7 	Natural cleansing priority as resource use 

limestone animals may occur 	should (leave alone) & circumstances dictate 

Platform recover quickly alter oil weathered. 

Sandy Beaches SI Clean-up priority to he given 1,2,3,4 1,3,6,7,8 9,14 5,10,13 8 	Manual ('lean-u1, of oil S4 

to turtle nesting beaches. SI Low Sensitivity 
priority to be given during peak 9 	Low pressure Low protection 

turtle nesting season (Nov-Feb). seawater flushing & clean-up 

Jetties, Piers SI Short-term disruption to amenity. 2,3 1,3,6,7,8 9,12 5 

To he cleaned as a priority. 10 High pressure 

Exposed Rock, S4 Wave reflection may keep oil 7 9.12.13 10,11 seawater flushing 

Shccrcs & Cliffs offshore. Landed oil will 

weather quickly. .'3nimals will II Hot water steam cleaning 

recoIl misc quickly. Oil may 

accumulate in cracks & 12 Low pressure 

tide piols. warm seawater wash 

open Water S4 Monitcir di rectic in and spread of spill. 7 

if oil Ii Mechanical cicacciccg 

may return of oil or substrate removal 

to d/ddled' 

14 Bioreniediation 

MW 

Table 19: Classification of resources to sensitivity codes and oil response and clean-up options. 
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6.4.3 	Litter 

Apache will undertake to reduce packaging and othcr potcitial waste material through the 

prefabrication and fit-out of the platforms at the place of construction, prior to transporting the 

facilities to site. Installation wastes, being predominantly used welding rods and grinding disks, 

will therefore be minimal. All wastes during the short installation phase will be collected and 

returned to Varanus Island for disposal. Inductions covering waste management will be given to 

all project personnel and waste disposal bins will be provided. The operation and maintenance of 

the platforms will not result in the gcncration of any waste that has the potential to become litter 

in the surrounding marine environment. 

Table 20: Example of resource and response information for Abutilon Island contained in 
Apache's Environmental Atlas. 

Abutilon Island 

It/as map rcjrv'ncL': D.2. 1 

DESCRIPTION 

Shoreline/Intertidal 	 Sock: undercut cliffs and intertidal limestone platforms. 
Habitats 	 • 	Pew sandy beaches and sand spits. 

Shallow Subtidal 	 • Limestone pavement and reefs. 
Habitats 	 Isolated corals and coral hommies offshore. 

Macroalgal beds. 

Key Natural Resources - 	Rocky reef fauna. 
Macroalgae and associated fauna. 
Sandy beach fauna and habitat for nesting turtles. 

Scabird nesting (terns). 
Mangroves. 
Corals. 

Timing of Significant 	 Sept to March: turtles nesting/hatching on beaches. 

Ecological Events 	 March/April: coral spawning. 
Nov to Feb: bridled terns nesting. 
Mar to Aug: crested terns nesting. 

RESPONSE STRATEGY 

Spill Response 	 Deflection of oil away from shoreline towards open sea. 
Oil may he deflected to a sacrificial rocky shore to protect nesting beaches. 
Propeller wash to disperse oil at sea allowing dilution of oil before entering shallows. 

Dispersant Use 	 • 	No dispersant use on or close to shore, avoiding exposure to intertidal and shallow subtidal habitats. 

Access to Area 	 l-lelicopter 

Shallow draft vessels only. 

Clean.up methods 	- 	Sorbent booms and materials to sop UI)  oil on rocky sheres. 
Mechanical collection of stranded tar balls or oily films using rakes and shovels. 

Use of heavy equipment only if turtle nests and hatchlings and seahirds are not threatened. 

Removal of contaminated sand layers to bunded area on Varanus Island. 
Natural cleansing. 
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6.4.4 	Introduction of pest species 

Islands 

The I .owendal Islands are a declared nature reserve for the conservation of flora and fauna and are 

manage(I to prevent the introduction of pest species such as; 

vermin house mouse, black rat and cat; 

insects European bees, ticks and wood borers; and 

wee(ls - e.g. buffel grass, kapok. 

A quarantine procedure to manage this risk is required under the terms of CALM's lease for Apache's 

operations on Varanus Island. Apache's quarantine procedure involves controls to prevent the 

transportation of such pests from the mainland to the islands. 'Fhcse controls help to ensure that 

Apache's contracted warehouses in Perth and E)ampier, as well as the freight stored within them, 

is free of any such pests and wee(IS. The quarantine procedure will be strictly adhered to by all 

activities associated with the Simpson development. 

Abutilon Island is a (ICelared reserve for the conservation of flora and fauna. No access toAbutilon 

Island will be permitted during the installation and operation phases of the Simpson development. 

Ballast water 

Ballast water may be carried by tankers travelling to the Varanus Island marine loading terminal 

in order to provide stability to the vessel and to adjust the vessel's trim to assist with steering and 

propulsion. 

An unladen vessel will pump seawater into the vessel's ballast tanks prior to departure from a port 

or loading terminal. This ballast water is then either released at sea, along coastlines or in other 

port systems during the vessel's reloading with cargo. A mix of marine organisms is subsequently 

transported and released into marine environments as a result of the uptake of ballast water in one 

region and the discharge of this seawater at another, 'l'he risk associated with the exchange of ballast 

water is the unintentional introduction of marine species that could cause adverse ecological impacts. 

Presently, ballast water exchange is the only effective management tool to reduce the possible risk 

of introduction of deleterious marine species. Ballast water exchange involves replacing coastal water 

from harbours with open-ocean water during the voyage.lhis process reduces the density of coastal 

harbour organisms in ballast tank waters with oceanic organisms that have a lower chance of survival 

in nearshore marine environments. 

The Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS) Australian Ballast Water Guidelines list 

the voluntary procedures for the discharge of ballast water and sediment from ships entering 

Australian waters from overseas. From July 2001,   all vessels arriving at their first Australian port 

of call must provide a vessel's agent with the AQIS ballast water pre-arrival report form. l'he 

information that must be provided includes the last location of ballast uptake, the method of ballast 

water exchange and its location, and the volume of ballast water discharged at the first Australian 

loading port. 

The ballast report must be submitted to AQIS 12-24 hours prior to arrival of the vessel at the port, 

which will hcl1) AQIS identify if the ballast water will pose a risk of introducing exotic marine pests. 

High risk ballast water will require management by methods acceptable to AQIS before ballast can 

be discharged within an Australian port. 
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The majority of the oil tankers that come into Apache's marine loading terminal originate from 

Australian ports and not all discharge ballast water. Table 21 lists the vessels that offloaded oil or 

condensate at the Varanus Island terminal in 2000.The table also lists the last port prior to arriving 

at Varanus and the tonnage of ballast discharged. Only two vessels, from Vietnam and Japan, 

discharged ballast water at Varanus.These two vessels departed from the northern hemis1)here and 

exchanged ballast in the open seas south of Singapore and north of\Vestern Australia prior to arriving 

at the Varanus loading terminal. 

The remaining vessels that arrived at Varanus carried part loads and did not need to discharge ballast. 

The coastwicic trade of crude oil usually results in vessels arriving at Varanus already partially loaded 

with crude oil taken on board from other Australian oil loading terminals. Ballast is usually not 

carried by such vessels that are partially loaded above approximately 45 —50 % of the vessel's cargo 

tonnage 'Is this onboard cargo provides enough weight for stabilisation. Therefore, most vessels 

do not discharge ballast at the Varanus marine terminal as they have previously discharged their 

ballast at another port. 

The risk of unintentional introduction of marine pest species through the exchange of ballast water 

to the surrounding marine waters olVaranus Island is not considered to be a signilicant risk. This 

is due to the majority of Apache's trade of crude oil being within Australian waters and the ongoing 

management of this issue through the AQIS guidelines and com1)ulsory ballast reporting 

requirements. 

Table 21: Crude oil tanker visits to Varanus Island marine loading terminal and 
discharge of ballast water in 2000. 

Date Vessel name Last port Ballast Ballast (Tonnes) 

of call exchanged at Discharged 

at Varanus) 

February MT Shillu Spirit Vietnam Open seas south of Singapore 1,822 

March Bandu Sea Brisbane Not required 0 

I)ril MT British Spirit Kwinana Not required 0 

May MT Koyagi Spirit Barrow Is. Not required 0 

June MT Torres Spirit Northern Not required 0 

Endeavour 

FPSO 

August hf r Leyte Spirit Barrow Is. Not required 0 

September MT British Success Brisbane Not required 0 

October MT Olympic Spirit Japan Open sea south 1,000 kin 6,740 

NW olWest. Aust. 

December Mt Leyte Spirit Barrow Is. Not required 0 
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41 	

Summary of Impacts from the 
Proposed Simpson Development 

7.1 	Summary of Impacts from Installation and Routine Activities 

The impacts associated with the installation and routine operational activities of the Simpson 

development are summarised as follows. 

7.1.1 	Installation of facilities 

The installation of the Simpson mini-platforms and the laying of the pipeline bundle will not cause 

a significant impact to the habitats, flora and fauna found in the region.lherc are no listed threatened 

ecological communities as defined in the EPI3C Act. 

Installation will take about two weeks and will result in a short-term, localisecl impact to the seabed. 

Installation activities for the Simpson development will restrict habitat disturbance from anchoring 

and marine pipeline laying activities to areas that are predominantly sand veneer overlaying 

limestone pavements.This habitat is well represented within the surrounding marine environment 

(70% or roughly 21 000 hectares of the area ground-truthed and mapped by Apache) and is not 

a listed community. It is estimated that there will be a short-term disturbance to 1,700 m2  (0.17 

hectare) of soft bottom, algal and sand habitat (luring the laying of the pipeline bundle.The short-

term, localised disturbance caused by the laying of the pipeline bundle is insignificant on a 

regional scale. 

No impact to any coral hal,itats in the adjacent areas to the vest or north of the mini-platform 

and pipeline bundle locations will occur. Anchoring and pipeline laying activities will be managed 

by developing an anchoring plan using mapped habitat data which will control the placement of' 

all anchor sites and pipeline bundle route locations being placed away from patch and coral reef 

areas. 'Work will be (lone outsi(k the coral spawning perio(I. 

Trenehing of the small section of the pipeline bundle in the vicinity of the East Jetty will result in 

an increase in turbidity that will be localised and for a short duration. Trenching is expected to 

take two days. The seabed along the portion of the pipeline bundle to be trenched consists of bare 

sand. The seabed adjacent to the proposed route consists of limestone 1)aveIcrt that is covered 

with macroalgae, patches of lithophagid sponges and an occasional singular coral. Trenching is not 

expected to result in any long-term impact. Once the trenching is complete, subsequent tide 

movements will re-establish sediment conditions similar to pre-disturbance conditions which will 

allow rc-colonisation of the area.Frcnching will also prevent the pipeline from acting as a grovnc. 

The installation acvitics for the Simpson development will not significantly impact any of the listed 

endangered species or non-listed species found in the region. These activities will not affect the 

life histories of any of the local populations: that is, there will not be a marked change in the size 

of the local populations, existing populations will not be fragmented, and the breeding cycles of 

the key species will not be disrupted. 

It is proposed to carry out the installation of the mini-platforms and pipeline bundle in late 

Scptember.]'hc mild winds at this time of the year provide the best weather window to carry' out 

the installation activities; strong winds while working in shallow water can prolong the time needed 

to carry out the work.The proposed installation time is before the peak seabird breeding season 

and turtle nesting season. In addition, personnel will not be allowed to access any of the islands. 
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Other Species, such as cetaceans and dugongs, will be present at this time of the year, but thcir 

poptilation numbers around Abutilon and Varanus Islands arc low and it is unlikely that they will 

be impacted by the installation activities. It is unlikely that the installation of the mini-platform 

and pipeline bundle will affect the fish po)ulations. 

Noise generated during the installation of the mini-platforms is not considered to be a significant 

impact as this disturbance is estimated to only last for a day at each mini-platform and will occur 

outside the summer seabird and turtle breeding perio(l. The noise is not CX1)ecte(l to iIfl1)iiet any 

other fauna. Fish and dolphins may approach the barge out of curiosity, but no impact is expected 

to these animals. 

Similarly, the effect from light sources associated with the installation of the mini-platform 

pipeline bundle will be of short, tern porarv duration and is not expected to impact marine or 

terrestrial animals. 

No wastes will be discharged to the marine environment. These wastes consist of sewage, 

domcstic wastes, oily water, hvdrotest water, and produced formation water.Thc only exception 

will be a small volume of grey water associated with hand basin washings from the barge. 

The installation of the pipeline bundle at the shoreline crossing will entail placing the bundle within 

a trench excavated through the existing boulders and cement blocks and covered by a rock armory. 

This will protec-t the pipeline bundle and shoreline against wave activity and storm (lamage. The 

rocky shore fauna will use the rock armory. 

The onshore pipeline bundle will traverse previously (listurbeil areas and will not impact upon the 

east shearwatcr rookery. Pipeline laing will occur at the time when shcarwaters only start to arrive 

on the island for the breeding season Pipeline laying will only occur during daylight hours and 

will therefore not affect the birds nightly courting behaviour. 

7.1.2 	Operational activities 

The routine activities associated with producing oil from the Simpson fIeld will not cause a significant 

impact to habitats, listed endangered species or non-listed species found in the region. 

Produced formation water will be separated by the processing plant on Varanus Island and 

disposed either via the Alkimos orTnami-5 deep disposal well. No PFW recovered from theTanami 

and Simpson wells will be disposed to the open ocean. Any residual process chemical required 

for scale, microbiological or corrosion control will remain mixed within the PFV and similarly 

be (lispOsC(l to the deep wells. 

Noise levels associated with the operation of the two mini-platforms will be minimal. Noise 

generated from the operation of the mini-platforms is restricted to breakout noise from pipes on 

the platform, closing and opening of valves and the occasional operation of an instrument air operatedl 

pump associated with the sump drain on the platforms. It is expected that operational noise levels 

will have no impact on the wildlife on Abutilon Island. 

The mini-platforms will not be visited by operational or maintenance personnel during the night. 

Therefore, there is no requirement to install lighting on the platform.Thc only light source will 

be a single pulsating navigation light required by maritime regulations.Fhis light source is unlikely 

to cause a significant impact to turtle, seabird or other animals. 

No waste-water will be generated from the day to day operation of the mini-platforms. Rainwater 

collected from each of the mini-platforms will be directed to a sum1) that is baffled to act as an 
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oil interceptor containing any hydrocarbons. Periodical maintenance visits to the mini-platforms 

will pump any contained liqui(s in the sum1) back to Varanus Island for treatmcnt via the oil 

processing circuit. 

'l'hcre are no signifIcant atmospheric emissions associated with the Simpson dcvclopmcnt.'l'he main 

emission source is the gas compressor to be installed oil Varanus Island, which pressurises the 

separated gas stream prior to it entering the existing gas processing plant. Ibis compressor will 

be fuelled by natural gas.The contribution of the Simpson development to increasing Varanus Island 

greenhouse gases is not considered significant as the increase in greenhouse emissions from the 

Simpson development is more than compensated for by the reduction in greenhouse emissions from 

existing, declining fields. 

Production from Simpson will not increase oil tanker traffic above levels previously recorded from 

the Varanus I lub operations as the introduction of theTanami and Simpson wells will be replacing 

production from other declining oil fields. 

The mini-platforms will probably become fish attraction devices (FADs). No fishing will be allowed 

oil or near the mini-platforms, so these areas will, in essence, become fish habitat protection areas 

for the duration of the project. 

The decommissioning of the Simpson development will require the production and disposal wells 

to be pluggel; the platforms and pipelines removed unless otherwise approved by the appropriate 

Minister(s); and the casings cut just below the seabed. A decommissioning plan will be prepared 

one year prior to the proposed dismantling of the project and sul,mitted to government for approval. 

7.2 	Summary of Impacts from an Accidental Event 

7.2.1 	Oil spill risk assessment overview 

The chance of an incident occurring that resulted in the spill of oil into the marine environment 

has been assessed as being a low probability event. Although the overall probability of a spill occurring 

is small, the quantitative risk assessment indicated that a smaller volume leak associated with the 

pipeline is more likely than a potentially larger event associated with a production well. 

'I'hcre is a high probability that oil will contact a shoreline should a spill occur offshore.The Lowendal 

Islands are at the greatest risk regardless of season and prevatlmg wind conditions. 'l'hc overall risk 

to shorelines, that is, the probability of a leak occurring in the first instance that would result in 

contacting a shoreline, ranged between 0.9 x 10 ' to 2.0 x lO,  which is considered a low risk. 

'I'echnical and management mechanisms such as: 

l)unding the floor of the platforms; 

using automatic shut-down valves; 

conducting routine inspections and maintenance checks; 

installing a continuous corrosion monitoring system; 

carrying out an education and training program; and 

having a detailed oil spill response plan in place 

have been incorporated into the engineering design and operating procedures for the Simpson 

development to reduce the chances of a leak incident occurring in the first instance and minimising 

the impact should a leak occur (see Section 6.2 and Table 12). 
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7.2.2 	Effects of an oil spill on habitats and endangered species 

A small oil spill is likely to result in localised, short-term impacts whereas a large spill may potentially 

result in an adverse impact to the habitats and biota of the area surrounding the Lowendal Islands. 

The oil spilt would be a light oil that would bcgin to degrade immediately. After the oil has veatherccl 

for more than a day, most of the toxic components contained within the oil would be lost. 

The shallow, subtidal habitats may be affected by the toxic components of the oil should a large 

oil spill occur. This could impact the algal and coral habitats, and their associated biota. Recovery 

of the algal communities would be rapid due to the fast growth rate of algae and rc-colonisation 

potential of the epibenthos. Recovery of corals would be slower. Neither of these two habitats or 

their associated species is confined to the immediate area of the Simpson development. No listed 

endangered or non-listed species populations would be adversely affected if these habitats were 

impacted in the immediate area of a spill. 

Abutilon Island has the potential to be adversely impacted by a large oil spill. The rocky shores, 

the sheltered bay on the cast side and the sandy beaches located within the bay would be 

detrimentally affected if oil contacted or accumulated in these areas. Rocky shore biota are expected 

to recover rapidl. The water quality of the bay would be affected until the oil and its toxic 

components had weathered and degraded. Oil that was entrained within the sediments on the sandy 

beaches would enter the marine environment until the oil had been cleansed out of the sediment 

by tide and wave action. 

Varanus Island would also be impacted by a large oil spill. Most of the shoreline on the eastern 

side is rocky shore that is exposed to high energy tide and wave activity.lhe beaches are less sheltered 

and there is less chance of oil accumulating within the bays. These beaches 5%()Ul(l be exposed to 

wave and tide action that would accelerate the degradation process. 

It is difficult to predict the effect of an oil spill on fish and sharks. The degree and extent of impact 

would depend on the length of time before the toxic component was lost and their ability to move 

away from the oil slick. Overall, a large oil spill is expected to have little impact on adult fish and 

shark populations of the region. 

Birds will be affected by an oil spill if their habitat and food supplies are affected. The birds most 

affected would be the shearwatcrs, terns and silver gulls if the spill occurred during their summer 

breeding season. All of these species Iced on fish and the main impact to them would come from 

the contamination of their food source and getting oiled plumage while they forage. Migratory 

shorebirds may lose some of the beach habitats they feed on but as they (1(1 not breesl on the islands, 

an oil spill would not cause an adverse impact to their overall populations. The north-west coast 

of Australia, between Broome and Port I Icdland, is the most important wintering locations for 

migratory birds compared to the t.owendal Islands (Lane 1987). 

The raptors on the island may be aliecte(l through the contamination of their food sources; the 

young could be affected by a spill in the winter months when they fledge and if they are fed 

contaminated fish. Recovery of any impacted species of bird that brecdls on the islands of the region 

would be slow, but would occur in time through breeding and new recruits. 

The impact of an oil spill to cetaceans and dugongs is expected to be low due to the low 

population numbers in the region and their ability to move away from an oil spill. 

A large oil spill may result in the decrease in the population of some of the listed endangered species; 

seabirds and turtles are the two faunal groups that would be the most adversely affected, 
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particularly if the spill occurred during the summer breeding season. A spill during the summer 

months would potentially disrupt their breeding season, resulting in a loss of at least one 

generation. None of the species found in the area are endemic to the area and recovery through 

breeding would commence in the following season. Recovery would be assisted by ensuring the 

beaches and rocky shorelines were clean of oil before the next breeding season. In time, the local 

populations would recover through new recruits and breeding. 

7.2.3 	Effects of other accidental events 

Accidental events such as dropped objects, litter and small chemical spills are unlikely to have 

significant impacts on marine or terrestrial biota because of their local and transient nature. The 

impacts from the introduction of pests onto the islands would be far more significant; however, 

as personnel and equipment will be restricted from landing on Abutilon Island it makes this event 

very unlikely. The existing quarantine procedures will similarly prevent any possible outbreaks on 

Varanus Island. 

Similarly, the risk of introducing exotic marine species to the waters of the Lowcndal Islands is 

low. I'his is due to the fact that the majority of tankers that come to the Varanus Island loading 

terminal do not discharge ballast water. In addition, Apache has macic it a requirement that every 

vessel will comply with the AQIS ballast water guidelines, as long as it is safe to carry out the 

procedure. 
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Environmental Management Plan 

The objectives of this management plan are: 

to achievc and demonstrate bcst cnvironmcntal practice by managing all activities of the 

development which may have an impact on the natural environment; and 

where an impact is unavoidable, minimise, ameliorate and manage the damage. 

In accordance with these objectives the components listed below will be used for the management 

of the Simpson development. 

Environmental policy and leadership commitment 

Ensures that an environmental policy is in place and addresses the top down commitment and 

responsibilities of the key people involved in the Simpson development. 

Legislation, conditions and commitments 

Identifies relevant legislation, conditions and commitments applicable to the environmental aspects of the 

development. 

Routine and emergency response procedures 

Generates risk reduction measures, work instructions, procedures and emergency response plans. 

• 	Ecological indicators 

f)fines the ecological indicators that can be measured to be able to assess the environmental impact of 
the project and how well management techniques are II'orking. 

Communication and education 

Ensures knowledge and acknowledgment of the natural environment and environmental commitments to 

the workforce and the community. 

Incident reporting, reporting and audits 

Ensures the reporting and investigation of environmental incidents and performance reports, and ensures 

compliance with procedures, commitments and conditions. 

These components comprise the management l)lan  and are detailed overleaf. 
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8.1 	Component 1: Environmental Policy and Leadership Commitments 

At a broad scale, the Simpson development will be managed to comply with Apache's Environmental 

Policy (Appendix 6). 

It is 1m1)ortant that the res,)onsit)ilities ofApache personnel and relevant contractors are understood 

and followed during all activities. The key roles for ensuring the protection of the environment 

and associated responsibilities For each role are listed below. 

Managing Director 	• Ensure compliance with Apache's Environmental policy. 

• Assume responsibility for providing adequate resources for 

environmental management. 

• Implement an emergency response strategy in the case of a spill 

incident. 

• Maintain communication with company personnel, government 

agencies and the media. 

Operations Manager Ensure compliance with Apache's environmental policy. 

• Ensure overall compliance with the Simpson development 

Environmental Management Plan with guidance from the Project 

Manager and Environmental Manager. 

• Report environmental incidents to the Environmental Manager. 

• Assist the Managing Director in the development of a response 

strategy in the event of a spill incident. 

Project Manager Ensure compliance to all relevant environmental legislative 

requirements, procedures, commitment and conditions as given in 

the Simpson development Environmental Management Plan. 

• Report environmental incidents to the Operations Manager and 

ensure that follow-up actions are carried out. 

• Ensure follow-up actions from the environmental audit have been 

carried out. 

Site Project Manager Implement and ensure compliance to all relevant environmental 

legislative requirements, procedures, commitments and conditions 

as given in the Simpson development Environmental Management Plan. 

• Communicate hazards and risks to the workforec and their 

implications, and the importance of following good work practices. 

• Apply appropriate enforcement mechanisms to prevent breaches of 

the Simpson development Environmental Management Plan. 

• Report environmental incidents to the Project Manager. 

• Carry out follow-up actions from the environmental audit. 

Field Superintendent Ensure contractor personnel are following the environmental 

guidelines for Varanus Island. 

• Develop a response plan in the event of a spill incident in close 

liaison with the Operations Manager. 
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Environmental 	• 	liase with the Project Manager and Site Contactor Manager to 

Manager 	 ensure compliance to legislation, procedures, commitments and 

conditions. 

Carry out environmental education and inductions. 

Partieipatc in oil spill response strategy. 

Dcvclop and carry out relevant monitoring. 

Conduct an environmental audit (luring the installation phase to 

ensure compliance. 

Masters of vessels 	Implement and ensure compliance to all relevant environmental 

legislative requirements, procedures, commitments and conditions 

as given in the Simpson development Environmental Management 

Plan. 

Communicate hazards and risks to the crew and the implications 

and importance of following good work practices. 

Maintain the vessels in a state of preparedness for emergency 

response. 

Report environmental incidents to the Project Manager and ensure 

that follow-up actions are carried out. 

Apply appropriate enforcement mechanisms to prevent breaches of 

the Simpson development Environmental Management Plan. 

Apache personnel, 	Apply the Simpson development Environmental Management Plan 

contractors and crew 	in letter and spirit. 

of support vessels. 	Follow good housekeeping procedures and work l)ractices. 

Encourage improvement wherever possible. 

Report incidents to the Site Project Manger. 

8.2 	Component 2: Legislation and Company Commitments 

8.2.1 	Environmental legislation 

The three primary Acts that pertain to the Simpson development are: 

Environmental Protection ,1cr 1986 VA: The State Act under which environmental 

assessment is carried out and approval obtained, and 

under which Ministerial conditions are administered. 

Environment Protection and Biodimersity The Commonwealth Act under which the 

Conservation Act 1999 Cth: State government was granted accreditation to 

assess the Simpson development.The 

Commonwealth Minister will grant Commonwealth 

approval and set Ministerial conditions. 

Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act The Act andits associated Schedule of Speck 

1982 WA: Requirements as to Offshore Petroleum Exploration and 

Production (1995) govern offshore oil and gas 

production activities. 
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8.2.2 	Company commitments 

The commitments madc by Apache for the Simpson development are given in lbIe 22. The 

commitments made for the production phase and decommissioning phase of the project will be 

amalgamatc(I into the Varanus lslan(l I tub Environmental Management Plan (Apache 1997; 

document EA.00-111-084). 

8.3 	Component 3: Guidelines and Procedures for Routine Operations and 
Emergency Response 

The major environmental risks associated with all phases of the Simpson development have been 

detailed in Sections 5 and 6.1-he procedures identilled for routine operations and emergency response 

to accidental events to ensure proper environmental management, derivc(l from the hazard 

identification workshop, are given below. 

8.3.1 	Routine operations 

The project manger and site project manager are responsible for ensuring that the guidelines are 

available to personnel and that the guidelines are carried out properly (Table 23). Any deviation 

from the guidelines or procedures that results in an environmental incident will be reported 

immediately to the relevant person. 

The following specific guidelines and procedures must be adhered to, to protect 1)0th marine and 

terrestrial flora and fauna: 

Quarantine Procedure Apache Document F.A-00-11-002. 

Australian Quarantine Inspection Services Ballast Water Guidelines. 

Anchoring Guidelines Apache environmental fact sheet. 

These three items will be distributed to the Site Project Manager to pass on to the appropriate 

personnel. 

Apache also subscribes to the Australian Petroleum Production and 1:xploration Association 

(APPEA) Code of Practice. In addition, the contractor may develop its own job spccilIc work 

guidelines and procedures that address environmental management issues. 

8.3.2 	Emergency response procedures 

It is recognised that an accidental spillage of oil may occur during the installation of the Simpson 

mini.platform and pipeline bundle, or during production. Emergency response manuals have been 

prepared in the event an oil spill oceurring.Fhe four relevant documents are given in Table 24. 

These documents will be available at the relevant locations on Varanus Island and support vessels. 

8.4 	Component 4: Ecological and Management Indicators 

The environmental performance of the contractors and Apache personnel, and the environmental 

impact occurring during the installation of the Simpson development and subsequent production 

can be measured, benchmarked and reported on by the development of ecological and management 

indicators.lhese indicators are objective and verifiable data that are measured, calculated or estimated 

providing Apache with the means of: 
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iinplicaticcns of the 

develdcjlmc'nt program 

'nic ensure compliance with 	An c'nvirddnmental audit will 	During the installation 	DME 

commitments, guidelines 	be carried c cut against 	 phase 

and pr s'eclures. 	 the EMP 

To ensure compliance with 	Conditions and commitments 	Prior to the 1lrcxluctiiin 	l)ME 

cc,mfld itments, guidelines 	will be incorpi crated into the 	phase 

and procedures. 	 Varanics l-icth c'nvironmental 

(latahase. 

Simpson ecological indicaticrs Dtcring the producticcn 	CAlM 

will he inctcrpccrated into phase 

the regiccnal mccnitoring 

program (see 'Fable 23). 

The Oil Spill Cccntingencv Prior to the 	 DM12 

Plan will be updated to meet commencement of the 

currc-nt NatPlan fdirrnat installation 1chasc'. 	Dcci 

and 	will inccdrpdirate 

this proposal - 

,lb assess longer_term 

impacts of the 

ckveiiipmeuit - 

To cic'v,'lo1i sirategies for 

the containment, 

deflect ion .111(1 clean - Ill)  

of oil spills. 

Table 22: Company commitments for the Simpson development. 

No. 	Topic 	 Commitment 	Objectives 	 Action 	 Timing 	 Advice to 	Measurement criteria 
(What) 	 (Why) 	 (110w/Where) 

An Environmental To ensure compliance with The EMP will be made Prior to the 	 DM12 

Management Plan the company commitments available to all personnel commencement of 	CALM 

(EMP) will be made in the PER and to involved in tile installation the installation phase. 

prepared for the Ministerial conditions, phase. A list of guiclelinc's 

installation cn phase gi veil in the PER will be 

of the prc 1lccsecl incorporated into installation 

contracts. 

llw prolxcneldt 'Ii, ensure ample ('ertificaticcn of currency Prior to the 	 l)MF 

and each of its fInancial resources of,  iflsUd'aflce in accordance commencement of 

l'articipants will hold for clean-up and with directicins from the the installation phase. 

extensile insurance for remedial action Minister for Minerals and 

liahilit. and clean-up, in the case of a spW. Energy. 

All personnel going To give personnel the Inductions to be given to all At all times. 	 I )ME 

un site will undergo means of identif\'ing the personnel. I lalcitat maps and CALM 

an education and risks and knowledge guidelines to be provided. 

training program. of the environmental 

I 	Environmental 

management 

2 	Environmental 

management 

I 	Envirc ininental 

management 

4 	Environmental 

management 

Environmental 

management 

6 	Environmental 

management 

7 	Oil spills 

An c'ncirc cfli)li,'fltal 

audit ccftlie 

installation phase 

of the 1)101)  csal 

will be carried out 

The pvc cpccsal 

will he in( or1,c crated 

lilt)) the Varanus 

I-I uh Environmental 

Management Plan. 

The prc cpc csal 

will be incorpc crated 

into Apache's 

u'egtorcal uuccnitcdring 

program. 

The Oil Spill 

Cont ingencv Plan 

(OSCI') will be 

prepared - 

Letter from DEP apprccving 

the EM)'. 

CertifIcate of insurance 

Ironc the Unclerw riters, 

Records of all personnel 

undergoing training 

will be kept. 

The prccpenent will scmhm it - 

results of the audit to DM12. 

Conditions and commitments 

tcc be added toexisting list 

forVaranus Island Flub. 

Results UI be incccrpcirated 

into the annual report 

required uicder the CALM 

lease - 

letter frc cm I )M F 

apliricd ing the OSCP. 



Table 22: Company commitments for the Simpson development. (cont.) 

No. 	Topic 	 Commitment 
	

Objectives 	 Action 	 Timing 	 Advice to 
	

Measurement criteria 

(What) 
	

(Why) 	 (How/Where) 

S Construction A pipeline route k) protect the corals. Detailed habitat maps and Prior to the DMF. Pipeline bundle route mapped 

impacts avoiding coral patch aerials sri11 be provided to the Commencement CALM on habitat maps. 

reels and bomnaics site project manager. Selection of the installation Aerial photos of pipeline 

will be selected, of route will be along soft phase. bundle route. 

buttons habitat. 

9 Construction A pipeline route To protect the corals. :\ post-installation survey Prior to the DME Close-out report containing 

impacts avoiditig coral patoIs will be carried out and commencement of CALM visual observations and 

reefs and lmrnmies (Onipar('d to a pre.itistallation the installation phase. photos of the pipeline 

will be selected. survey. After the pipeline bundle route. 

bundle has been laid. 

10 Construction Procedures to he To protect corals and An anchoring plan trill be Prior to the DME Marine monitoring to 

impacts adopted to Issilsimise soft bottom benthos. developed using detailed comnsencen,ent of the CALM determine recovery ratt'. 

damage by anchors, habitat niaps and aerial photos. installation phase. No impact to corals. 

A chs iring guidelines will be 

issued to the barge antI 

support vessels. 

II Construction Access to islands. 'hi protect island flora and Ni) access by construction During the installation I)ME Number of time., ant 

impacts fauna, personnel to in\ island phase. CALM of the islands was accessed 

except Varatius Island. by personnel to be recorded 

as an environmental incident. 

I 2 Construction Access on Varanus To protect the east Access trill on1v be allowed During the installation DME Number of tinses sheartvater 

impacts Island. shearwater rookery, between the road and the phase. CALM rookery was ao'rssecl 

CALM lease luiumlar 	rope. by personnel to lie recorded 

as an environmental incident. 

13 Construction Clearing of vegetation To protect Only vegetation adjacent to During the installation DMF Close -out report with photos 

ispacts will be miniioised. the vegetation in the 'Fanansi flowline, but phase. CALM on the extetst of clearing 

the east shearwater within the CALM lease that was carried out. 

rookery. lioitndary, trill be cleared. 

14 Construction Installation activities To avoid impacts to Ni, installation during the During installation DME Closc'-out report confirming 

impacts trill not occur during the corals. April coral spawning activities. CALM no installation occurred 

coral spanning periosl. season. during the coral spawning 

season. 

15 Turtle and Installation activities To avoid impacts to lntallation activitrs trill During installation DME Close-out report confirming 

seabird breeding trill not ocotir during ttirtles and seabirds. occur otitside the peak activities. CALM no installation occurred 

peak turtle and turtle and seahird breeding during the peak turtle and 

seahird nesting period, period of November - March. - - - 	- - - - - 	- seal-sird nesting periol. 



19 	Shoreline 

stability 

20 	Liquid 

em issions 

21 	1_iquid 

eiitisSiimns 

22 	I .iquid eniissii ins 

The shoreline me will 

lie po tected against 

erosion. 

No discharge of 

sewage adjacent to 

Ahutilon Island. 

1-lydrotest water 

will not he 

disposed into 

the marine 

enviri inment. 

Produced liirnsation 

water will not be 

disposed into the 

marine enviri)nment. 

Table 22: Company commitments for the Simpson development. (cont.) 

No. 	Topic Commitment Objectives Action 	 Timing Advice to Measurement criteria 

(What) (Why) (How/Where) 

16 	Feral animals, weeds No access will be To protect island flora No access to any island will 	At all times. DME Close-out report confirming 

and other exotic permitted on Abutilon and fauna, be permitted except with the CALM no access to islands by 

Species Island, permIssion of the Field installation personnel. 

Superintendent. 

17 	Feral animals, Approved quarantine To protect island flora Quarantine procedures 	 At all times. DME Close-out report confirming 

weeds and other procedures will he and fauna, updated. Procedures to be C.'\ [ M no introduction of weeds or 

exotic species implemented. incorporated into contracts pest species. 

IS 	Marine pest species 	Risk of introduced 

pest species to he 

in ininosed 

of installation ii iniracti ir. 

Inductions given to all 

persi sinel 

To protect the marine All tankers coming to the At all times. [)ME 

environment, tanker 1i iading terminal ss ill CALM 

comply with the Australian 

Quarantine Inspection 

(;nmdelines. 

'lii protect the shoreline The pipeline bundle will During installation of DME 

('rossing and maintain the be rock bolted to the existing pipeline bundle. CAI.M 

integrity of the pipeline stalsiliseil shoreline. 

bundle. 

To protect the marine Sewage will not be During the installation DME 

environment. discharged from the lay- phase. CALM 

barge within 3 km of' the 

proposal. 

To protect The development will he During hvdrotesting of L)ME 

the marine designed so that hdrotest the pipeline bundle. C!LM 

environment, water is ilisjii iseil down a 

deep disposal well. 

The development will he At all times during the DME To protect the marine 

envlronlnent. designed si i that produced productiin phase. CA I Ni 

formation water is itisjii iseil 

down a deep disposal well. 

All tankers to submit AQIS 

Ballast Water re1iorting form 

to A1iache and to AQIS. 

Close-out report confirming 

rock lii ilting carried out as per 

engineering plan. 

Report from the skipper 

confirming the lcicatii in 

of,  the discharge. 

Close-out report confirming 

that Its drotest water has 

not tiei'n disposed into the 

marine ens ironndent. 

Location of disposal of 

Simpson priidlticed formation 

water mt's irporated into 

annual DLI' licence report. 



Table 22: Company commitments for the Simpson development. (cont.) 

No. 	Topic 	 Commitment 	 Objectives 	 Action 	 Timing 	 Advice to 	Measurement criteria 

(What) 	 (Why) 	 (How/Where) 

23 	Liquid 

emissions 

24 	Solid wastes 

Ccirrosic,n and scale 

inhibitors will not be 

disposed into the 

marine envi rcbnment. 

Solid wastes will 

be disposed of in an 

appropriate manner, 

To protect the marine 

environment, 

Ti, protect the island 

flora and fauna, 

The corrosion and scale unit 

will be located within a 

bunded area that can hold the 

volume of a j,oti'ntial spill 

Solid wastes will be 

segregated and disposed of 

as detailed in the Varanus 

Hub Waste Management Plan. 

During the production 

phase. 

At all times. 

DME 

CAI.M 

DM1 

CA l.M 

Letter of approval for the 

bund design and capacity 

from DME and CALM. 

Report to be submitted 

recording the volume of 

waste disposed of and disposal 

methc>cl. Data included in 

DEl' licence report. 

25 	Introduced The risk of introducing To protect the marine Compliance with the At all times <luring the CAI.M Quantity of ballast water, 

marine species marine pest species will environment. Australian Quarantine production phase. last port of call to be reported 

be minimisell and lnsin'ctlon  Services in annual report required 

Ballast svater guidelines. under CA l.M lease. 

26 	(;rec'nl,,,use Minimise greenhouse Ti protect Best available technoliigv During the installation DEP Sources and quantity of 

gases emissions, the atmosphere. to be used to minimise and production phases. DME emissions to be incorporated 

greenhouse gases. into I DEP annual licence 

No flaring. Engines to report and N P1 report 

run at most efficient capacity. 

27 	Light orerspill Minimise Minimise disturbance to larpaulins to lie used to During the installation DME Report describing the type 

lights ovc'rs1,ilt . turtles and seal,irds. shield light during welding and production phases. CAI.M of navigational light to be 

and grinding, used. 

Navigatii in light design Dot 

that will generate least 

amount of,  light but meeting 

navigational saletv standards. 

25 	Decommissioning The mini.platforms 'hi protect the marine and A detailed decommissioning At least I rear prior DME Deconsmissiiming plan and 

and pipeline bundle terr,'strial environment, plan for the mini_platforms to decommissioning. CA I hi closeout report that plan has 

will be removc',I at and pipeline bumlte will be been folli dwell 

the end of the project developed. 

life or as per Ministerial 

conditions. 

, 
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Table 23: Environmental guidelines. 

Oil and chemical spills 	 Sulilcient clean-up materials will be stored on the support vessels to clean up small spills. 

Drainage from the sessel where oil or cleaning materials are used or stored will be hundetl. 

Spill on the deck will be cleaned up immediately. 

Oil will be presented on support vessels and the mini_platforms from going clown a drain Iw 

ensuring that drains are closed to the enviri inment. 

Drip trays will be used under all machinery drip tubes and fuel points. 

Separation equipment will have an automatic shutdown capability of oil exceeds IS ppm 

Vessels will not discharge bilge watcr at the development site or along the pipeline route. Bilge 

water can be discharged no less than 10 km from a shoreline or reef. 

Oil spills greater than 80 L will be reported to the Project Manager immediately. Apache will 

forward the report to DME .A record will be made of spills less than 80 L and submitted to 

the Project Manager for internal reporting. 

Waste management 	 llazardcsus materials will be stored in a safe manner. Material Sakty Data Sheets will be available for 

all chemicals used on the proj ect. 

Oil and chemical drums will be stored in hunded areas and on top of palkts where possible. 

Waste will be segregated and the appropriate disposal method for each type of waste generate)l will 

be used. 

Solid wastes from the support vessels will be taken to Varanus Island for proper disposal. 

Biodegradable soaps and detergents will be used on the support vessels. 

There will be no discharge of sewage into the marine environment. 

Kitchen wastes will be bagged and taken toVaranus Island for incineration. 

• No disposal of debris, garbage or litter will occur to the sea or terrestrial environments. Particular 

care will he taken for synthetic materials such as styrofoam cups and plastic bags. 

Waste oil and grease from machinery will be returned to shore for recycling at an approved site. 

A log of these wastes will be kept. 

Chemicals having minimal environmental toxicity and bioarcunsulation characteristics, but which 

meet safet requirement, will be used. 

Engmes will be run at the most efficient capacity. 

Conservation 	 • The booklet detailing the environmental guidelines for Varanus 

Island will he distril,uted to all personnel working on the project. 

All personnel will undergo an environmental induction. 

Rules defining access will be strictly adhered to. 

Quarantine procedures for Varanus Island will be strictly adhered to. 

The anchoring guidelines will be strictly adhered to. 

Table 24: Emergency response documents. 

	

I Document title 	 Document number I 
Oil Spill Contingency Plan Volume 1. Operations. 	AE-00-EF-008 REV I 

Oil Spill Contingency Plan. Volume 2. Resource Atlas. A-00--00/2 

Emergency Response Management Manual AE-OO-ZF-021 

Procedure for Varanus Field Cyclone Response AE-91-lF-005 

Incident Reporting Procedure AE-91-lF-002 

( 
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(lemonstrating compliance with regulatory requirements and stan(lards; 

measuring the level of impact from the various phases of the development; and 

achieving and demonstrating best practice to the regulators and the public. 

The indicators developed for routine activities of the proposed Simpson development are detailed 

in Table 25. Should an accidental event such as an oil spill occur, a specially designed monitoring 

program would be developed covering such aspects as concentration of hydrocarbons in water and 

sediment, intertidal fauna counts, degree of fauna mortality and coral monitoring. 

A program will be developed that will monitor the in(licators listed inTable 25 to assess the impact 

of the installation phase of the Simpson development on the biological, chemical and physical 

environment. 

program to assess the impact of the production phase of the Simpson development will be 

incorporated into the regional monitoring and research program established by Apache in 1986. 

Some of the ecological values that will be monitored are turtles, scabirds, corals, macroalgac and 

water quality. Apache commenced a turtle genetics program in 2000 to determine the uniqueness 

of the Hawskbill turtle population that nests on the Lowendal and Montebello Islands. 

A separate program to assess the impact of decommissioning and identity rekvant monitoring will 

be designed at least one year prior to the commencement of decommissioning. 

8.5 	Component 5: Communication and Education 

8.5.1 Communication 

lo (late, consultation has been held with the following organisations 

6 October 2000 Conservation Council Western Australia 

The Marine and Coastal Community Network 

ii October 2000 WA Fisheries industry Council 

17 October 2000 Conservation and land Management - WA 

19 October 2000 Morgan Pearls 

25 October 2000 Presentation to : Conservation Council Western Australia 

The Marine and Coastal Community Network 

2 February 2001 Department ofTransport 

The principal focus of the consultations was to inform the various community groups and 

government agencies of the Simpson development proposal and the status of the approval process. 

No formal documentation of these consultations was made, as the intent was to provide an awareness 

of the project in the first instance and to get an indication of the areas of concern. 

The primary concerns ex1)resscd by these various groups were: 

the impact of an oil spill; 

the impact of the project on the biodivcrsity of the area; and 

shipping and ballast water. 

An environmental hazard i(fentification workshop was carried out in December 2000. The Apache, 

government and community personnel that participated in this workshop are given in Appendix 3. 
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Table 25: Ecological and management indicators for the Simpson development. The monitoring program will be developed using some of the ecological indicators. 

Stressor Ecological value at risk Key potential environmental impacts Measuring impact 

Value description Spatial Characteristics Spatial extent of impact Duration Recovery time Indicators for measurement 

extent of of activity 

value causing 

impact 

Anchoring Itenthic soft bottom Regional Unconsolidated 	and on 100 in' area of impact to seabed. 2 weeks Res'olonisation of sob bottom A rca of ilisturicanse to seabsil (ni 

C(,ininuiilties scale. limestone bedrock. Potential for: seabed within 6 months. . 	Rei'in cry tinic (months) 

Water quality No Ic caused l'i'edoni inanily inairclalgae. - 	claniage to macroalgae Suspendm I sotids teading to Damage to iiiarked ci irals 

Corals species. sparse epilauna. and epifauna. turbidity will settle out ralil  liv. 

Marine fauna Patch coral reefs. - 	rapid recovery potential. Ni, impact to corals. 

Marine animals are michile, . 	increased water turbiilim 

transitory, in small iiiiiic tIers, 

Noise and lights 'liirtles Regional scale. 'turtles and sealnrik are micl,ile, Noise may be hearil up to 2 km Noise: 2 Noise: lnniiediati', Sealciril a,gregations 

Seahirds No lc,calised transit(iry. and seasonal. away, 	Ni, lights (luring weeks I 	or absence I 

Other marine fauna populations. Other marnie launa in water installation phase (working \av igational light: Should have no impact. . 	Number of ttirtles taiged 

(dtigongs, fish, colunin is mobile and daylight hours lint)'), light: tO years . 	Number of,  shearwater burrows 

ilolliliins, invertebrates transitional. Navigation light will he small, 

marine) possilly shaileil on one siife. 

Laying of pipeline Bc'nthic soft hc(ttom Regional scale. I. lncicnsccliclate,l 	and on 1,700 m 	area iii impart to 2 sceeks Recolonisation of soft - 	Area of ilistcirlcani'e tic seabed )m) 

bundle - iiflshore ('onimunii's No loralised limestone hecli'ock . seabed. bottom seabcd within . 	Recovery time 	months) 

Water qtialitv populations. Predominantly macroalgac, Potential bir: 6 months. - 	Daniage to marked corals. 

Corals sparse e1cifauna. - damage to macroalgae Suspended will settle Correct placement of pipeline bundle 

Marine fauna I 'atch coral reefs, and ('liifatifla. Out rapidl', so only Qualitative observaticin (If any 

Marnie anin(als are In 	bile, . rapid recovery potential temporary increase in sediment 	clume 

transitccrv, in small nunilcers. of sealiecl . turbidity. \5aste  clispiised ccl (number (If skips 

increased water turbidity. No impact to corals. . 	Waste dis1iccsed (ci (<lispccsal location) 

Trenching of pipeline Bentha' soft bottom Regional scale. llncicnsoliilated 	and un 400 m2  area of impact to seabed. I days Recolonisation of soft hottccm Area ol (listijrl,ance (nc 2). 

bundle - offshore coniniunitmes No localised limestone l,edro( k, Potential for: seabed within 6 months. - 	Recovery time cif seabed 	(months). 

\'aier quality populations. Predominantly mai'ri(algae. - damage to macroalgae and 

Corals 

Suspended solids leading to Spatial and temporal extent of 

sparse epifauna. epifauna. turbidity will settle out rapidly. sc(lin)etit plume 

Marine fauna Patch coral reef's. . 	rapid recovery potential of' Ni) impact to corals. 

Marine animals are tic, chili', seabed. 

transitory, in small numbers. . 	increased water turbidity. 



Table 25: Ecological and management indicators for the Simpson development. The monitoring program will be developed using some of the ecological indicators. (cont.) 

Stressor Ecological value at risk Key potential environmental impacts Measuring impact 

Value description Spatial Characteristics Spatial extent of impact Duration Recovery time Indicators for measurement 
extent of of activity 

value causing 

impact 

Installation of Shorc'hnc habitat Regional scale. shoi'einc habitat: 	jock 700 in7 of,  impact to terrestrcal 2 weeks Vegetation kept to a minimum - 	Unauthorised access to rookery 

pipebne bundle Terrestrial flora No localised boulders and cement blocks. vegetation, under and itnmedcatel 	adjacent (number times) 

onshore Shearwaters populations. Thrrestrial habitat: 	low to spelines for safety reasons. Damage to shearwater 

growing, sparsely distributed burrows (ntlmhcr burrows) 

vegetation. A rca of disturbance to vegetath St (to- ) 
- 	Waste disposed of (no. slcips 

- 	\Vaste clisposm t of (disposal Ii nation 

l'roeluction of oil Open svater Regional scale Marine environment. 1,700 jn2  of disturbance to 10 years Settlement of hard bottom . 	Number of turtles tagged 

Marine animals No localiscd seabed, fauna on pipeline bundle. - 	Number of shearwater rookeries 

Atmosphere populations. Replacement of soft bottom - 	No change in water quality 
seabed with hard substrate (ANZI2CC water duality  criteria used) 

(pipeline bundle). No change in adjacent coral 

communities 

V dume of atmospheric em issu ins 

Sim1isc In nil tosicitv study 

- 	Turtle p 'p 	latnin genetic studs 

(no disruption to poptilaton ) 
- 	Detailed tide/current validath in study 

Aerial photo at I 	00ni altitude 

- Number intr sLiced marine species 

(Fisheries booklet as guide) 

Number of spills 
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Ongoing consultation with relevant community  groups and government agencies will continuC 

throughout the assessment and approval process. 

8.5.2 	Education 

QualilIcd members of staff will givc personnel and contractors involved in the Simpson development 

an environmental induction.The topics covered will include: 

an overview of this assessment and management plan; 

regulatory and procedural requirements; 

environmental policy principles; 

• environmental resources at risk; and 

• environmental guidelines and procedures to be used; and 

• an overview of the conditions and commitments for the project. 

Issues covered at an induction 

Resource Sensitivity - 	Resource maps are available in the  amenities building and briefing room on 

Varanus Island. 

- 	Describe the sensitive resources located nearby. These resources include islands, 

corals and shallow water shoals. Fact sheets on these resources available in briefing 

room. 

Islands important for turtle breeding - three species breed on the beaches, all 

species are listed as an endangered species. 

Numerous animals are found in the open water environment - dolphins, whales, 

seabircls, turtles. Many of these are listed species. 

- 	Oil can be devastating to marine life. Must avoid any sort of spillage. 

Pertinent legislation, - 	Bring Environmental I'olicv to everyone's attention. 

guidelines and Everyone must be aware of the legislation that pertains to the development 

procedures program and where these acts can be found. 

Commonwealth PSLA is the main legislation during installation and production. 

- 	Everyone must be aware of the environmental guidelines and procedures relevant 

to the project. 

We are working under commitments and conditions that are legally binding. 

Environmental Assessment and Management Plan is legally binding. 

General guidelines Any spillage of oil or other chemicals is reportable to Apache. Spills >80 L to 

DME under the P(SL)A. 

Report all spills to relevant person. 

- 	If smaller spills occur, these must be reported - not to reprimand, but to ensure 

that procedures are checked to make sure they don't, happen again. 

General housekeeping to be kept to a high standard: keep (leeks and construction 

area clean of litter, rags gloves, etc. 

- 	Nothing is to be thrown or dumped overboard from support vessels. 

- 	All precautions must be made to avoid spillage of anything into the marine 

environment or onto the ground onVaranus Island. If oil or chemicals arc spilt, 
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they must be cleaned UI)  immediately and the soilcd clean-up materials disposed of 

in skips. Don't hose spillage overboard from any vessel. 

Emphasisc the importance of proper storage of chemicals and drums....he 

integrity of the drums should be checked to make sure they are not leaking. 

Drums of liquid must be within bunded areas. 

Put drip trays under anything that may drip oil or chemicals and clean these up on 

a regular basis. 

Segregate wastes into clearly marked bins/skips and recycle wherever possible. Use 

minimal volume of chemicals. 

Waste associated with the Simpson development must be recorded. 

8.6 	Component 6: Incident reporting, Reporting and Audits 

The people responsible for reporting incidents, recording and reporting the various environmental 

perlormance indicators and conducting audits are listed below. 

8.6.1 	Incident reporting 

All environmental incidents will be reported in the first instance to the Site Project Manager. The 

Environmental I\lanager will record all incidents into Apache's Environmental Incidents database 

as per Apache's Incident Reporting Procedure (Document AE-91 -IF-002).The relevant management 

personnel will participate in any incident investigations. 

All spills to the marine and terrestrial environment will be reported. All spills over 801. will be 

reported to the Department of Minerals and Energy. Any smaller spills will be reported for internal 

reference. 

8.6.2 	Recording and reporting 

The Environmental Manager or their delegate will generate a report on the compliance to the 

conditions and commitments set for the project and the ecological standards. The report will be 

distributed to the company and government either immediately upon completion of the installation 

phase or on an annual basis, whichever is appropriate. 

8.6.3 Audits 

The Environmental Manager (or delegate) and Site Project Manager will carry out an environmental 

compliance audit to this plan during the installation phase of the development. The Site Project 

Manager will be responsible for any lllow-up actions as a result of the audit. 

The production phase will be incorporated into the quarterly Varanus Island I tub environmental 

audits. The Field Superintendent will be responsible for any follow-u1, actions as a result of the 

audits. 
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Glossary 

AMSA 

AIPEA 

AQIS 

Associated gas 

Ion 

Blowout 

bopd 

CALM 

Casing 

Christmas trec' 

CO2  

DMF 

Deviated well 

EA 

EPAct 

EPA 

EPBC 

FADs 

ISG OTT 

MAli 

MAR P0 1 

OSCP 

PAH 

PER 

PEW 

Produced formation water 

PSLA 

Reservoir 

Tj 

Conversions 

lmt  = 6.29 bl)lS 
kg / 0.79 = L 
L / 159 = bIds 

Australian Marine Safety Authority' 

Australian l'ctrolcum Production & Exploration Association 

Australian Quarantine lnspcction Services 

Natural gas found in association with oil, either dissolved in 
the oil or as a cap of free gas above the oil. 

Barrcl.The unit of volume measure used for petroleum 
products. 
1 1)1)1 = 159 litres 

6.29 bhls = I cubic metre 

The situation that occurs when gas, oil or water escapes in 
an uncontrolled manner from a well. Containment equipment 
is used to keep the pressure of the reservoir in check. 

Barrels of oil per clay 

Department of Conservation and Land Management 

The steel pipe that is cemented into the well to prevent the 
wall from collapsing and stop unwante(l fluids from 
entering the hole from the surrounding rocks. 

An array of pipes and values fittC(l to a production 
wcllhcad to control the flow of oil and gas, and prevent a 
possible blowout. 

Carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas. 

Department of Minerals and Energy, Western Australia 

A well drilled in a way that its controlled direction departs 
progressively from the vertical during drilling. 

Environment Australia 

Environmental Protection Act 1 986 (WA) 

Environmental Protection Authority 

Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 2000 (Cth) 

Fish Attraction Devices 

International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals 

Monocyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from 
Ships 1973 

Oil Spill Contingency Plan 

Polycy'clic aromatic hydrocarbons 

Public Environmental Review 

Produced formation water 

The fossil water associated with the oil and gas present in a 
hydrocarbon reservoir. 

Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1982 (WA) 

A geological stratum in which oil or gas is present 

Terajoulcs 
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Appendix I 

Environmental Protection Authority 

GUIDELINES 

SIMPSON OIL FIELD DEVELOPMENT 
(Offshore Ahutilon Island, Lowendal Islands. North West Shelf) 
(Assessment Number 1358) 

Part A 	Specific Guidelines for the preparation of the Public l:nvironmental Review 

Part B 	Generic Guidelines for the preparation of an environmental review document 

Attachment I 	Example of the invitation to make a submission 

Attachment 2 	Advertising the environmental review 

Attachment 3 	Simpson l)evelopment location map 

These guidelines are provided for the preparation of the proponent's environmental review 
document. The specific environmental Ictors to be addressed are identifIed in Part A. The generic 
guidelines for the format of an environmental review (loeUment are 1)rOVi(le(l in Part B. 

The environmental review document must address all elements of Part 'A' and 
Part 'B' of these guidelines prior to approval being given to commence the 
public review. 

The environmental review document must also address any,  requirements of 
the Commonwealth Government under the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. 
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Part A: Specific Guidelines for the preparation of the 
Public Environmental Review 

1. The proposal 

The proposed Simpson dcvclopmcnt will consist of: 

2 mini- platforms positioned at the surface locations of the production wells; 

a sub-sea pipeline bundle linking the mini-1)latfOrnls to each other and to existing facilities on 

Varanus Island approximatelY I SOOm to the north of the ficl(l. 

The mini-platforms will: 

measure approximately Sm x Sm and will sit about 10 in above the water surface; 

be unmanned; 

contain a minimal amount of equipment limited to the ve!l head, testing equipment and 

emergency shut-down facilities. 

The pipeline bundle will consist of pipelines for: 

transporting the crude oil, produced formation water (PFW) and natural gas recovered from 

the production wells; 

disposal of PFW into a deep disposal well; 

lift gas; and 

corrosion inhibitor chemicals and process control. 

Existing and upgraded processing equipment onVaranus Island will separate the oil, gas and PFW 

stream received from the incoming production pipeline. 

Produced formation water (estimated to be 306 barrels per day in 2001, increasing to 26.476 barrels 

per day by year 10) will be reinjected either to existing deep disposal well(s) for disposal. No water 

will be disposed of into the marine environment. 

Natural gas separated from the Simpson development will be: 

combined with the natural gas streams from other existing gas fields and exported as domestic 

sales gas; and/or 

used as lift gas by re-injection into the reservoir to enhance recovery. 

No flaring or venting of the associated gas will occur unless under an emergency. 

Crude oil produced will be stored in the existing bulk storage tanks for loading to tankers via the 

Varanus Island offloading marine terminal. The annual average oil production will be 2,500 barrels 

of oil per (lay.  (bopd) in 2001, peaking at 8,037 bopd and progressively decreasing to 794 hopd 

by 2010. 

Tanker activity will not increase over the historical frequency of the Varanus Island marine 

terminal as the Simpson field will only be replacing some of the declining Harriet and Agincourt 

oilfield reserves. 
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2. Environmental factors relevant to this proposal 

At this preliminary stage, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) believes the environmental 

factors, objectives and work required are as detailed in the table below: 

Environmental Issue 	Objective(s) 

I IYI)ROCARBON SPILLS 	• Prevent hydrocarbon spills from all sources. 

Ensure oil spill contingency plans are in place. 

l:nvironmcntal factor 	Scope of work 

Spills from the development 	Estimate the oil spill risk at the development over its lifespan: 

and pipeline 	 probability of spill occurring; 

probability of spill contacting sensitive areas; 

probable ecological impacts in the event that a spill contacts sensitive 

areas such as coral reefs, mangroves, turtle nesting beaches or 

aquaculture facilities; potential implications for endangered / migratory 

spccics such as turtles, dugongs and sea lurds; 

probable time for, and iniplications of, environmental 

recovery / rehabilitation / cleanup. 

Investigate risk reduction options including siting the development further 

offshore. Risks should be assessed on the basis of International Best Practice 

for petroleum developments in environmentally sensitive areas and the 

Principle ofALARP (As Low as Reasonably Practicable). 

Update oil spill contingency plan to accommodate the new development (at 

international best practice level). 

Spills from Shipping Provide information as to whether there will be increased tanker traffic as a 

result of the project. 

Provide a summary of oil spill risk management measures (including pre- 

qualiation of ships) applied to shipping associated with the Apache base at 

Varanus Island. 

CO\S1R..lCilON IMPACTS Select pipeline route so as to protect the environment. 

Avoid interference with turtle/bird breeding. 

Protect offshore and island ecosystems from introduction of feral 

animals, weeds and other exotic species. 

Environmental factor Scope of work 

Coral reefs Select pipeline route so as to avoid coral reefs and other sensitive 

environments. 

Adopt procedures to prevent damage to corals and other sensitive 

environments by work vessels and their anchor chains. 

Phase pipeline and platform construction to avoid impacts during coral 

spawning time. 

Turtle/bird breeding Phase pipeline and platform construction so as to avoid interference with 

turtle/bird breeding, where impacts are possible 
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Environmental Issue 	Objective(s) 

Feral animals, weeds and 	 Approved quarantine procedures are to be im1)lemeflted. 
other exotic SPCCICS 	 (Note: landings on Ahutilon Island are not permitted by CALM other than 

in emergency conditions.) 

Sand dunes and coastal 	 Shoreline pipeline crossing on Varanus Island to be designed in consultation 

vegetation 	 with CALM. 

Rehabilitation (where disturbance is unavoidable) to be carried out in 

consultation with CALM. 

Shoreline stability 	 In consultation with CALM, design Varanus Island shoreline crossing to 

prevent shoreline from erosion due to pipeline acting as a groyne. 

EM ISSION S Protect environment from pollution 

Prevent introduction of exotic marine organisms from ballast water and 

hull fouling 

Minimise greenhouse gas emissions 

Protect turtles and other wildlife from the effects of light overspill 

("photo pollution") 

Environmental factor Scopc of'  work 

Liquid emissions Develop a management plait for disposal of pipeline test chemicals 

(hydrotest waters and pickle liquors), 1)i1)eline treatment chemicals 

(biocicics, corrosion inhibitors, and antifouling used to maintain the 

pipeline) and produced formation water, to ensure low impact on the 

environment, consistent with international best practice. 

Introduced marine organisms Assess risk of introducing exotic marine organisms via ballast water or hull 

fouling. 

Submit appropriate strategy to prevent introduction of such organisms. 

Greenhouse gases Assess the impact of the proposal on greenhouse emissions. 

Develop a management plan to minimise greenhouse emissions. 

Light ovcrspill Design lighting in consultation with CALM specialists. 

DECOMMISSIONING l)eeonimissioning strategy to be 1)rel)are(I consistent with international 

best practice and as appropriate for shallow tropical marine environment. 

Environmental factor Scope of work 

Decommissioning Decommissioning to be considered at design phase. Submit 

decommissioning strategy as part of PER document. 

These issues/factors should be addressed within the environmental review document for the public 

to consider and make comment to the EPA. The EPA expects to address these issues/factors in 

its report to the Minister for the Environment. 

The EPA expects the proponent to fully consult with interested members of the public and take 

due care in ensuring any other relevant environmental factors, which may be of interest to the 

pullic, are addressed. 
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3. Availability of the environmental review 

3.1 Copies for distribution free of charge 

Supplied to DEP: 

Library/Information Ccntre 	 9 
EPA 	members 	 ................................6 
DEP 	(Perth)............  ......... ........................ 	. 	... 	. 6 
DEP (Karratha) 	. 	....................... 

Distributcd by the proponent to: 

Commonwealth Government Environment Australia........ 	. 	3 

State Government departments . 	Department of Conservation & Land Management ...... 2 
Fisheries WA 	...............................2 

Department of Minerals and Energy 	 .. 2 

Department ofTransport 

Local Government authorities Shire of Roebourne 	 2 

Libraries . 	J 	S 	Battye 	Library 	...................................3 
The Environment Centre 	 I 
Shire of Roebourne libraries (Karratha) 	 2 
Shire of Ashburton libraries (Onslow) ...................... .....2 

Other Conservation Council ofWA 

The Marine & Coastal Community Network 	. 

3.2 Available for public viewing 

J S Battye Library; 
* 	Shire of Roebourne library (Karratha); 

Shire of Ashburton libraries (Onslow); 

Department of Environmental Protection Library; and 
* 	DEP Karratha 
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Part B: Generic Guidelines for the preparation of an 
environmental review document 

1. Overview 

All environmental reviews have the obectve of )rotecting the environment. Environmental 

impact assessment is deliberately a public process in order to obtain broad ranging advicc.The review 

requires the proponent to describe: 

the proposal; 

receiving environment; 

potential impacts of the proposal on factors of the environment; and 

proposed management strategies to ensure those environmental factors are appropriately 

protected. 

lhroughout the assessment process it is the objective of the Environmental Protection Authority 

(EPA) to help the proponent to improve the proposal so the environment is 1,rotected.The DEP 

administers the environmental impact assessment process on behalf of the EPA. 

Tho Primary  purpose of the environmental review is to provide information on the proposal within 

the local and regional framework, with the aim of emphasising how the proposal may impact the 

relevant environmental factors and how those impacts may be mitigated and managed. 

The language used in the body of the environmental review should be kept simple and concise, 

considering the audience includes non-technical people, and any extensive, technical detail should 

either be referenced or appended to the environmental review. The environmental review 

document will form the legal basis of the Minister for the Environment's approval of the proposal 

and therefore should include a description of all the main and ancillary components of the 

proposal, including options where relevant. 

Information used to reach conclusions should be properly referenced, including personal 

communications. Such information should not be misleading or prcsc'ntecl in a way that could be 

construed to mislead readers. Assessments of the significance of an impact should be soundly based 

rather than unsubstantiated opinion, and each assessment should lead to a discussion of the 

management of the environmental factor, 

2. Objectives of the environmental review' 

The objectives of the environmental review are to: 

place this proposal in the context of the local and regional environment; 

adequately describe all components of the proposal, so that the Minister for the Environment 

can consider approval of a vell-clefmnecl project; 

provide the basis of the proponent's environmental management program, which shows that 

the environmental impacts resulting from the proposal, including cumulative impact, can be 

acceptably managed; and 

communicate clearly with the public (including government agencies), so that the EPA can 

obtain informed public comment to assist in providing advice to government. 
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. 	Fnvi ronmental management 

The EPA expects the proponent to have in place an environmental management system appropriate 

to the scale and impacts of the proposal including provisions for performance review and a 

commitmcnt to continuous improvemcnt. The system may be integrated with qualitY and health 

and safety systems and should include the following elements: 

environmental policy and commitment; 

planning of environmental requirements; 

implementation and oJ)eration of environmental requirements; 

measurement and evaluation of environmental performance; 

review and improvement of environmental outcomes. 

A description of the proposed environmental management system should be included in the 

environmental review (locumentation. If appropriate, the documentation can be incorporated into 

a formal environmental management system (such as AS/NZS ISO 14001). l'ublic accountability 

should be incorporated into the approach on environmental management. 

The environmental management program (EMP) is the key document of an environmental 

management system that should be adequately dcfinc(l in an environmental review documcnt.lhc 

EMP should provide plans to manage the relevant environmental factors, define the performance 

objectives, describe the resources to be used, outline the operational procedures and outline the 

monitoring and reporting procedures which would demonstrate the achievement of the objectives. 

4. Format of the environmental review (locurncnt 

Proponents should be encouraged to maintain close contact with the DEP officer during the 

preparation of the environmental review. Ihe draft environmental review should be provided to 

the DEP officer for comment. At this stage the document should have all figures proIlucc(l in the 

final format and colours. 

The proponent and DEP officer/Manager should agree on the time to be taken to review the draft, 

taking into account the level of consultation (luring the cnvironmmental review preparation, DEl 

officer's availability and the need for external review. Revision of the document may be requested 

to ensure that it addresses all topics and issues in these guidelines, can be read by the educated 

lay-person, contains no significant error of science and meets the required format. 

Under Section 40(3) of the Environmental Protection Act, the EPA has responsibility to determine 

the "form, content, timing and procedure of any environmental review requiredl to be undertaken". 

This responsibility has been delegated to the Director of the Evaluation 1)ivision for PERs and 

ERMPs, although it is advisable to liaise with the EPA Chairman for the latter. (Responsibility remains 

with the EPA Chairman for EPSs and PUEAs). 

When the I)EP officer is satisfied with the standard of the environmental review document (s)he 

will provide a written sign-off (through the Manager and Assistant Director as required) from the 

Director, Ealuation l)ivision to the proponent giving approval to advertise the document for public 

review. The review document may not be advertised for release before written approval is 

received. 

The proponent is also requested to provide the final document to the 1)EP in electronic format 

(Microsoft Word 2000 compatible), along with any scanned figures. Where possible, figures 

should be reproducible in black and white. 
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5. Contents of the environmental review document 

The contents of the environmental review should include an exccutivc summary, introduction and 

at least the following: 

5.1 the proposal 

A comprehensive description of the proposal including its location (address and certificate of titk 

details ),vhere relevant) is required. 

Justification and alternatives 

justification and objectives for the proposed development; 

the legal framework, including existing zoning and environmental approvals, and decision 

making authorities and involved agencies; and 

consideration of alternative options. 

Key characteristics 

The Minister's statement will bind the proponent to implementing the proposal in accordance with 

any technical specifications and key characteristics' in the environmental review document. It is 

important therefore, that the level of technical detail in the environmental review, while sufficient 

for environmental assessment, does not bind the proponent in areas where the project is likely to 

change in ways that have no environmental significance. 

Include a description of the components of the proposal, including the nature and extent of works 

prooscti. This information must be summarised in the form of a table as follows: 

Table 1: Key characteristics (example only) 

Element 	 Description 

I.k of project (mine production) 

Size of ore body 

< 5 rs (continual operatlon) 

682 000 tclnne% (upper limit) 

Area of disturbance (including access) 100 hectares 

List of major components refer plans, specifIcations, charts section 

pit imiiiediatelv helciw for details of map 

waste dump requirements 

infrastructure (svater suppk, roads, etc) 

Ore mining rate 

maximum 200 000 Comics per year 

Solid waste materials 

maximum 

Vs'ater supplY 

source 

maximum hourly requirement 

maximum annual requirement 

Fuel storage capacity and quantitY used 

Heavy mineral concentrate transport 

truck movements (maximum) 

800,000 tiinnes per year 

XYZ borefield, ABC aquifer 

180 cubic metres 

I 000 000 cubic metres 

litres: litres per year 

75 return truck loads per week 	 - 

Changes to the key characteristics of the proposal following final approval, would require assessment of the change 

and can be treated as non.suhstantial and approved by the Minister, if the environmental impacts are not significant. If 

the change is significant, it would require assessment under section 58 or section 46. Changes to other aspects of the 

proposal are generally inconsequential and can be implemented without further assessment. It is prudent to consult 

with the Department of Environmental Protection about changes to the proposal. 
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Plans, Specifica t ions, Charts 

Adequately dimensioned plans showing cicarly the location and elements of the proposal which 

are significant from the point of view of environmental protection, should be ineluded.The location 

and (limensions (for progressive stages of development, if relevant) of plant, amenities buildings, 

acccssways, stockpile areas, dredge areas, waste product disposal and treatment areas, all dams and 

water storage areas, mining areas, storage areas including fuel storage, iandscaped areas etc. 

Only those elements of plans, specifications and charts that are significant from the point of view 

of environmental protection are of relevance here. 

Figures that should always be included are: 

a map showing the proposal in the local context - an overlay of the proposal on a base map 

of the main environmental constraints; 

a ma1) showing the proposal in the regional context; and, if appropriate, 

a process chart / mass balance diagram showing inputs, outputs and waste streams. 

The 1dan/s should include contours, a north arrow, a scale bar, a legend, grid co-ordinates, the 

source of the data, and a title. If the data is overlaid on an aerial photo then the (late of the aerial 

j)hot() should be shown. 

Other logistics 

timing and staging of project; and 

ownership and liability for waste during transport, disposal oj)erations and long-term disposal 

(where appropriate to the proposal). 

5.2 Environmental factors 

The environmental review should focus on the relevant environmental factors for the proposal, 

and these should be agreed in consultation with the EPA and DEP and relevant public and 

government agencies. Preliminary environmental f'actors identified for the proposal are shown in 

Part A of these guidelines. 

l-urther environmental factors may be identified during the preparation of the environmental review, 

therefore on-going consultation with the EPA, DEP and other relevant agencies is recommended. 

The DEP can advise the proponent on the recommended EPA objective for any new environmental 

factors raised. Minor matters which can be readily managed as part of normal (,1)erations for the 

existing operations or similar projects may be briefly (lescribcd. 

Items that should be discussed with each environmental factor are: 

the EPA objective for this factor; 

a clear definition of the area of assessment for this factor; 

a description of what is f)eing affected - why this factor is relevant to the proposal; 

a description of how this factor is being affected by the proposal - the predicted extent of impact; 

a description of where this factor fits into the broader environmental / ecological context 

(only if relevant - this may not be applicable to all factors); 

a straightforward description or explanation of any relevant standards / regulations / policy; 

environmental evaluation - does the proposal meet the EPA's objective as defined above; 
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if not, environmental management proposcd to cnsurc the EPA's objective is met; 

predicted outcome. 

The proponent should provide a summary table of the above information for all environmental 

factors with separate category headings for each environmental issue: 

Table 2: Environmental factors and management (example only) 

EPA Environmental Existing Potential Environmental Predicted 
Objective Factor environment impact management outcome 

BI()DIVERSITY 

Maintain the vegetation Reserve 34387 Proposal avoidS Surrounding area Communit 

abundance, c000nunity types Contains 4S ha all areas of will be fully types 201) and 3b 

species diversity, 31) and 201) of community community types rehabilitated following will remain 

geographic type 201) and 34 ha 201) and 31) constrUction untouched 

distribution and of community A rca surrmind ing 

productivity of type 31) svill be revegetated 

vegetation with seed stock 

commUnity types of 201) and 3ls 
community types 

EMISSIONS 

Ensure that the 	 Dust Light industrial Proposal may 	Dust Control 	 Dust can be 

pollution levels area - three other generate dust 	 Plan will be 	managed to meet 

generated by dust producing on two das 	 implemented 	EPA's objective 

the proposal do industries in ofeach 

not adversely close vicinity working week 

inc pact upon 

welfare and Nearest residential 

amenity or cause area is 800 metres 

health problems 

by meeting 

statu0 cry 

requirements and 

acceptable 

standards 

VISUAL AMENITY 

Visual amenity 	 Visual Area already 	This proposal Main building Proposal will 

of the area 	 amenity built_up 	 will contribute will be in 'forest blend well with 

adjacent to the negligibly to colours' and existing visual 

project should the overall screening trees amenity and the 

not be unduly visual amenity will be planted EPA's objective 

affected by the of the area on road can be met 

proposal 

5.3 Environmental management commitments 

The final stage of'the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) process is reached when the Minister 

for the Environment issues the Ministerial statement for the project, which is a set of legally 

enforceable conditions and procedures for the implementation of the project. One of the standard 

procedures is a requirement for the proponent to implement the commitments which it has made 

during the EIA process. It is accepted practice for a consolidated list of the proponent's 

commitments to be attached to the Minister's statement. 
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Commitment components 

Commitments which address key environmental factors Nvill be audited I)v the DEP, together with 

the environmental conditions. Unless the commitments are framed in a standard format, it mas 

become difficult in practice to implement or audit them. By applying the principles of quality 

management, a standard format lbr the commitments has been arrived at.The format cnsurcs that 

a chain of responsibility is established to facilitate compliance and that redundant, overlapping or 

non -enforceable commitments are avoided. 

The required standard format for all commitments comprises a number of components as follows: 

The proponent (who) will undertake an action (what, how, where) to meet an environmental 

objective (why) to a time frame (when), and on advice of somebody (to whom, eg. third party, 

government agencies such as Department of Conservation and Land Management, Department 

of Minerals and Energy, Water and Rivers Commission, Shire Council). With regard to 'whom' 

this need only be included if the expertise of a third party is relevant to implementing the 

commitment. 

It is important for the consolidated list of' commitments to be numbered correctly uir easy reference 

in the implementation and auditing stages of' the project. These should therefore be sequentially 

numbered 1, 2, 3, ... without use of subgroups such as I .1 , 1.2 or 2(i) or 2(a), 2(b). 

Paragraph format 

in applying the standard components (who, what, why, how, where, when, to whom) an example 

of a commitment in paragraph form is as follows: 

The proponent iii!l prepare and implement a Dust Control Program which will nilnimise dust generation on-

site and prevent dust emission from construct Jon of the fcreshore extension it) order to protect the amenity of 

nearby land users, The Progratu will be prepared during the design (project planning) phase and IOU nieei EP,f 

dust control criieria (LP1, 1996), on advice of' the Shire oJ'Widgiemooltha. The approved Program will he 

iniplemented during the construction phase. 

1-lowever in writing the commitment in paragraph form, a confusing or clumsy sentence structure 

can result that may be difficult to interpret for future auditing purposes. Also it is diffIcult to verify 

that all components have been incorporated into every commitment. A paragraph format is therefore 

not the preferred format. 

labular format 

l)ue to the limitations of the paragraph format, it is preferable to format a commitment in tabular 

form. It is recommended that the table column headings be ordered as: 'commitment numl)er', 

'topic', 'action', 'objcctivc' , 'timing' and 'advice'. liowever table headings can be re-ordered if 

necessary. 

The example in paragraph form on page 1 can therefore be written in tabular form as per examples 

I and 2 below. Note that the tabular format makes it easier to ensure that no component of the 

commitment is left out and that each action is recognised as a separate commitment, This format 

also permits the inclusion of' additional clauses or more precise wording of clauses which can be 

difficult in a sentence structure. It is acceptable for table columns to be re-ordered if necessary. 

Finally, the tabular format provides an immediate audit framework for use by the proponent and 

the DEE enabling efficient administration of environmental approvals. 
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Examples I & 2. 

The proponent is committed to the folloiving: 

No. 	Topic Action Objective/s Timing Advice 
(What/How/Where) (Why) (When) (Agency) 

Dust I'reparc a Dust Control Minimise dust during I're- Shire 

management Program for the foreshore the construction phase construction 

construction site which Maintain the amenit 

addresses: of nearby land users 

I) abc 2) xvz To meet EPA dust 

control criteria 

2. 	Dust Implement the approved Achieve the objectives of Construction 

management Dust Control Program Commitment I 

Example 3. 

No. 	Topic Action Objective/s Timing Advice 

3. 	Fauna Undertake a trapping Minimise impact on Pre- CA l.M 

protection programme for capturing Southern Brown construction 
and relocating the Bandicoots (prior to 

Southern Brown commencement 
Bandicoots of ground disturbance) 

Example 4. 

No. 	Topic Action Objective/s Timing Advice 

4. 	Vegetation Revegetate disturbed To minimise impact Post- Kings Park 

areas with vegetation on local flora construction Board 

types indigenous to To achieve the (progressively 

the area completion criteria stated (luring operations) 

in CER (Section 5.1.1) 

Example S. 
No. 	Topic Objective Action Timing Advice 

Minimise impact on Groundwater drawdinvn Operation Water and 

groundwater levels, shall not exceed 0.5 in Rivers 

surface water levels at any boundary of Commission 

and surrounding the mine site 

vegetation 

Example 6. 
No. 	Topic Action Objective Timing Advice 

6. 	Clean-up Post-clean up activities To achieve the soil Post-clean up 

will only proceed after quality objectives in (On completion 

demonstrating to (and the Australian and New of cleanup and 

gaining approval from) Zealand Guidelines prior to 

the DEl' that the site for the Assessrnen t ('ommencement 

clean-up criteria and Management of of post-cleanup 

identified in the 1993 Contaminated Sites, Jan activities) 

CER have been met 1992 

5.4 Public consultation 

A description should be provided of the public participation and consultation activities un(lertaken 

by the proponent in preparing the cnvironmcntal review. It should describe the activities 

undertaken, the dates, the groups/individuals involved and the objectives of the activities. Cross 

rcfercncc should be made with the description of environmental management of the factors which 

should clearly indicate how community concerns have been addrcssecl.ihosc concerns which are 

dealt with outside the EPA process can be noted and referenced. 

5.5 Other information 

Additional detail and description of the proposal, if provided, should go in a separate section. 
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Attachment I 

Thefirst page o/thc proponent 's eniironmental renew document musi he the following incitation to make 

submission, with the parts in square brackets amended to apply to each specific proposal. Its purpose is to explain 

what submissions are used for and to detail why and how to make a submission. 

Invitation to make a submission 

the Environmental Protcction Authority (EPA) invites people to make a submission on this proposal. 

[the proponent] proposes [the rezoning of land and the development of a Marina Complex in the 

City of Bunbury]. In accordance with the Environmental Protection Act, a [PER] has been prepared 

which describes this proposal and its likely effects on the environment. ihe [PER] is available for 

a public review period of [8] weeks from Idatel closing on [datej. 

Comments from government agencies and from the public will help the EIA to prepare an 

assessment report in which it will make recommendations to government. 

Why write a submission? 

A submission is a way to provide information, express your Opinion and put forward your 

suggested course of action - including any alternative approach. It is useful if you indicate any 

suggestions you have to improve the proposal. 

All submissions received by the El'A will be acknowledged. Submissions will be treated as public 

documents unless 1rovicicd and received in confidence subject to the requirements of the Freedom 

of Information Act, and may be quoted in full or in part in the EPA's report. 

Why not join a group? 

If you prekr not to write your own comments, it may be worthwhile joining with a group interested 

in making a submission on similar issues. Joint submissions may help to reduce the workload for 

an individual or group, as well as increase the pool of ideas and information. If you form a small 

group (up to IC) people) please indicate all the names of the participants. If your group is larger, 

please indicate how many people your submission represents. 

Developing a submission 

You may agree or disagree with, or comment on, the general issues discussed in the [PER] or the 

specific proposals. It helps if you give reasons for your conclusions, supported by relevant data. 

You may make an important contril)ution by suggesting ways to make the proposal more 

environmentally acceptable. 

When making comments on specific elements of the [PER]: 

clearly state your point of view; 

indicate the source of your information or argument if this is applicable; 

suggest recommendations, sakguarcls or alternatives. 
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Points to keep in mind 

By keeping the following points in mind, you will make it easier for your 

submission to be analyscd: 

attempt to list points so that issues raised arc clear. A summary of your 

submission is helpful; 

refer each point to the appropriate section, chapter or recommendation in 
the [PER]; 

if you discuss different sections of the [PER], keep them distinct and 

separate, so there is no confusion as to which section you are considering; 

attach any factual information you may wish to provide and give details of 

the source. Make sure your information is accurate. 

Remember to include: 
your name; 

address; 

date; and 

whether you want your submission to be confidential. 

The closing date for submissions is: [date] 

Submissions should be addresscd to: 

The Environmental Protection Authority 

Westralia Square 

141 St George'sTerrace 

PERTH WA 6000 

Attention: Peter Walkington 
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Attachment 2 

Advertising the environmental review 

The proponent is responsible for advertising the release and arranging the availability of the 

environmental review document in accordance with the following guidelines: 

Format and content 

The format and content of the advertisement should be approved by the DEP before appearing in 
the media. For joint State-Commonwealth assessments, the Commonwealth also has to approve 

the advertisement. The advertisement should be consistent with the attached example. 

Note that the DEP officer's name should appear in the advertisement. 

Size 

The size of the advertisement should be two newspaper columns (about 10cm) wide by about 14 

cm long. Dimensions less than these would be difficult to read. 

l.ocation 

The approved advertisement should, for CER's, appear in the news section of the main local 

newspaper and, for PER's and ERMP's, appear in the news section of the main daily paper's ("The 

West Australian") Saturday edition, and in the news section of the main local paper at the 

commencement of the public review period and again two weeks prior to the closure of the public 

review period. 

iining 

Within the guidelines already given, it is the proponent's prerogative to set the time of release, 

although the DEl' should be informed. The advertisement should not go out before the report is 

actually available, or the review period may need to be extended. 
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Example of the newspaper advertisement 

Apache Northwest Pty Ltd 

Public Environmental Rcvicw 

SIMPSON OILFIELD DEVELOPMENT 

(Public Revicw Period: [date] to [date]) 

Apache Northwest Pty Ltd is planning to construct a bipod mini platform 0.4 km offshore of 

Abutilon Island in the Lowendal group of islands. 

A Public Environmental Review (PER) has been prepared by the company to examine the 

environmental effects associated with the proposed development, in accordance with Western 

Australian Government procedures. The PER describes the proposal, examines the likely 

environmental effects and the proposed environmental management procedures. 

Apache Northwest Pty Ltd has prepared a project summary which is available free of charge from 

the company's office address. 

Copies of the PER may be purchased for $10 from: 

Apache Northwest Pty Ltd 

3rd Floor 256 St GeorgcsTerrace 

PERTH WA 6000 

Telephone: (08) 9422 7205 

Copies of the comptetc PER will be available for examination at: 

Department of Environmental Protection (Perth and Karratha offices); 

Shire of Ashburton (Onslow) libraries; 

Shire of Roebournc (Karratha) libraries; 

Library Information Centre 

8th Floor, Westralia Square 

141 St Georges Terrace 

PERTh I WA 60(X) 

Submissions on this proposal are invited by [closing date]. Please address your submission to: 

Chairman 

Environmental Protection Authority 

8th Floor, Westralia Square 

141 St Georges Terrace 

PERTH WA 6000 

Attention: Peter Walkington 

If you have any questions on how to make a submission, please ring the project officer, Peter 

Walkington, on (08) 9222 7097. 
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Appendix 2 

Interested Parties 

Shire Clerk 
Ashburton Shire Council 
Onslow WA 6710 

Mike McCarthy 
Curator of Maritime Archaeology 
Western Australian Maritime Museum 
Cliff Street 
Frcmantle WA 6160 

Rochelle Smith 
Department of Minerals & Energy 
Mineral I-louse 
100 Plain Street 
East Perth WA 6003  

Edwina Ward-Davies 
Marinc & Coastal Community Network 
lottery I louse 
2 Delhi Street 
West Perth WA 6005 

John Griffiths 
Dept. of Industry, Science & Resources 
GPo Box 858 
Canberra ACT 2601 

Julian Page 
Invest Australia 
GPO Box 9839 
Perth WA 6848 

Norm Caporn Rod Evans / Peter Kioses 
CALM Department of Resources & Development 
SO Hayman Road P0 Box 7606 
Como WA 6152 Cloisters Square WA 6850 

Director Shire Clerk 
Morgan & Co Pt) Ltd Shire of Rocbournc 
7/55 Hampden Road PC) Box 219 
Nedlands WA 6009 Karratha WA 6714 

Dr P Berry Barry Wilson 
WA Museum Marine Parks Reserve Authority 
Francis Street Cl- Conservation Commission 
Perth WA 6000 Cnr Hackett & Australia II Drive 

Crawlev WA 6009 
Gary Kirby 
Department ofTransport Rhys Brown 
I Essex Street Fisheries Western Australia 
Frcmantle WA 6160 Locked Bag 39 

Cloisters Square WA 6850 
Guy Ley land 
WAFIC Dave Osborne 
Suite 6, 41 Walters E)rive Kufpec Australia Pty Ltd 
Osborne Park WA 6017 18 Richardson Street 

West Perth WA 6005 
Rachel Siewart 
Conservation Council ofWA Dan Kirisits 
Lottery House Kufpec Australia Pty Ltd 
2 Delhi Street Essa Al-Saleh Commercial Building 
West Perth WA 600S Fahad Al-Salem Street 

Block No. 3 
Saihia, Kuwait 
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Paul Underwood 
Tap Oil NL 
Level 1, 47 Cohn Street 
Wcst Perth WA 6005 

Cossack Pcarls 
I / 10 Johnston Street 
Peppermint Grove WA 6011 

Bob & Lita Way 
Onslow Tourism & Progress Assocation 
Onslow Sun Chalcts 
Second Avenue 
Onslow WA 6710 

Director 
Pearl Producers Association 
P0 Box 55 
Mt Hawthorn WA 6016 

Director 
WA Tourism Commission 
GPO Box XW261 
Perth WA 6001 

Lin hey Thomas 
Montebello Island Safari's 
13 Sexton Court 
Kardinya WA 6163 
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Appendix 3 Environmental Hazid Workshop: 
Approach and Participants 

Overview 

Risk assessment is defined as the process of determining the frequency of occurrence of an event 

and the magnitude of adverse cfkcts economic, human safety and health, or ecological over 

a specified period of time (Kolluru 1994). The process of identifying the risks and likelihood of 

given events, and the magnitude of their effects consists of several interrelated steps including: 

Hazard identification: 	recognizing that hazards exist and i(lcntifying their characteristics; 

Risk determination: 	determining the characteristics of hazards either qualitatively or 

quantitatively. These include leak frequency analysis; and 

C 	Risk control: 	setting UI)  a management system with standards, procedures, 

guidelines, etc. to decrease or eliminate risk and to review 

performance. 

A. Hazard Identification Methodology 

The risk assessment method used was a hazard identification study of what-if analysis.]his method 

allows a brainstorming exercise to b applied to the installation, operation and accidental processes 

to identify potential hazards for the Simpson development. 

The identification of environmental hazards is the first step of the environmental risk assessment 

process. I lazard identification is undertaken to identify all the environmental hazards associated 

with a project likely to occur from routine and accidental activities, and assign a potential risk to 

each hazard. The hazard identification study is undertaken through a multi-disciplinary workshop 

comprising construction, operations and environmental personnel. The process followed during 

the workshop is illustrated in the figure overkaf. 
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Risk Assessment Workshop Method 

Identify Installation Specific Areas/Operations 

I 
Select Area/Operation 

Identify Hazards and Accident Events 

Assess/Identify SafeGuards and Consequences 
(if required). Make recommendations to reduce 

risk to ALARP (if required) 

/ Assess Severity and Frequency of Accident Event 
Using Risk Matrix 

Are all 
/ 	Hazards/Accident 

Events Identified 	 No 
forthe 

Area/Operation? 

I 
Yes 

I 
Assess IN 	Area/Operation 
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A. I Determination of likelihood and consequence 

The workshop partici1,ants ranked all the identified hazards based on their 

likelihood of occurrence and their potential consequences according to the tables 

below, which show the criteria used to determine the likelihood or consequence 

of the identified hazards. The workshop facilitated a consensus decision on the 

likelihood or consequences of a hazard, and promoted brainstorming and open 

(liScUsSjOfl for complex hazards for which information was not readily available. 

Guidance for Determining Likelihood of a Hazard Occurring 

likelihood Of Hazard Occurring 

Expected to 	 Is expected to occur in most circumstances during the life cycle of an individual Occur 

item or system. 

l'robablv will Occur 
	

Will probably occur in most circumstances during the life cycle of an individual item or 
system 

Mi iderate 
	

Likely to occur at sometimes during the life cycle of an individual item or system. 

Unlikely to occur 
	

Unlikely, but possible to occur in sometime in the life of an individual item or system 

Rare 	 May occur, but in exceptional circumstances 

Guidance for Determining Environmental Consequence 

large scale detrimental effect that is likely to cause a highly significant effect on local 
ecosystem factors such as water c1uality, nutrient flow, community structure and food 
webs, biodiversity, habitat availability and population structure (e.g. abundance, fecundity, 
age structure). l.ong.term recovery period measured in decades. 

Detrimental effect that will cause a significant effect on local ecosystem factors. Recovery 

period measured in years to decades. 

Impact that will cause a detectable effect in local ecosystem factors. Recovery period 
measured in months to years. 

Incidental changes to abundance/biomass of hiota in the affected area, insignificant 

changes overall ecological function. Recovery measured in months. 

Short-term, localized and insignificant impacts to habitat or populations.. Rapid recovery 
measured in days to months. 

The workshop team made decisions by consensus as to the likelihood of a hazard 

occurring based on relevant databases and professional judgement. The decisions 

are based on the existing controls that are in place to prevent the effect, the nature 

of materials or sul)stanees that contribute to the effect, and the frequency with 

which the activity may occur. 

The consequences arc dependent on the potential impact of the event in the first 

instance. Quantities and concentration released, time scale of release, and 

regulatory requirements are considered. 

CONSEQUENCE 

Serious 

Significant 

Moderate 

Minor 

Negligible 
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Unacceptable Unacceptable B Negligible 

Unacceptable A B Negligible 

A B B Negligible 

A B Negligible Negligible 

B Negligible Negligible Negligible 

F 	1)c,tcIl to, Occur 

8 
Prohal>Iv Will Occur 

lO' to) 	O' 

Moderate 

10' to 10 

CONSEQUENCES 

Sc ri )tI' 

Unacceptable 

Unacceptable 

Unacceptable 

Unlikely to occur 

10 to 10 	
A 

Rare 
A 

102 to 10"  
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A.2 Risk Ranking 

The tabic below shows the risk ranking matrix used to assess the severity (or consequences) and 

likelihood (or frequency) of any identified accidents. 

Environmental risk matrix. 

10 	to 10 ": I in 10.000 years to I in 1,000,000 years 

10 to 101 	I in 1,000 years to I in 10,000 years 

102 to 10 1 	1 in 100 ycars to I in 1,000 years 

10 'to 10 	1 in 10 years to I in 100 years 

<I 0' less than I in 10 years 

The matrix was based on fIvc classifications ol'severity and five for the likelihood of a hazard.Through 

this ranking procedure, consideration was given to the magnitude of the consequences and the 

likelihood of a hazard. Risk evaluation helps to prioritise the risks: i.e. determining if the risk of 

an activity or inci(lent is acceptably low, or if management actions are required to reduce the risk 

to as low as reasonably practicable. ihe table below shows the criteria used (luring this workshop 

for evaluating the acceptability of risks. Recommendations were made to reduce the risk levels to 

AI.ARP, where appropriate. 

Definitions of risk category and management response. 

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION and RESPONSE 

Unacceptable 	Imn,eiliate changes to (lesign ,,r prilceclures arc required (e.g. haeardcius ilisrharge, large vi,lunles of contaminant). 

A 	 Risk reduction n,east,res are reqtured. 

.\iceptallIe risk, risk reduction measures shottid be considered depending on prllMmit\ to sensttis C resources. 

Negligible 	Risk, are suftliientl hiss to I be a(ie1ltaIlte. 
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A.3 Checklist 

A checklist, given below, was used for the workshop as a framework to identify potential hazards 

associated with the construction and operation of the offshore and onshore components of the 

development. 

Equipment Failures 	 Environment 	 General 

Mechanical failure Visibility  

Communications failure Cyclone Diving (eg umbilical fouling) 

Hydraulic failure Strong tides Vessel impact (with pipeline or vessel) 

Mooring line failure -- Seabed conditions Spillage  

Rig failure Noise pollution Incorrect position of vcssel/drill rig 

Dropped objects Sea state weather deterioration Movement over pipeline 

Swinging loads Lighting Personnel transfer 

Crane failure Emergency response  

Loss of control cif vessel PPE 

Vessel anchor failure 	dragging, dropped  

Anchor chain abrasion 

Loss of sea fastening 

A.4 Attendance 

The environmental risk assessment workshop was held at the AEL offices in Perth during 

December 2000.The table below 1)rovitles a list of the participants and the sessions attended. 

Hazid Workshop Attendance List 

Name 	 Title 	 Organisation 	Session I 	 Session 2 - 
Construction 	Operations / 

Product ion 

Daniel Apai 
	

Environmental Engineer 	 IRC 	 Not present 	 Attended 

John Nielsen 
	

Principal Environmental 	 IRC 	 Attended 	 Attended 

Consultant / Scribe 

Peter Jernakoff Principal Environmental 

Consultant / Scribe 

Richard l'ocock Principal Risk! Safety 

Engineer & Facilitator 

Clive Richards Project Engineer 

Iva Stcjskal Environmental Manager 

IRC Not present Attended 

IRC Attended Attended 

Not present AEL Attended 

AEL 	 Attended 	 Attended 

Mike Dworkin Petroleum Engineer 	 AEL Attended Attended 

Myks I-hams Environmental Engineer 	 AEL Attended Not present 

Ross Paton Operator 	 AEL Not present Attended 

Simon Bingham l'roject Manager! 	 AEL Part Time Not present 

Chief Facilities Engineer 

Doug Maclend Lead Process Engineer IGL Attended Attended 

Kim Buhler Safety & Risk Analyst WA DME Attended Attended 

Rochelle Smith Environmental Assessor WA DME Attended Attended 

rim Gentle 

Peter Walkington 

Edwina Davies Ward 

Norm Caporn 

EIA Officer DEP 

EIA Officer l)EP 

Environmental Scientist! Marine & 
WA Coordinator Coastal 

Community 
Network 

Liaison Officer CALM 

Attended Not present 

Attended Attended 

Attended Attended 

Not present Attended 
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B. leak Frequency Analysis 

The leak frequency analysis was based on a count of the system componentS and application of 

allure rate data from the F&P Forum 1996, PARLOC 1996 and SINEF databases. An overview 

of these three databases is given below. 

11.1 1)atatases 

E&P FORUM: Quantitcitive Risk Assessment Datcisheet Directory, 1996 

The E&P (Oil Industry International Exploration & Production) forum Quantitative Risk 

Assessment Datasheet Directory provides a catalogue of international upstream petroleum industry 

incident information. E&P's objective was to improve the quality and consistency of risk 

assessments. A database was compiled to facilitate this aim with benchmark data and references 

for common incidents analysed in upstream production operations worldwide.lhis historical data 

provides a basis for incident frequency prediction. 

The datasheets were compiled by E&P forum members utilising expertise within their organisations 

and external consultants where required. This process commenced in 1994. 

An independent expert reviewed the draft datashect directory before final issue in 1996. The 

directory represents the best reliability data source in the public domain for Upstream oil and gas 

production equipment. 

IIMF PARLOC 96: Ihe Update of Loss of Containment Data Jr Offshore Pipelines 

The PARLOC 96 database provides statistical data to assess the generic frequency of pipeline loss 

of containment that is associated with a number of incident causes. The database was compiled by 

Advanced Mechanics & Engineering (AME) I.imited under contract from the United Kingdom 

Health & Safety Executive (HSE). 

The pipeline and incident information was compiled for operations in the North Sea up to the end 

of 1995 .ihc information was compiled into two databases (pipeline and incident) from the following 

sources: 

UK, Norwegian, Danish, Dutch and German regulatory authorities; 

operators in the UK, Dutch and Danish sectors; 

PARLOC 94; and 

published sources (including trade journals and lloyds list). 

The compiled data represents an equivalent operating experience of 195,690 km-years. Combining 

the information from both the pipeline and incident databases enables the frequency of incidents 

to be related to the pipeline population as a whole in terms of incidents per year or per km-year, 

as appropriate. The calculated loss of containment frequencies can be applied for reliability 

analysis of similar pipeline populations.The PARLOC 96 database represents the most up to elate 

and applicable data source for reliability of offshore pipelines. 

SINTEF: Reliability of Well Completion Equipment - Phase 11, 1996 

This report was compiled by The Foundation for Scientific and Industrial Research (SINTEF) at 

the Norwegian Institute ofTechnology. SINTEF publications are the leading industry sources for 
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well completion equipment reliability data, which includes surface controlled sub-surface safety 

value (SCSSV) performance data and blowout probabilities, causes and consequences. 

The research project involved analysis of years of equipment performance data and included active 

participation from the petroleum industry. The report was completed in 1996 and released 

publicly in 1999. The data is widely accepted as a very robust foundation for the reliability analysis 

of well completion equipment. It contains the most recent and applicable SCSSV reliability data 

in the public domain. 

13.2 leak frequency approach 

The leak frequency analysis required an approach that determined 1)0th the inventories that could 

be released and the frequency with which these releases could occur. The focus of the study was 

on determining the frequency and mass of liquid hydrocarbon releases to determine their 

environmental impact. 

The release frequency assessment was based on the number of components and length of pipe in 

each segment and a release frequency per component.lhe potential for failure of each component 

and the relevant release frequency was derived using historical data generated from the three 

databases listed above. 

To calculate the inventory released during a leak, the duration of the leak was calculated.lhis was 

done using event trees for each segment that determined the potential for failure of the automatic 

shut down values to isolate the segment concerned from adjacent segments. Event trees were 

constructed for each release case. 

Using the times for either successful automatic or manual isolation, together with the calculated 

outliow rates, the released masses and frequencies were calculated for each event tree outcome. 

C. Risk Control 

The table given below presents the overall results (leak frequency for hydrocarbon liquid mass 

released) for the proposed Simpson development. Ihe table gives a comparison of the risk values 

where no mitigating factors were taken into account and the risk values where mitigating measures 

were taken into account. Mitigating factors are features that are incorporated into a design to reduce 

the risk of a leak occurring in the lIrst instance. Some of the mitigating features used for the Simpson 

development include (sec Sections 5.0 and 6.0 for lull details): 

reducing the number of flanged connections; 

using welded valves instead of flanged valves; 

using connectors which have substantially lower release frequencies; and 

installing a continuous corrosion control program. 

Table 3.1: Leak frequency summary comparison. 

Frequency for mass of liquid release (per year) 

<25 kg 	 100 kg 100. 12,500- >100,000 kg 
12,500kg 100,000kg  

Overall risk svithl,ut 5.1 x 10 	8.2 x 10 1.2 x tO 2.0 x 10' 0.0 
mitigating factors 

Overall risk with lix 102 9.3x IO 2.3x tO 	2.0x 10 6 0.0 

mitigating factors 
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The risk values given in the tabic present the average frequencies for a ten year operating life. A 

detailed description of the failure rate for each individual component used in the risk assessment 

is given in the report generated by International Risk Consultants (IRC 2001). 

Rcfcrcnccs 

Advanced Mechanics and Engineering (1998). PARLOC 96:The Update of Loss of Containment 

Data for Offshore Pipelines. AME 0TH 551. Issued 1998. 

E&P Forum (1996). Quantitative Risk Assessment Datasheet Directory. E&P Report 11.8/250, 

October 1996. 

IRC (2001). Simpson Development - Environmental Hazid Workshop. IRC Report to Apache Energy 

Number RS-REP-00-1 17-003 Rev 0. january 2001. 

IRC (2001). Simpson Development Leak Frequency Assessment. IRC Report to Apache Energy 

Number RS-REP-00- 117-001 Rev 4. 

The Foundation for Scientific and Industrial Research (1996). Reliability of Well Completion 

Equipment - Phase H. SINTEF Norway, Moines Einar and Sundet Inge, STF75 F9505 1. 1996. 
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Appendix 4 

ESJERGY 

GUIDELINES FOR SAFE ANCHORING 

ANCHOR IN SAND, NOT IN THE CORAL 
Look before you drop the anchor 

Make sure the anchor is in sand and the chain is clear of any corals. 

And if you can't see the seabed... 

-Anchor dee1) 

-Feet the anchor line as the boat drits: if the chain 'ruIIIhlesor catches. inotor over the 

anchor, ease it out of the coral, and love. 

iii eoial is like pxkillg if) a hOld 

bed. An anchor or draL,6nL,  anchor chain can 

do enormous damaec to a coral comlilulity: 

LI ri i n over or hreaki ni corals, and dan iai ni 
the polyps which imikc if p the sIrlace o f living 

corals. 

Ill an\ eac. coral i5 111)1 aLl deil MCIIOIITIU  

material. Most anchors are designed to be 

used in mud or sand and have been tested 
under these conditions. Coral in calm 

anchoraes is olten briule, and easily toils 

anchors while other corals are as hard as 
concrete, and can miake anchors itipossible to 

re toe ye. 

-- 
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Appendix 5 

EFFECTS OF OIL ON NATURAL AND SOCIAL RESOURCES 

I. Introduction 

There is no clear-cut correlation between the size of the spill and extent of damage. The 

environmental effects of oil pollution on marine organisms varies greatly depending on the 

volume of oil, the type and physical state of the oil, the capacity of sediment penetration, location 

of the spill, climate and seastate, the life history of the species involved and the level of exposure. 

Impact_s can be caused by physical contamination, smothering, toxicity bioaccumulation, and tainting 

(Jones 1986).These effects can be short term or long-term, lethal or sublethal. Damage by oil can 

result in changes in behaviour, biochemical attributes, physiological attributes which may impact 

the flora and fauna at an individual level through to the ecosystem level (Sheehan 1984). 

Commercial, recreational and social interests can be impacted. 

An overview of the impacts of a light crude oil on various resources is presented in Table 4-1 

Oil pollution will exert its most severe consequences in shallow, sheltered waters where dilution 

and (lisl)ersion  is lirnited.The impact is of a lesser degree in open water or areas of high energy. 

As there have been no signifIcant spills of 'Western Australian oils which have reached nearshore 

or onshore resources, predictions for the potential impact of spills on the local marine communities 

has been based on spill incidents referred to in the literature. 

Sources of Disturbance 

In evaluating the potential impacts of an oil spill, it is necessary to place the impact of a spill within 

the context of existing disturbances as it is against these variables that the consequences of an-oil 

spill must be compared. 

Potential anthropogenic and natural sources of disturbance are listed in Fable 4-2. 

Biological Recover)' Process 

The biological recovery of an ecosystem which has been damaged by oil begins as soon as the toxicity 

of the oil has degraded to a level which is tolerable to the most robust colonising organism (Baker 

et al. I 990).This recovery time can vary from a iew <lays to more than a decade, but recovery will 

occur. Considerable variations in tolerances and sensitivities to oil have been observed among 

different species and different life stages. Generally, the effects increase in intensity and persistence 

from pelagic (open ocean) to subtidaf to intertidal communities. The reproductive strategy of each 

type of animal is also an important factor in the recovery of a species. 

The water mass is dynamic and rarely static. It moves with the wind, tides and currents. Large scale 

oceanic processes such as the Lccuwin current and local processes such as tides influence and affect 

the distribution, recruitment and survival of marine flora and fauna. 

The majority of marine l)lants and invertebrate animals produce millions of gametes (eggs and sperm) 
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Table 4.1 Overview of the consequences of an oil spill on natural and social resources. A light crude oil is used 
as the source of impact. 

Impact 	 -- 	 Recovery Time 

Malor impact will be to plankton on surface of Immediate 
water where oil is located. 
Plankton in water column may be affected, spatial movement and 
effective reproductive 
strategies will result in rapid 
recovery. 

Effect minimal except in shallower waters 1 year 
where oil may reach the seabed. Toxic 
components in oil may affect flora and fauna. Rapid recovery due to spatial 
Heavier oil may persist in sand sediment for movement of animals and 
period of time, high reproductive capacity 

Resource 	 Importance 

Plankton 	 component of marine food chain. 
Primary producers. Many marine 
species have larval form in plankton. 
as light crude oil is somewhat soluble. 

Subtidal seabed 
	

Potentially high biological productivity. 
communities 
	

Feeding grounds for turtles, dugongs and 
fish. 

of colonising species. 	- 
Rocky intertidal shores Dominated by oysters and barnacles. Damage by smothering or toxic effects. Oil 1-2 years 

Includes array of other fauna and flora. may not adhere to rock for long period of time. 
Rock platforms used by birds. Low potential for oil accumulation except in 

crevices and pools. Natural cleansing 
_________ by waves reduces persistence of oil. 

Mud tidal flats 	- Supports mangrove communities. Oil may not penetrate very deep due to fine 2-10 years 
High productivity. Feeding grounds for sediment. 8urrows of animals may act as 
wading birds, pathways for oil, assisting penetration. Dependent on penetration 

5evere impact to fauna may lead to reduced of oil and tolerance of 
food supply for wading birds, animals. 

sandy beaches Turtle nesting grounds, associated fish Accumulated oil may affect nesting turtles or 2-10 years 
species in shallow waters off sandy hatchlings on their way to the ocean. Some oil 
beaches. may penetrate into sand and persist for a period Dependent on penetration 

of time. Seepage of accumulated oil may impact and accumulation of oil. 
- fauna. 

Algae and seagrass beds Stabilise shoreline and seabed. Highly Algae is considered to be relatively resilient Algae: 1 year 
productive. Food source for turtles and to oil. Intertidal seagrass beds most prone 
dugongs. Nursery grounds for marine to damage. Tolerance to oil varies amongst Seagrass: 
invertebrates. Provide shelter. species. Depressed growth rate, leaves turning 1 year - decades 

brown, covering by algae are reported responses. 
Animals associated with seagrasses could be 
heavily impacted. 

corals Provide habitat for high density and Minimal impact if coral remains submerged and 1 year - decades 
diversity of animals. Nurseries for many oil is mixed in the water column. Localised tissue 
fish. Importance for tourism, rupture, increased algae growth, excessive 

mucous production are potential responses. 
if coral dies, habitat composition may change 
to predominantly algae. Some corals long lived 
and slow growing. Recovery dependent on 
recruitment success. 

Mangroves Highly productive. Source of food and Oil may persist for long time in sediment, Trees: 10-50 years 
shelter for wide diversity of organisms. especially where penetration has occurred 
Nursery grounds for some marine species. (ie. Down animal burrows). Response range Fauna: 2-5 years 
Stabilise shoreline, from defoliation, chlorosis and death of trees 

due to toxic impact. Infauna may be decimated 
by oil due to its toxicity.  

Fin fish Commercial and recreational value. Low risk of impact to adults in open water due Years in enclosed waters. 
contribute to food chain, to mobility. Toxic component may cause tainting 

or death to fish in sheltered waters. Larvae and 
eggs floating on surface prone to impact. 

Seabirds Lovely to observe. Add to biodiversity Damage to plumage and ingestion. Slow to medium recovery 
of area. depending on reproductive 

potential. 

Turtles Add to conservation status and May be prone to eye infections if contact made Slow recovery. 
biodiversity to area. Food source to with oil. Mobile and can therefore avoid oil. 
indigenous people. Greatest impact will be to nesting turtles and 
hatchlings. May ingest oil while feeding. 

Marine animals Add to conservation status and Appear to be able to avoid oil. However, if come Slow recovery. 
biodiversity of area, into contact, may suffer eye infections, skin 

irritations, inhalation of fumes, ingestion of oil. 
- Dugongs may be affected if food source impacted.  

Fin fish Economic value Oil which contacts fin fish or invertebrate Slow to medium. 
fisheries (crabs, crayfish, prawns) can cause 
direct mortality or sublethal effects that may inhibit 
growth and reproduction. Decimation of stocks 

- 	- 	- 	- mayresultineconomicimpact. 

- Tourism Economic value Access to oiled beaches to be avoided, fishing may Medium. 	 - 
be restricted and some natural resources used for 
diving may be restricted for access. 
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Table 4.2 Potential Man-Induced and Natural Stressors. 

Anthropogenic Sources 

Shipping 
Tourism 

Recreational fishing 

Pearl farming 
Global warming 

Natural Sources 

crown-of-Thorns Starfish 

Drupella cornus 

Phytoplankton blooms 

Insect infestation 
Boring organisms 

Parasitic protozoans 

cyclones 

cyclonic rainfall 

Potential Impact - comments 

Accidental spillage of oil. illegal operational discharges. 
Tourism to the islands is still fairly limited due to their distance 
from the shore. Visitors come to the islands mainly in the winter 
and seek sheltered anchorage in the sheltered bays. 

Overfishing and depletion of stocks. Damage to coral reefs from 
anchoring, charter vessels visit the islands on a regular basis, 
but numbers are relatively low compared to other offshore 
islands. 

Increased organic matter load in sheltered waters 
Increase in water temperature and water level. Increased 
temperatures may be cause of mass coral bleaching 

Potential Impact 

Destruction of coral through feeding. A recent outbreak is thought 
to have occurred on the west fringing reef of the Montebello 
islands. Some have been observed on the Lowendal Islands 
also. No reason for outbreaks determinedas yet. 

Mortality of coral through feeding. Another coral predator 
(gastropod) which aggregates in large numbers and causes 
death of coral. The cause of outbreaks is unknown. Drupella has 
been observed on the reefs around the Lowendal Island. 

Invertebrate animals and fish mortality due to oxygen depletion or 
release of toxins. Occurs mainly in shallow, sheltered waters. 

Defoliation. Loss of branches 
Death 
Affects predominantly mangrove trees. 

A naturally occurring protozoan causes 25-50% mortality to 
oysters by destroying connective tissue in gastric system. 

Extensive physical damage to corals and mangroves. 
Beach erosion. 
Algal blooms due to release of nutrients in resuspended 
sediments. 

Short-term reduction in salinity of shallow waters. Freshwater 
run-off from land. 
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which drift and (ks elop in the water mass. Marine species with planktonic larvae arc rarely site 

dependent: similar benthie communities are likely to occur wherever appropriate conditions are 

prcscnt. Such locations may be miles away, but the communities are likely to be closely related 

genetically and in community structure. Species with planktonic larvae are most likely to recover 

uicklv after an oil spill. 

A few marine invertebrate species reproduce by generating and caring for a relatively small number 

of cggs or voung.These species may become endemic- to a particular habitat. If the habitat has been 

destroyed, the local population may take a long time, if ever, to recover. 

The initial phase of recovery  after some disturbance or organic enrichment, is characterised by a 

small number of species, but in \cry high abundances (Pearson and Rosenberg 1978; Kingston 1987). 

As conditions improve, other less hardy species are able to establish themselves, and by competition, 

reduce the numbers of the initial colonizers. in time, the flora and fauna characteristic of the area 

are restored. 

Marine communities, whether they are soft sandy bottom, rocky shore, coral reef or mangrove, 

are in a constant state of flux and change due to natural physical and biological factors such as 

predation, c0fl11)etitiOn, recruitment success, cyclones and sandwave migration. Studies investigating 

the temporal trends in marine soft bottom and rocky shore habitats have reported wide variations 

in population abundances and diversity from season to season (Lewis 1972; Gray el aL I 984).This 

complicates >rficting or assessing the impact of oil as is it (liffIcult to distinguish oil induced effects 

from natural fluctuations. 

Much of the work carried out to (late on the effects of oil has concentrated on single species. 

I lowever, no one species lives in isolation. Ecosystems are composed of a multitude of different 

plants and animals which have developed a relationship between themselves and the physical attributes 

which surround them (air, water, soil) An oil spill could cause a major disruption to this 

relationship resulting in changes in the com1)osition and lunctioning of the ecosystem, or in key 

processes such as primary production or nutrient cycling. 

The re-establishment of a biological community after some perturbation is unpredictable as it 

depends on various factors including the availability of recolonising organisms, biological interactions 

and climatic variables, food availability and suitable substratum for settlement. 

Recovery is marked by the re-establishment of a healthy biological community in which the plants 

and animals characteristic of the community are present and are functioning normally (Clark 1989). 

A re-established community may not have exactly the same composition, diversity, biomass or age 

structure as that which was present before the damage.This change does not necessarily diminish 

the biological importance of that community. It must also be considered that it is impossible to 

determine if a community which has recovered from an oil spill is the same or different from the 

community which would have persisted had the spill not occurred. 

-I. 	Impacts of Oil on ;\ott,ral Rcsource.c 

A brief overview of the impact oil would have on the different types of resources found in and 

around the Lowcndal and Montebello Islands is given below. 

In general, the effects of hydrocarbons on marine Iile may include: 

lethal toxic effects - where death of an organism results from direct interference of a 

component of the oil; 

sub-lethal effects - chronic, biological effects of oil through disruption of physiological 
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and 	behavioural responses, but not resulting in immediate death; 

l)ioaceumulation - where oil may be transferred through the 100(1 web; 

tainting uptake of oil or certain fractions of oil; 

direct smothering and suffocation; 

physical or chemical alteration to a habitat resulting in a change in population or 

community,  structure. 

4.1 Plankton 

Plankton are the minute animals and plants floating about in the oceans, forming a component of 

the fbocl chains, in the marine enironmcnt. Plankton provide an important source of food to animals 

living in all types of marine habitats: mud, sand, coral reefs, mangroves, rocky shores. Suspension 

feeders (eg. barnacles, corals, some polychaetc worms) ked on lire and <lead particles suspended 

in the water column. Other animals ked on the dead plankton which has settled on the seabed 

(ea. crabs, sea urchins, prawns). Ihe larvae of many marine organisms spend time in the plankton 

during the early stages of their life cycle (eg. corals, fish, crayfish). Plankton exhibit high natural 

mortality and are very patchy 1)0th spatiallY and temporally. 

In the event of an oil spill, the plankton within the immediate area of the spill would undoubtedly 

suffer high mortality but repopulation is likely to be rapid due to high reproductive rates and 

immigration from areas outside the impacted area (Davenport 1982). Plankton is free floating and 

abundant in surface waters and so can be swept into previously contaminated areas from 

neighbouring unpolluted waters by surface currents. In open waters, populations may return to 

normal within days of a spill, although recovery may take longer in enclosed bays where water 

movement is less and oil may persist. 

From a literature review, 'volkrnan et al. (1994) concluded that there was general agreement that 

oil toxicities to plankton showed little or transient effects in both experimental and field 

experiments. 

4.2 I3enthic and Intertidal Communities 

Subtidal communities 

The risk of an oil spill affecting the seabed of offshore waters is minimal, but in shallow water, oil 

droplets may reach the bottom, particularly in rough weather. Fresh crude with a high proportion 

of toxic light components can cause local (lamage to the flora and fauna of shallow 1,enthic habitats. 

The incorporation of heavier oil into the sediment can lead to a residence time of several years. 

l-lowever, sediment resuspension from tide, current and storm activities will help in the degradation 

process and allow recovery of the community. If the oil is not persistent, the recovery time can 

be within a few years, depending on the reproductive strategy of the various marine organisms. 

Rocky  Shores 

Many of the animals of the rocky shore lay eggs directly into the sea.lhese eggs develop into larvae 

and become a component of the plankton. The larvae may eventually settle onto a suitable 

substratum and develop into an adult. As a 1)art of the plankton, larvae can move great distances 

as they are swept by currents, tides and winds and hence their numbers are highly variable from 

1)0th temporally and Spatially (Underwood and Chapman 1995). 
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The effect of oil on the rocky shore tend to be minimal and recovery rates are rapid (2 to 4 years) 

due to the high energy level which helps break (fOwl) the oil and because oil (foes not stick easily 

to rock (ff>IECA 1991).Thc recovery of rocky shore plants and animals depends on the settlement 

of the young stages out of the plankton. Settlement and subsequent growth depends on adequate 

reduction in the volume and toxicity of oil residues. 

.iludflats and Sand Beaches 

The faunal diversity of mud and sand beaches can be correlated to the sii.e and composition of the 

sediment, and the tide and wave energy. In general, mudflats consist of small particles and low energy, 

but of a range of sizes while sandy beaches consist of larger particles and higher energy and a small 

range of sizes. in terms of diversity, mudflats will generally have a higher diversity of animals than 

sandy beaches. 

There is a characteristic fauna of fish that are usually associated with sand beaches which includes 

bait fish and juvenile fish. Infauna will be low in diversityand abundance and consist mainly of 

amphipods and ghost crabs. Some of this fauna is a source of fhod for some species of scabircls, 

and turtles use the sand beaches for nesting. 

The main im1)act from oil results if the hydrocarbon is stranded on the beach. Sheltered shores, 

or low energy coastal habitats may retain oil for long period1s of time affecting the recovery rate. 

Tidal flushing,currents and fauna which turn the sediment, over (bioturbation) will help to decrease 

the amount of time for the oil to degrade. 

Algae and .Seagrasse.' 

Algae and seagrasses are photosynthetic organisms which use the energy of sunlight to reduce carbon 

dioxide to organic compounds which they use as food. Unlike seagrasses, algae do not have roots. 

They receive all their nutrients directly from the water. Algae do not produce flowers, but rather 

spores which are released directly into the water by the adult, plant. Algae provide food for a host 

of (lifferent marine Organisms and some species firm large floating mats which act as habitats for 

a flotilla of marine animals. Both are important as sediment stabilizers and fauna habitats. 

The effects of oil on algae will be dependent on its distribution. Intertidal species in low energy, 

sheltered sites are the most at risk due to direct contact and the potential residence time of the 

oil.The response to seagrass to oil spills appears to vary considerably (Ihorhaug 1987). 

Seagrass beds and algae will survive a spill provided there is no actual coating. Coating causes 

considerable destruction (Thorhaug and Marcus 1987) but reasonably rapid recovery of these areas 

through recolonisation (algae) or regeneration (seagrass) has been observcsl following oil spills (AGC 

Wooclward.Clydc 1992). 

The fauna associated with seagrass beds appear to be quite susceptible to oil (Jackson et al. 1989). 

Intertidal and shallow subticlal assemblages are most at risk, due to the direct efkcts of coating. 

Shallow sediments may also be affected, damaging the rhizomes of seagrasses and so preventil)g 

long-term recovery. 1)eeper assemblages will escape the effects of surface oil in all but extreme 

weather conditions or where oil is heavy. 

Corals 

The response of corals to oil spills varies accord ing to geographic locations and the species of coral 

(I larrison 1993; Guzman ci ol. 1994). 
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Few causal relationships have been established between corals and oil despite a number of 

laboratory and held experiments (Guzman and I lolst 1993). Experimental studies have shown that 

direct contact with oil is generally not immediately fatal to corals, but it may lead to rapid necrosis 

of conta&-tecl tissue (Johannes 1972). laboratory studies have documented a number of lethal and 

sublethal responses of coral to oil exposure. Sub- lethal responscs include uptake of oil in mucous 

(Neff and Anderson 1981), zooxanthelle expu1sion (Neff and Anderson 1981), impaired sediment 

clearance (Bak ci al. 1976) and larval death (Rinkevish and Lova 1977). 

Translation of these sub-lethal effects measured in the laboratory to held situations has generally 

proved difficult. Studies from oil spills in a number of regions have shown a range of coral species 

to be sensitive to oil, with emergent corals being more vulnerable due to the potential for direct 

contact with the floating oil. Sensitivity to oil has been found to vary from species to species with 

factors such as structural complexity and natural mucous production effecting oil response. 

Under fIeld conditions, subtidal corals have been found to be less sensitive to oil, with corals at 

depths greater than three metres exhibiting no significant difkrcnccs in cover over time when 

compared to control sites (Jackson ct al. 1989). 

jJitl tigrove.s 

Mangrove communities are potentially the most sensitive of the marine environments to coating 

by oil (Lai ci at', 1984; Wardrop 1987). Oil spills may result in the immediate destruction of all 

flora and fauna within the community. Ihe mnangroves themselves are highly susceptible to even 

light coating by oil and suffer permanent damage and mortality due to loss of leaves through chemical 

burning, or smothering of the l)reathing pores (lenticels) or the aerial roots (pncuniatophorcs). 

Mangroves are also known to take up the light end component from the oil through their roots 

and leaves, causing tissue damage and eventual death (\Voodside 1989; Klekowski et al. 1994). Oil 

retained in the sediment may also inhibit the germination of mangrove propagules, resulting in 

the slow recovery of the affected area. 

Mangrove communities typically occur in sheltered areas of low wave energy, making retention 

of oil within the sediments a potentially long term prohlem.The retention of oil in the substrate 

may result in chronic exposure to oil due to the flushing of retained oil out of the sediment over 

each tidal cycle.lhe burrows of organisms and the roots of trees also act as a conduit for light oils, 

allowing the penetration of oil deep into the sediment. 

In open, aerobic- sediments, the loss of light oil appears to take about 18 months (Woodside 1989). 

I lowever, in areas where the sediments were anaerobic, with a high organic content and poorly 

flushed, degradation is slow and the oil persists over 20 years or more (Burns et al. 1994). Re-

emergence of young trees will be unlikely until at least the toxic components of the oil are lost. 

Estimates of recovery rates range from tens to hundreds of years to regain a mature forest (Burns 

cial. 1993). 

1-ish 

The death of adult fish has been attributed to toxic effects after water or tainted food, ingestion 

and to suffocation caused by clogging of the gills (Clark 1982; Jones 1989). I.arge kills of adult 

fill fish in open water would not be expected due to their mobility and ability to avoid oil 

contaminated water. Mortality of adults in sheltered, enclosed bays, especially demersal fish, would 

be higher if oil became mixed through the water column or settled in the bottom substratum. 
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The greatest damage to fin fish would be during and just aftcr the sl)awning period when the more 

scnsitive eggs and larvae may float on the surface of the ocean. This may result in a short term 

decrease in fish stocks. I lowever, the literature indicates that mortalities among pelagic fish and 

larvae are limited in size and will have no measurable impact on fish stocks. For example, 10 months 

after the EXXOn 'valdz spill, there was a record catch of pink salmon. The reason for this increase 

was attributed to the oil acting as a fertiliser, helping to prolong an algal bloom which provided 

100(1 for the fry (Anon 1990). On the negative side, the oil spill killed off diving seabirds which 

fed on the salmon fry. 

4.3 Seabirds, Marine Reptiles and Mammals 

Sea birds 

The most serious effect of oil is on the birds plumage. Birds rely on the air tra1)1)e(l in their feathers 

to provide insulation and buoyancy and oiled feathers mat down and lose their water repellent 

properties. This leads to death by drowning or hypothermia. 

lightly oiled birds are able to clean themselves by preening within two weeks (Birkhead etal. 1973) 

but in doing so ingest oil. Ihis ingested oil may cause liver, kidney and other tissue damage, may 

reduce the fertility of eggs that are laid (Grau ci aI. 1977), or result in death. 

Although highly mobile and potentially capable of avoiding polluted areas, seabirds may be 

attracted to (live into oil slicks, mistaking the sheen for fish. 

Many pelagic tropical species feed by picking or snatching prey from at or near the sea surface without 

settling on the water (eg. Bridled Terns, Sooty Terns, noddies, frigatebir(ls). Wedge-tailed 

Shearsvaters, Bulwar' s Petrel:, gadfly petrels, storm petrels feed while pa(ldling on the surface of 

the water. Boobies and Tropic birds plunge dive to about a metre or so below the surface. 

On the North West Shelf, seabirds are often associated with large floating rafts of the brown algae 

Sorgassurn. A range of juvenile and larval fish, crustaceans and terrestrial insects shelter in the rafts 

and act as a food source kir the birds. Bridled]erns in particular appear strongly reliant on Sargassum 

(Woollcr 1995). In the event of an oil spill, oil may become entrained into the rafts with the potential 

of toxic effects (Butler ci al. 1983). 

The movement of pelagic predatory fish, particularly tuna, are important to many seabirds. Species 

such as the Sootv'krn may be totally cle})en(lent on tuna to bring prey to the surface of otherwise 

deep ocean. PlatErnis and nionopods function as fish aggregators, attracting fish such as tuna and 

mackerel. As a consequence, the seabirds also tend to concentrate to varying degrees around these 

structures where they may be vulnerable to localised spills (Dunlop ci al. 1995). 

Many seabirds have a yearly, single egg clutch and chicks with relatively long fledgling periods (eg. 

Wedge-tailed Shearsvat(-r, Bridled krns). In Bridled lèrns, the minimum age of first breeding is 

four and a reproductive life extending 6-15 years. Wedge-tailed shearwaters have a reproductive 

life of 10-20 years. 

In terms of impact from an oil spill, the concern in not the deaths brought on by oiling, but the 

number and fate of the survivors. Recovery of a population depends either on (i) the existence of 

a reservoir of young breeding adults from which breeding colonies can be replenished or (ii) a high 

reproductive rate. Animals with a large breeding potential may rapidly regain their losses. Mortality 

is only significant if it results in a substantial decrease in the breeding population. 
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Turtles 

Little is known about the direct effects of oil on turtles. Eye infections may result from direct contact 

with oil, howev(-r most animals would be ex1)ected to avoid polluted arcas.The lighter oils produced 

by the Varanus Island Hun operations may be capable of penetrating the sandy sediments fOun(l on 

nesting beaches and sul)se(1uently interfering with egg-laying or egg (lcVelO1)meflt. However egg 

laying and development usually occur high on the beach beyond the reach of stranded oil. Nesting 

females and young hatchling turtles might be coated with beached oil as they emerge from and 

enter the water. 

,11 rifle 11farnina ls 

Information on the impact of oil on marine mammals is limited. I lowever, Raker it aI. (1990) bclieve 

that these species appear to ignore floating oil and are unharmed when they encounter it. 

Like turtles, marine mammals may suffer eve infections after direct contact with oil (NRC 1985). 

Other 1)0t('tial effects include surface fouling, direct and indirect ingestion and inhalation of toxic 

fumes (Volkman ii al. 1994). Whales and dolphins have been observed to avoid surface oil slicks 

and dugongs are presumed to be able to do so, although no information on their response to oil 

is currentl available (Baker it al. 1989). As marine mammals move freely in open water, they would 

not be exposed to l)rolonge(1 or sustained exposure to oil. 

Work carried out by Hellou ci of. (1990) fbund low concentrations of polycyclic aromatic 

hydrocarbons (PAl Is) in the skeletal tissue of ten species of marine mammals in eastern Canada, 

implying that PAl Is can accumulate in mammalian tissue. However, the data must be interpreted 

with caution as the concentration and retention of hydrocarbons will depend on the level of exposure, 

sex, body organ and ability of the animal to (lepurate. 

Dugongs may be indirectly affected by ingestion of coated seagrass leaves. 

S. Effects of Oil Spills on the Social Environment 

5.1 Commercial Fisheries 

A large oil spill could have significant effects on local fisheries, but because most fishing activity 

occurs south of the permit area and most surface water movement is offshore, this risk is minimal. 

The prawn fishery operating adjacent to Onslow may be at risk from an oil spill.Thc pelagic larval 

stages and the henthic juvenile and adult stages of prawns are more sensitive to oil than fin fish or 

molluscs and catches may be reduced due to mortality or to reduced fishing effort in polluted areas. 

Pelagic fish are able to avoid spills but henthic fish may suFfr from pollution of substrates. 

In the event ofan oil spill under appropriate conditions, there could be some impact on pearl farming 

to the northeast of the island group. As filter keders, pearl oysters will ingest oil particles if they 

sink through the water column and this may cause mortality 

5.2 iourisns 

An oil spill spreading to the south of the p'r1it area may have a temporary effect on the 

operations charter boats and recreational fishing. The actual recreational fish stocks are unlikely 

to be affected as game fish are highly mobile and so able to avoid the effects of a spill. An oil spill 
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spreading to the Lowendal or Montebello Islands would similarly disrupt 

recreational fishing and clay trips in those areas. 

6. Bacteria 

This group of organisms is given separate recognition due to their natural 

occurrences and their potential to help in the remediation process after an oil 

spill. 

Biodegradation is a natural process whereby bacteria or other micro-organisms 

breakdown the organic molecules of oil. 

The natural population of bacteria found in the marine environment has the 

potential to degrade hydrocarbons very rapidly, especially if additional nutrients 

are added. These bacterial populations have been found to be very complex and 

a number of different species work together to degrade the hydrocarbons. 

Extensive biorcmediation techniques were developed after the Exxon Valclez spill 

and results have been very promising One finding was that background microbial 

degradation occurred at very fast rates (Hoff 1993) supporting the claim that 

under certain circumstances natural cleansing may be the best clean-up option. 

However, the technique still needs refining before it can be used as a large scale 

clean-up technique. 
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Appendix 6 

ENERGY 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT POLICY 
Apache Energy shares the community's concern for the proper care and custody of our environment 
for present and future generations. 

We recognise that human activity, despite being a legitimate and integral part of our global 
environment, has the potential to disturb the balance of nature and must be planned and managed 
with the utmost diligence. 

We believe that by demonstrating leadership in environmental management our efforts will clearly 
show a concern for, and commitment to, ensuring that our activities are performed in a manner 
which will have the absolute minimum impact on the land, sea and air. 

This leadership will be achieved by: 

creating and maintaining an environmental awareness and responsibility in the workforce 
through open communication, education and training; 

maintaining open community and government consultation regarding our work and 
accomplishments; 

complying with all applicable laws and regulations and company commitments for the 
protection of the environment; 
developing and implementing systems to thoroughly identify, assess and manage all activities 
which have the potential to affect the surrounding biological, chemical and physical 
environment; 

embracing continuous improvement through setting targets, audits and reviews; 
promoting research into and facilitating the monitoring of biological, chemical and physical 
processes to develop baselines, measure environmental change and to expand and broaden 
our scientific knowledge; 
rehabilitating and restoring disturbed areas to a condition compatible with their prior use or 
status; 
reducing the production of waste products and energy through conservation, 

recycling and the use of renewable resources; and 

maintaining an emergency response capability to mitigate any potentially damaging effect of 
an incident. 

This policy has been reviewed and endorsed by Apache Energy management who foresee benefits in, 
and take responsibility for, it's successful implementation. By accepting employment with Apache 
Energy, each employee acknowledges that he/she is responsible for the application of this policy. 
Success will be achieved when each project is completed with minimal impact and disturbed areas 
have been rehabilitated. 
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Jim K Bass, Managing Director 
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